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Hoover Hall Residents
Make Money for Bunny
East and west Mvains will never
meet because both are making
money for their Honey Bunnies.
The east and west wings of Hoover Hall are raising money for the
Easter Seal fund by "selling themselves," grilling cheese sandwiches
on clothing irons and other such
o155 delights.
i.;ich penny made by the wings
a a vote far their Honey Bunny’.
The six wings chose their Bunnies
fain the three men’s dorms.
13.0 Bonds from Allen Hall is
the Bunny for the first east wing.
First west chose Ben Gale of
Allen Hall, Second east selected
Markham Hall’s Bob Pitcher. Second west’s Bunny is Ron McNich’:- of Moulder Hall, Eddie Wood

of Markham Hall represents third
east, and Mike Selwood of Nloulder
Hall represents third west.
Last night, third west had a
slave sale. They sold their sets Hilo the highest bidders. Third
has also been selling food thriet_.11out the week.
Third east is raffling off a $115
General Electric stereo for 25,.
tickets. Saturday, third east vs II
wash cars behind Markham !kn.
land clean moms in Moulder Hall.
Second east is selling blouses
and raffling tickets for a $10 bond.
First east had a taco sale last
Sunday. First east and first west
are selling "giashes."
The winning Honey Bunny will
1* announciel Sunday.

SPRING IS HERE but the weatherman has not
cooperated fully in bringing sunny weather to
the campus in any consistency. In hopes that
today is a nice one, Spartan Daily has brought
forth its annual Spring Issue. With Easter vaca-

tion just around the corner and spring fever
already in full stride, the time is ripe for an edition filled with features, columns and news of
spring on the college campus.

F irst Sign of SpringCoeds
B ossom in Colorful Fashions
Ry CAR01, sWENSEN
Society Editor
The first sign of spring- fashion -wise on the SJS campus will
be the casual look of Madras and
bright colored cottons for the
women, while the men continue
Woar W bite levis, cotton shirts
and inside -out sweatshirts.

I

100\ BI >Tr i s I
!of candidates. This was instituted
To insure candidates equal ad- so a party could not endorse only
vertising in ASH elections, Stu- one candidate.
dent Council yresterday restricted
Graduate Representive Pete
campus political parties and their Briggs walked out of Wednesday’s
candidates from -double adver- council meeting because "the Flectising- by passing several amend- tion Code Bill was not getting due
ments to the proposed Election consideration.
Code Bill. currently on the counPrior to his exit, council voted
eil debate fIaor
to delete two sections of the pro,
rules and posed hill which stated candidates’
-i..01 ions
procr,1;.:,
names could not appear in SparOne major amendment main- tan Daily party advertising and
tains that
all
political party ;only the party’s name, not the
Spartan Dilly advertising, which slate of candidates, could appear
is limited to a total of not more , on individual’s campaign posters.
than ’30 inches, must not contain!
However, after yesterday’s counthe p;tt,t:tr., state of candidates
meeting. Briggs said. "Today
The party’s platform may he pre- ’se’ bill received due comidera,am..
the party’s Daily adtseenrris!ruzin
Commenting on his exit from

appears that the Western
.
IS here to stay. The trend
is still toward hip-hugger pants
but ranch pants in all different
colors will be big this spring. Tailored, long-sleeved shills of bright
colors will accompany this new
’trend.

Steve Larson, council chairman Wecinesday’s meeting, the grad explained: "This amendment wat .,te representative told Spartan
instituted so that party candidates
"Certain individuals were
wauld not reveive double adverlicsed by their association
tisine. In previous years a great
a responsible political party
controversy has arisen concerninc
rut were unable to see the pos.
the listing of party slates its
misuses of the code if eerparty ada."
I ott sect ions were deleted."
30 INCHES
LARSON COMMENTS
Each election candidate is alafter.
yesterday’s
meet in
g
lowed iii inches of Spartan Dail .
Chairman Larson said.
:clvertising If political party ail -rtising, which also is limited la council members. most of whom
o inches, contains one of the ’ ’ere elected last year tinder the
partv’s candidate’s name, the can- political party SPUR. have atdictate V, mid be receiving twice * .mpted to bend over backwards
be fair and just. not only to
as much advertising space as
’,IMMO: political parties. hut to
non-party candidate .
Council definitely feels
Another amendment passed requires that all party candidates that past election codes have given
may not advertise their party’s party candidates an unequal ad slate on their individual campaign vantage over non-party eandiposters. In the past, party candi- dates"
He continued "Council does not
dates have listed their party’s
want to favor one party or anothslate on their individual posters.
Each candidate is allosved five er. It wants to represent the best
posters not to exceed nine square interests of the entire student
feet and ane additional poster not body"
The proposed hill was referred
t,, 1.501‘011 tit titm square feet.
to a special committee for minor
POsTER RESTRICTIONS
grammatical changes. The comA restriction was alto placed on
mittee is composed of Briggs,
political party posters It states
Penney Patch, senior represents that all party’ posters must list
is-e. and George Drake, freshman
at least three of the party’s slate
representative.

es will be difficult to see next to
living room furniture because dress
prints are going to look as if they
were lifted right off one’s chesterfield.

currently one of the most
p.1,..lar fashions on the SJS campus, are just what are needed to
make a perfect outfit with a
bright colored T-shirt,

Another new material idea will
FROM HAWAII
be woolens for spring and slimmer
Shifts, the most popular dress
wear. These are so light you tau-oily can tell they are wool. They in Hawaii. have become equally
The styles of SJS will no longer can be packed in a purse without popular on the Mainland. They
will be shown this spring as apbe "all ours." for Mademoiselle wrinkling.
parel to be worn over a SWIM:Mt
magazine ’April issue, Pages 167The shirtwaist dress, an old
171 c has presented to its national standby on the SJS campus, will in a triangle shape for castial wear
or with a tight skirt and sash
audience a picture story on our be seen frequently during the
for night wear.
fashion trends.
’spring months.
The sleeveless
As for "the" spring color, evPictured on campus last De- shirt maker probably will score
eryone has his special favorite,
cember are 5.15 students modeling highest this year.
but ink-hlue will he much in dethe lat..st f,shions in front of
.
Not new but always standard is
mand. Also pink, and red. white
Tower Half on the beach at Santa
the three-piece outfit which can
and blue combinations will be
CrlIZ and at the Winchester Mys- he worn
on the beach, in the
tery !louse.
suburtas or in the city. Beginning
appointed administr:oise assistant
the day with Jamaica shorts and
tit Dr. Milburn I). W’ii.;1.t. dean of
’UPHOLSTERY LOOK’
the division.
The Mademoiselle issue also blouse, then exchanging the shorts
The appointments are effective features a look at spring fashions,1 for a tight skirt and finally switchSept. 1,
The "upholstery look" dill he ing to pliated skirt, blouse and
very big this year. Women’s dr,-- jacket will demonstrate the vir.
sit tt I.f h IS out fit,

Halverson, Reiff Named
To Business Positions
San Jose State College Pt-es.
Jahn T. Wahlquist today announred the appointment of two
faculty members to administrative
aaitions in the SJS Business
Dr. George C. Halverson, who
laflot the faculty in 1962, replaces
Dr. Edward P.
Shaw as head at
the Industrial Relations Department.

People-To-People
Accredits ICSC

Dr Wallace W.
Reiff has been

Orientation Week
Leaders Sought
Al’alications for orientation leaders for fall
semester’s Orientation
Week will
be available Monday
though Friday
at the College
a,corclIng to Dirk F:astman,
Orientation Committee chairman
’We a ill have 110 ’stallions open
11.41 would like all interested stunts to apply,"
said Eastman.
Interviews will he held April
2(1

DR. HALVERSON
new IR head
.

(ode To Insure
Equal Advertising

SJS Talent Show
Set for April 22;
Needs Entertainers

WESTERN LOOK
It

Membership in People-to-People
In, will he granted to the Inter( ’natural Steering Corn to it tee
ICSCi today in a special ICSC
meeting at noon in LN401. Any
Eor the coed traveling to the
interested students are invited to
attend. said George Yamatrota ’City on a shopping tour. Mademoiselle suggests the "always in
’Si
today in a special
Piople-to-People calls itseli
demand" narrow coat and skirt
eorporation organized -ter the pur- to match, accompanied by a
isise of building better understand- orless linen blouse.
! ing between the people of the
The T-shirt look will be very
United States and people of other chic this spring. Cotton knit Tnations.- Former Pres. Dwight Ei- shirts will take on dashing colors
senhower is chairman of the board , and stripes. The colors red, white
iif trustees of People- to-People ind blue apparently will be very
Rafer Johnson is the tuitional di- !big in this type 01 apparel.
reetor.
I
Wrap-around and "A" shaped

prize and a
ial
appearanee on 1-SJS radio will hethe honnrs accorded the winner of
Allen Hall’s Spring Talent Show
to he held on April 22 at S p.m.
A

The show will feature music talent from the SJS campus in a
fast-moving evening. But the show
needs talent.

!

Instrumental. vocal groups and
individual performers are eligible.
Those interested in participatine in
the show are asked to call Todd
Schiffman at Allen Hall, 29487-11.
before April 5.
Paige and Sherry Brownton. a
folk -singing duo, won the Fall Talent Show, also directed by Schiff man,

SJS Blood Drive
Set for April 25

Friday, March 29. 1963

IAPART AN DAILY

Big Sweep

100 Tickets Issued
In Cleanup Campaign

The Community Service Com- held April 25 from 9 a.m.
mittee this week began prepara- p.m. in Hoover Hall,
I
Co-chairmen
tions for the Blood Drive to be
for the
drin
Pauline Richards and
Larry Cr
Us, explained that the
pa
helps maintain the &IS
ec
Credit Club. The co-chairrnenk
minded, "Any
student. fac.iir
member or his family
may th.a,I
from our credit bank if
our
is
Fr(e)racshrudi.e-nts under 21 was,
to contribute blood. release
Dash’ P. /latch, assistant pro- may be obtained at the table
ast
fessor of art at SJS will speak on Athepacreafnette.srisaigAnpartililre4. i5s.n2eed2.
21ed 2i5
"War and Peace in Art" tonight at
1
the International Student Center, persons under 21 years of age.
As part of the Blood Drive,
285 S. Market St. at 8 p.m. It is
open to the public and free of poster-slogan contest will be spa
sored by the Community sem,
altarge.
Professor Hatch will discuss how Committee and the Air gas
a nations people and culture are ROTC April 1-5. Posters
b
I reflected in their art. He will il- judged on slogan, technique. as
lustrate his talk with a slide show. appropriateness. A Isis for siva
entries will be ;ti’ahliIble
Activities Office, Alrnl2
Enntrth
must be submitted by April
11
Winner of the contest will rera:
$10 and runner-up $7to co-chairman Pauline Rich:,
entries should be printed on

War, Peace
In Art Topic
Of Lecture

San Jose’s fourth attempt to ! these people are getting this servclean and beautify the San Jose ice, so they should cooperate."
State campus area left nearly 100
cars on

Ninth and

littered

with

10th

citations

streets
early

Wednesday morning.
Despite this, Arthur B. Philpott,
city traffic analyst, plans to con- I
tinue the program

every second

and fourth Monday and Tuesday
nights. The next clean-up will take
place during Easter vacation.
This was the first time enforcement had been used. Previously.
Philpott points out. signs had been
put up. literature explaining the
program had been distributed, articles had appeared in both the
San Jose and SJS newspapers and
warning notices had been issued on
cars that hadn’t been moved from
the area during earlier clean-up
campaigns.

NO ALTERNATIVE’
Plans call for a continuing of the
program, with no changes immediately forecast. "The only alternative," said Philpott, "is to have
dirty, unhealthy and unsightly
streets, which people don’t seem to
like either."
Following the initial clean-up,
Philpott had stated. "To help the
student’s evening parking problem
during the sweep-ups we have arranged for cars to be parked out
of clean-up districts and thus
escape citations."
Failure to take advantage of
these parking spaces and heed the
warning notices issued during the
last sweep resulted in the issuing
of the citations.

CAROLYN ADKINS (I.) and Barbara McDonald
inspect lost and found articles being sold by
Spartan Spears, sophomore women’s honorary,

-

Job Training
pportunity
or Writers

POSSIBLE EXPANSION
If the program proves successful
will be expanded to include the
area from Fourth to 16th Streets
Currently, just Ninth and loth
1
,between
steSanta
erClara
tSan’
F
Reed Streets are cleaned. NIond...
nights the west side of Ninth Sr
and the east side of 10th St. are
cleaned, and Tuesday nights the
cleaner tours the east side of
newspaper
Ninth and west side of 10th
! a career?
Streets.

it

laZoe::

ore launching on

L,
Yates
looks
member
Spears
quad.
in the outer
on. The sale, held each semester by the group,
continues until 5 p.m. today.

Proposal Urges Federal
Discussion in Council
policy regarding the matter to be
considered by Council at a regular
Wednesday meeting.
A draft of the council position
on this particular bill; communication of the NEIA to other colleges
and universities for their opinions
and the investigation of establishing a permanent line of communication between Washington, D.C.
and San Jose State College "so
that the students may keep abreast
of pending legislation which may
affect them directly or indirectly."
Council formed a committee to
investigate the proposal.

A proposal seeking that Student their way through college," Hauck
Council express itself on federal said.
of
Copley
King
Durkee
so,
If
"The people cited apparently had I
Citing the example of the NDEA
government matters that affect the
no intention of cooperating." said newspapers, San Diego, will visit
funds, Hauck said that the
was
presented
at
body
SJS
student
Philpott, adding. "Like any Pro- the Department of Advertising
ment made available $277,778 in
gram it is a TV.,,-Way street-- and Journalism Tuesday to inter- Wednesday’s council meeting by ’1962-63
to 400 SJS applicants,
view interested students concern- ASB Pres, Bill Hauck.
Concerning libraries: "The probing the Copley Editorial-Training
He pointed to the proposed Na- karts of library deficiencies to SJS
I Program.
tional Education Improvement Act students is not a new one. A reThe program, open to interested
introduced in Congress earlier this cent report submitted to the Board
men and women, consists of 12
of Trustees stated that the SJS
months of supervised work cover- year.
Library had on hand 223.026 volThe human race is confronted
different
24
act
contains
The
ing virtually all jobs performed in
es which is 12.85 per capita.
with two choices: either growing
the
key
items
Among
.programs.
a newsroom. Durkee will be on
Evaluated on the basis of the gentogether into a single family or
to
SJS,
ac
directly
relate
which
campus to speak to any interested
e.rally accepted standards of a mmitself.
destroyingstudents
throughout the day in the ’ cording to Hauck, are: ill a $1 nnum of 40 volumes per capita the
Dr. Arnold J. Toynbee, famed department,
i billion construction loan fund for
12.85 figure is woefully inadeBritish historian and internationJim Hushaw, a 1957 SJS gradu- public, private and church-related quate."
ally -known author and lecturer,
ate, took the program. Presently, colleges; 12) extension and expanwill discuss this thesis Wednesday
Emphasizing that "we have a
he is assistant news editor of the sion of the National Defense Diuin "Towards World Unity" at 12:30
cation Act i NEIA) of 1958; t 31 vested interest in at least several
Glendale News Press.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
1
The Copley Newspapers is an suport for libraries and public jun- of the provisions included within
Dr. Toynhee is author of a 12 organization of 15 daily newspa- ior colleges. "Also requested by the scope of the proposed NEIA,"
volume "Study of History." An pers of Illinois and Southern Cali- President Kennedy, were funds for Hauck suggested council consider
abridgement of the first six vol. fornia. It also includes two week- college extension courses and part- the establishment of a committee
umes was on the best seller lists lies and one monthly paper.
time wages for students working io consider the oroposal; a written I
and was a Book-of-the-Month-Club
selection.

Toynbee Speaks
On ’World Unity’

Dr. Toynbee has been awarded
degrees and honors hy various universities, among them Oxford.
Cambridge. Columbia and Princeton.

,

"Error and
thf., 111, sZ
of a paper to be read by Ralph s:
Davis at tonight’s meeting of Ph; k
Sigma Tau. honorary philosophy
society, to be held at 354 N. Fifth ;,
a*
St. at 8 p.m.

Purpose of the society is to promote faculty-student discussion
and to explore the relevant ml:.
tionship between philosophy arid
other disciplines.
On Thursday the club will hea,
a paper. "Phenomenology and Rethinking of Scholasticism,"
John B. Shanks.

Fraternities ’March’
In Leukemia Drive
Si4Alpha Mu, Theta
:mil Sign
Chi, will be ringing Oaorbells Sur,
day tn collect donations for tht
Danny Thomas Leukemia Drive
The fraternity men will meet w
the Sammy house, 485 E. Reed S*
at 1:30 p.m. and begin their mar’
between San Carlos and Marso
Streets and First and 10th Street
Donations also may be left ..
the house from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
The collection will end at 3 p
when the men return to ti.,
Sammy house for Mus real Theo
Open House MT0I1 . The
of MT0I1 is to better se
other houses with Sigma Alibi m.,
and will provide time for problem
discussion. Music and refreshments
will be provided.

An initiation dinner will be held
tomorrow night at 8 by the Italian
Club at the International Students
Center.
All student interested in the
language are welcome. Price is $1
per person.

Investment Club
Elects President

r,., . . . . . . . . w. ,. . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . x. . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . ,
e yotti

afftlitto

Philosophy Society
Discusses Essay,
Additional Courses

A petition to add two new
courses, "Seminar in Kant" and
an upper division coutse, "Existentialism." to the program r,1
the philosophy department will fs
circulated and discussed.

Italian Club Dinner

byM1r1s. siz’iregillpen
Canal, Blood r:
chairman for the American 1.
Cross, will speak at the C01117
ity Service Committee meWednesday on the importam,
donating blood. The organic:.
meets at LN201 at 3:5,0 Ara
A goal of $1,000 set up by C munity Services Committee
Campus Chest Week, fell ’approximately $725 during :
DAVID P. HATCH
drive held March 18-22.
. . . ’War and Peace’
Wade Fosdick. chairman of
Formerly of the University of committee which sponsored
now event, blamed
professor Hatch
Oregon,
teaches ceramics, silversmithing, of volunteers and .:
duct laa.md.-:weaving, and design sculpture.
Professor Hatch has publish’
many articles on the field of glazo
technology, tribal crafts and in dust rial design.
In 1961 he won the Louis Cori fort Tiffany ilWard of $2,000 toi
Slims II ment club
silverwork.
Professor Hatch has traveled night at 17.:
widely, visiting Iran, Burma, and
Earl Sri.’
Mexico. In Mexico he was in dent for the
charge of a student group and group’s last medc,
while in Burma he led a research him will be Linda
team,
secretary and
He is being sponsored by the
and
II".
International Student center and
"Interested stii.lemthe Intercultural Steering Commit- returning next fail
tee of the Associated Student attend the meet in:,:,
Body.
tier William Podges.

"

A.

J. Brommer, Pastor

R. Fiedler, Dir. of
Efuenkel, Vicar

All are

ii

Music

Wesley
Foundation

n/i-rime

Student
Center)
441 South 10/11
Street

(Methodist

J. Benton White,
Campus Minister
Schedule of Services:
SUNDAY
ornInp Hours
llama
Finning otrtilup
WEDNESDAY
Bible Study

8,10 a.ni.
10:45 a.ro.
9:45 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

.6-00 p.m. Supper 40e (no resernations necessary)
The Rob7:00 p.m. "Barabas
ber"

A color film about the EASTER
EVENT.
8:00 p.m. Worship and Fell,3wship

10th

St

Campus Christian Center announced it is planning to tear
!down the house at 310 S. 10th St.’
in order to build a $40,000 chapel.
The house will be torn down
this month and building will begin within two months.
R. Lindsey Lamberson. Campbell architect, has designs-al the
,chapel to seat 150 people. It will
be a concrete structure with a
,
very pointed roof.
I

The Rev. Allan Dieter described
the chapel as a "unique, tent -like I
structure with folds or ribs raciitiling out from the point."
Sunday worship services of the ’
Lutherans and Presbyterians will
be held in the new chapel which
ms to he completed this semester..
Other members of the center,
the Episcopalians, Congre.gationalists, and Disciples of Christ, will
ink

Worship Sundoy
St. Paul’s
First
lOth at San Salvador
Santa C,Vel & 5th
9:10 Ik 1110 am.
Donald A Getty,
Minister

II:00 a.m.
Jame, Etheredge,
Minister

Spartan Tri-C
3rd &

an Antonio

hr. II Ii
’I V.
7 iii

,111.or

k 11111R

I tor regular ::illielar

r se i

program votit eistne iiiit.Intittitig tee.

tintnrli.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30. 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

Chaplain Duryea
Speaks Sunday
Roman
John
Catholic chaplain A III be the guest
of the Episcopalians of San Jose
State Sunday, 6 p.m, at the Campus Christian Center. 300 South
10th St
The ""lot day midday servicel
:
fillP
to the I
has
a by Arnold Toyn! so, !
!I historian.
’ be
.ssorWhitaker
Asa’,
,11 .peak nn "Are MorDeininc,,
al Values Real Today?" at the
Grace Baptist Church, 484 East
San Fernando St., Sunday at 5:45

April 7-12. The lectures will

Deininger
To Speak
The reality of today’s moral
\ dues will be discussed SI/nria,
1, 17, p.m. in the Fireside Rota.,
hi’ Grace Baptist Church,
and San Fernand,. Streets.
Dr. Whitaker T. Deininger,
fessor of thilosophy, will speal:
"Are Morel l’alues Retil
The sperieh will rover such I.as freedom atul responsilnills ,
mentation, and charigm.; socad
Professor Deininger spokt
Sparta Camp on tht same silt,:
Elaine Wilson and John It
al, chairmen tor rho ectailm,

Tri-C Club
Evening Service

7:00 p.m.

h:

held at 3 p.m. Sundays and 8 ;,1.
weekday evenings.
Osborne, college lecturer :it, !
counselor at San Quentin
"is keenly aware of modern
:
politan life and the re1:11...;.Christianity has to these problems," according to Paul Oler
minister at the Central Church :
Christ,
Osborne is presently minister of
the Lake Merced Church of Chi i-t
in San Francisco. He received r
degree from the University of Cal: fornia in psychology and has done
graduate work in psychology and
history.
"Everyone is invited to the teetures and the remilar son in-es,"
said Olar

buii NALDffECUYE

College -Seminar"

9:45 a.m.
5:45 p.m.

:Church of Christ, 81 N. Eighth

7:30 p.m.

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
’..iinda at 9:13 a.m.
till North Eighth qt.
\En r Paul Oler

the downtown church
catering to the college community
Morning Worship
8.30 & 11:00 urn.

a series of lectures at the Ceti.
On

Baptist Church

First

Roy F. Osborne Jr. will condu

L

CENTRAL CHURCH
OF CHRIST

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

ew Chapel Prison Counselor
To Be Built Talks April 7-12

First Immanuel Lutheran
Me, Synod)
and
Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 11:00
Lenten Services: Wed. 6:45, 8 p.m.
Student gathering after 6:45 service.

.I

1111 So

Second Si,, San Jose

Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor
Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chaiel
for the doubter,
questioner and believer
NO WORSHIP SERVICES
until after Easter vacation because of Sierra Region Retreat
A Student chapel

this weekend.
Services will resume on April
21.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos

Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor

Bibles
Books
Religious Gifts

Evangel Bible
Book Store

Sunday, March 31, ef 545 p.m.
Philosophy Prof. Whinier Dein.
inger speaks or
Today?
"Are Moral Values Real
Church
-1
Me
II:00 a.m
5:45 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

Roger Williams Fellowship
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
1:00 and 7 30 p.m.
Church Service
Clan
10:00 a.m. College Bible
11:45,

Coiiins
"’MO "Shorty"
Baptist Colloe ChWain

2nd

2924353

Attend
The Church
Of Your
Choice

John M
Peer

Canterbury
Tales

WARNER PRESS, INC.
"The Best in Christian Merchandise."
96 S.

Sarr-;

Jsv
Episcopal a,s of San
THE RED CARPET

rolled out for: The chac
Duryea Roman CatholicSunday I
Stanford. OUI guest
ning at 6.
AND
W dnnselst
: hid ha
SJS ’s "toast e1 distinguit
Arnold Taynbee,
Mot
Wednesday
0
this ss
is cancelled for
serviceer:icn,0
is

CENTER

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
300 South Teeth

ov

rive
25
[’rum 9 am,
Hall.

for the d,
:5 and Lar:s
that the
the S.1$
re co-chairmen
strident, fae
family may
bank if our Jr,:
under 21
lootl, releisi
I at the tattle nu.
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Delta Sigs Break
Ground for House

NEW HOUSE NEARS REALITY

itt l’.51(01. StVENsEN

will be a fireplace in the recrese
1 lion room. a fully equipped libram
20 loot verandas on both Boors :a
suspended staircase, and a toyer’
’ house for those Delta Sigs not
’ living in.
The Greek letters in wrought.
1 tram will be projected a half foot
will
stop
their1 from the house and be lighted
The Delta Sigs
from
,....dtering Sept. 15 when they behind. The crest will be in the
furnished
,a into a completely
living mom.
anal landscaped, split-level house.
INTERVIEWING
’fire new fraternity house will
The DeAta Sig Alumni Building
-man
rooms
two
tor
feature mainly
ommittee is currently interview46 men and a special luau) for at ing subcontractors and
interior dechousemother. Its total area is I
orators. They are also in the pro12.000 sq. feet and includes an cess of
acquiring a housemother
odergrounal parking area for E,
The house is being financed by
i,rnity house a
aam. the o,!:.
alumni% national and commercial
,,cral finances.
ttisit,Irs S ONTI.NIPOR tIt1
Jerry Bell, house president, repiteloporar> will he, resenting the Delta Sign sentitaaath the interior and: ments ’,aid, "We feel the con, a. dininft room, whi,ta ,
4, of a new house is sigI ..tito the sundeck
’I the progress of Delta
-eats 100 persons., Sigma l’hi since it began in 1949.
i,,,,,
mon, I so iii the living Progrm- is also indicated by the
:a entire area will hold fact tiro the loan for the land we
m anal be used for social are hinlling was paid off seven
years ia, advance which puts us
wi guest speakers.
.aoas 4 tlaa- new house
IthIad
of our plans.

7.7.11777,"Hensawiss.,
,

sae 4,af lases

Was .

SCALE MODEL OF Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
house, scheduled to be completed Sept. IS,
gives good idea of what the building will look
like. Ground -breaking ceremony for the house
will be held Sunday at 2 p.m., even though
"This new house is soinethiraz
that we were working towards bar
more than five years and we just
can’t wait to move in," continued
Bell.
GROUND BREAKING
Ground la c.alaam; a.m.-monies will
be held Saardas at 2 la or at the
a ainstisicroos sam 121
11th St.
Pre-u-riso ill 1, 1 us,k Dickson, chap-

actual construction began March 20. While the
roof has come unstuck from the model, the
contractor has assured the members that no
similar thing will occur in the actual building.

ii’: supervisor; Chuck Von Ltamm,1 yard of the Halls of Ivy boardin
prcsident of the Alumni Control house.
Bard; Dr. Edward Clements, SJS
In 1949 a local group called
Placement officer and a national 1Delta Sigma Club received a to
’slicer; Janie Winters. Delta Sig tional charter from Delta Sign,,,
le earn Girl; school officials; and Phi fraternity. The 17 Delta Si,ssarrous alumni officers.
at that time were housed on Mott.
Everyone is invited. Following Street. In 1951 they moved to 11. the ceremonies refreshments and Alameda anal in 1952 they moved
a reception will be held in the back. their present property
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74 So. First Street
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San Jose State College’s
sions by store personnel and guest
of Business and Hares De- speakers.
partment Store will hold their
In the afternoon the students
sixth annual Student Management ’wall understudy Hart s personnel,
’from buyer to president. and parWorkshop on Monday, April 8.
’ ticipate in the executive decadori.s
The student workshop, started made during the course of their
in 197,S 1,y Ales !tart, president duties.
. the store. and Prof. R J. NorGuest speakers for the program
koi of S.IS Marketing Depart- .
sient. has vainest national recog- will be: /lector Escobosa, presinition as a unique program in col- dent of I. Magnin’s in San Franlege training. In 196’1 the workshop cisco’. Olney Smith. director of
San
Jose
Redevelopment
so on tire National Retail Merchants the
Association Commendation Award, ’Agency and Arnold Einsler. partsand Alex Hart received a Readers ner in the Kline-Kinsler Buying
Digest Cdizenship award for his Office in Los Angeles.
et forts in the cooperative proThis year Reed Jones. junior
gram.
!from Alameda, will be Alex J.
Thirty students enrolled in the Hart’s understudy. The assigncoming program will torego their ments are made by a student com0
vacation ta, part atipate 111 mittee which re-views sail applica.seek -long activities at Hart’s tions for the workshop and selects
- an Jose and Sunnyvale store. The the member,
;dents will be under the direc, ,a1 Professor Norwsrod and
Salary is derissett fratn the Latin
nriel of Hart’s.
word "salarium" which is
:, rang sessions. held at the
-: branch art the San Fran- ancient Rome’s soldiers calleo
.

a abral
Savings az Loan. wait they received as part of
:...st.ire lectures and discus ,:.

"SHOPPING CENTER
FOR THE
SANTA CLARA
VALLEY"
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41/41111111141,;Y’4111"
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51.
Weck. ;
$725 da:...:.:
it 18-22.
c, chairman of
eh sponsored se
’allure on Is
inabilm.
ea,r.

29,

Management Workshop
Begins April 8 in Hart’s

The brothers 01 15.1 (so Sigma Phi
have been without a central meeting place since the first of the
.,eur at her fire destroyed the main
hutbe and a commercial demolition crew the annex.

be pratted. on

March
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HEROLDS TOWN & COUNTRY, Inc
Town & Country VItiacae
I
Open Mon., Than 1-, :

STAMP COLLECTORS

FASMON-FORtht SELECTED SHOES

Complete Line
PHILATELLIC SUPPLIES

YOU Should he
Coming to

Scott, Minkus, Grossman, and Harris
Albums, Catalogs, and 1963 Supplements

Cut your study time
Improve your comprehension
Realize your potential

Hammarskjold Inverts
Now in Stock

at College of Notre Dar-,e San Francisco
University of Santa Clara achieved
Over 1000 Words Per Minute with
///lot,

Coll for complete information regarding Four-Week
Summers Sessions beginning June 17.

Reading Improvement Laboratory
(late experience

375 Town &

Country Village

CH 8-7675

Church
community
no Worship
net"
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ORIGINAL HANDCRAFTS
FROM OLD MEXICO
Wasid & Pone Chess Sets front 85.00
* !land Screened Circle Skirts
* Straw Purses & Tote Bags
* Stoles & Cross Scarfs
* Peasant Blouses
* Mantillas

See Jose S’I’n
CARPET
The Re’
atholic c hap
t’
lest Sunday
JD
wed
distinguished
dnescley endue
ttt
Id for the
STIAN COTO
In Tenth
yr,’",1/4"."/

delight iins of our
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,oftee a ’I’ ’drat) look
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Black. Haw
ilk. Red
Marigold leather. $9.95

....
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b. Nloe, on it 11 handsewn vamp..
Be the first with thew
newe.t -Iiieon catmint,.
Brim ti. V ild Honey
Black. 88.95
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HEROLDS . . . The HOUSE of UNUSUAL SIZES .

1 hat

.

AND ALL THE REGULAR SIZES, TOO.

YARN
SheAs

300 per or.
350 per or.
no per or.

4 Ply Knitting

Worsted
Nylana Bulky
Nylana Germantown
Just Arrived!
NEW SPRING SWEATER KITS

THE YARN SHOP

319 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

Open Mon.

I Thum, Eves., 7.9
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417 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Presents . . .

Lights, Brights & Whites by Aileen
tortc n

Free and easy ... and colorfully coordinend. Alp,",
knit horizontal
striped scooup, jerneice length fly front pants and hooded jacket, leaves
nothing to be desired. Scoop in black, pink, blue green and summer brown.
Jamaica in black, bright blue, light blue, bright pink, light pink, bright green,
light green, summer brown and white. Hooded jacket in polo blue, tomato
red, rnar1gold and white. Stripe top sixes S.M.L. Pant sizes 7-15, 1-16. Jacket
sizes S.M.L. Top $4.98: Jamaica $6.98: Jacket 16.98.

Others from $2.98 to $6.98
COLMAN’S FEATURE SWIMWEAR by
Rose Marie Reid, Catalina, and Marina Del Mar.
See the New 1-pc. Bikini Type Suit with the Cannes Look!

(DosRer’s
CAMPUS SHOP
SO So. 4th St
Open Thurs 7.9 P M

Cd

115 TOWN & COUNTRY
Stevens Creek Blvd
Open Mon-ThursFri

Till 9:30

---....11111111111111
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Castro Warns U.S.
Against ’Aggressors’

Friday. March 29, 1963

Yukon Crash Survivor Shows
Scars of 7- Week Ordeal
\ I%HI\
IS, ti
aitea er.s.liii

;Men there was a visit, ataxi,
to the office of dentist C. R. Pugh,
:; A Cali- who said Flores was unable to
fornia man, oh,r with a young chess prone’ ly with only three
Brooklyn woman survised a plane teeth coming together because of
crash and 48 days in the northern a broken jaw suffered in the crash.
wilderness, was united with his
Next stop was Bob Le.mire’s
wife yestetday tor the first time barber shop, where photographers
in nine months. He had been con- took pictures of Flores’ long, black
cerned about how she would react hair being shorn.
to his scarred face.
Flores’ wife. Teresa, arrived
"I look like a man who just from California late yesterday.
is
out of a tomb." said Ralph She had not seen her husband
Flores. 42. San Bruno, after a since last Juno, when she moved
nurse at the IVhitchorse General back to California from Fairbanks.
Hospital helped him shave his Alaska. after he decided to work
thick beard Wednesday.
as a mechanic on the DEW line.
"I look like it dead man. My face
TALKS ABOUT MARRAIOE
is so thin. And all these scats."
Yesterday in Vancouver. she was
It was Flores’ first chance to see eager to talk about Ralph and
the wounds his face sustained in their 17 -year marriage.
the Feb. 4 crash of his single -eng"Perhaps I talk too much." she
ines] Howard plane in British Colsaid. -I do most of the talking in
umbia wasteland just south of the
our marriage. But Ralph talks a
Yukon boundaiy.
lot too, once he really gets to
He was obviously moved tv
what he saw.
On the left side of his upper
lip was a one and one-half inch Yshaped gouge.

Bumbling Burglar
Escapes with Car

$195

SHEAFFEKS
new ballpoint
plus free 790 refill
in

’Safeguard’ clip works the tip. Tip is
protected and so is your shirt. Plus free entry
No-Loser Sweepstakes for fabulous prizes.

SPARTAN
’Right

BOOKSTORE
On

Campus’’

Iliitstel" is
kliril I
.inls two %seek. ass as

"But I wish you’d eon Oct that
story about him being a lay minister. He’s lust a member of the
Mormon Church.

ficial statement which accused the’
Tass Ps!iiRriAtill.":pit
WARnte’4wilarsliPhip"
st
United States of responsibility for tacked the Baku in Cuban territos
ial
waters
and
So’,
cit
fired
on
two
attacks
several salvos
armed
g
fruls.
m 20-mm guns and machine
freighters in Cuban !awls and t.a

’Ile used to take social drinks
before we joined the church, and
he used to smoke cigarettes I.ut
not when he was flying.
-He wasn’t a heavy Minket’. he
raiser cashed his pay check m
kir or anything.

B;;;1. - of the four crewmen and
.;ii
as ngers all were re -

High School Girls
View Pregnancy
As ’Status Symbol’
Som..

so

confused

about

J,ntiu..

Per-flinty Set,

I .18mos

that they consider beraral in..: la
as

a

"status

symbol,-

a

California Medical Association,
Dr. Yoshiye Togasaki. assistant
health officer of Contra Costa
County, said she based her conelusions on studies of 21 Contra
C,,..ta
schools.
She said there were 12,136 girl:enrofed in the junior and sent’’
hiss -chools studied which rev.’ :ed 121 pregnancies. 17 of then. a
jiiniOr high schools.

Set

.98

&i4.71/41,9:40
----.APi/ARMIE CY’
518 So. 10th St. at Williams

Phone 292-5502

;should be espe
0 sehools had no 1..,1
any kind on the subject
? a Iil
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UPI.-

WASHINGTON

Repute

leaders

said

mirday the Kennedy administration

should sponsor a "truth

in,

o ernment" program because mil-

11 before the committee for Han‘h"
’’ii are 11 other bills stiffening 1"I1’ 11; ’
p. il;ies for use, sale and posses
’h 1.
a: dangerous drugs. The coin. 0;
post Ironed Illrther act ion
;,1(111 ffo;
WeOk.

U.S. Saturn ShOt
Is ’Key’ Success

a
-

,le

fi
iI
i S. Weather BlIreall recently sued a seasonal vi:arnine

SEABORNE RAIDERS

Government

li. an

in ..

Windy Warning

In Washington. the State Department confirmed that seaborne
raiders attacked and damaged a
ov
Siet
ship loading sugar in a Cuban north coast port. But it said
had no idea where the assault
gioup had its base

-Warrn :trite:m.41 temper,: .
and a freshening sea tw eeze se
offer ideal conditions for stns.,
boys with low -flying kites this
afternoon, especially after 3 pr,

Spokesman Lincoln White added
that there still was no report from
investigators seeking to discover
details of a similar attack March
IS on another Soviet vessel in a
nearby Cuban ismt.

"All interests should expect a
mixture of torn paper, wooden
St rip:: and snarled string to be
come draped over exposed objects
such as telephone wires TV ail.
tennas and shridits...y.

special
offer

$2.74
VALUE
/ $195
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’Safeguard’ clip works the tip. Tip is
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..rude
I,. manipulate the news tioni Vashington,
the issue has become much
,..eper than that."

’’Right

GOVERNMENT LYING
deplorable faet is that today millions of Americans believe,
iheir government is not. telling
?hem the whole truth.-

rile

Ile s a I .! t he administration
spent its
-t (’ear trying to
. tha; :- defeats in Congress
s ietories It followerl
I
he
Oh the Bay of Pigs
I
t..
and the "traetorsi
The IT’1,’
Dicksen said
s"’"’ "s Ti’’
71o
Ot.,,A%ned the
n""""’
1’
ing i.:.!
, ;2 12 pia .IIST,
tractor deal tor two days before
a coil.
liquid Inane.
admitting it had "sponsored it from
iiiler the mon- the beginning. climbed about
Later. he said, Defense Secretary
I:.,; sinice and nosed R.,bcrt S. ’McNamara "admitted
.!.I
atmosphere to its I hat the iouch-valmted ’missile
des’,
miles away in the gap’
of the 1960 presidential
.111m1:
campaign was false
"

Ire Toga:saki said
that the
school with the highest percentThe tilli‘VPSti,,pCrIed tho way for :1 ,
age of io,irted prr.s,mancies had
milestone flight plsmned for the:
Rats cause beta ten $I billion
an a.
seident body ssibere
priund thrust Sriturn-1
..
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and education
hs ;I rogeml uried engine will be f.,.,
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,
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plus free 790 refill
’Safeguard’ clip works the tip.

On a 6-6 tie vote, the committee refused to send to the Senate
’ floor a bill to tighten Prescri tion
;
P
requirements for the drug Per-

micaIit

health officer Wednesday told the

flair Spary

SACRA NI I Nis
as, .1.
part of tio-. Edmund G
.
program for tighter come;
dangerous drugs was killed
Wednesday night by the Senate
JtUtiCiary Committee.

"After this." Tass said,
warship aiairoached Baku
and
fired a bortiello whist blew a NA.
four yards wide in the h
I’.
endangered the life of the dlo’sni’sni
Serious damage was vallied Ti the
Soviet merchantman."

Castro criticized
ICristo. also blamed the United States
for it allred
straf16
sea
March
the
for
States
lions."
of
Cuban
group
Icy
another
ing
exiles of the Soviet freighter LAM’
in the adjoining poll of Isabela de
Sagua.

-

Senate Committee Americans
Pares Drug Bill
Doubt U.S.

junior and senior high school girl -

tr..a,

Wile

UNPL ANNEt. PARENTHOOD.

, Ions of Arnmicans "believe their
"’an ’
-overtunent is not telling them the -1Atty. Gen. Stanley Mosk
ruth. "
in
the
week
tha
earlier
testitied
as many as 52 per cent of It
"The record of the administrie
state’s drug stores and pharmaem
ion since it took office encourages
are being defrauded by Pei:co da;
hat belief," Semite GOP Leader
Names of the Americans, both
addicts.
.:verett M. Dirksen, III., told a
enlisted men, were withheld newt"’yr’ "’Terence’
But Dr. Henry Ricksford, Stock
ing notification of relatives.
;t111111112.:
Curt, a practicing physician foe it
MANAGED NEWS
The U.S.-made C46 WAS on
years, told the cmnrn ittee that he
Gol’ Leader Chat.1.,.
regularly seheduled flight that
had neve r seen a true Percodan
Ind., backing Dirksens
originated in Taegu, about 200
large. said the Cuban crisis
miles south of Seoul. It struck a a"’c’’
Under the bill by Sen. Edwin :pawned the controversy over
hill near the landing strip of Kim-,
is. International Airport, 15 tulles J. Regan tD-Weavervillet. Perm- ’managed news." and that "It is
dan would be requirel to be pre- little wonder that it still confrOM downtown Seoul.
scribed on a triplicate prescript ion, tinues."
Sooth Korean air force authorinow used only for hard narcotics
The Republienn leadeiN shared
ties said the plane apparenII,py of the prescription would their weekly news ciaii.e .oi;
a. lc ;III
crashed because of strong
; the state Narcotics Bureau. wsomiti, (;,,, (mu.:
11:01..en
and hea’y snows.

nant

.

He said the United Slates was’
behind Wednesday’s attack by Cuban exiles on the Soviet freighter
Baku while it was loading sugar
in the north coast tiort of Caibarion, leaving it heavily damaged.

Asked about her husband’s pers..nal habits, Mrs. Flores said:

LOS ANI:ELES itjPft

our Gift Selections Early

I oileIrie-

the recent crash of a Bolivian airliner.

"We had fealty no religion until
two years ago, and we joined the
Mormon Church. We chose the
Mormon Church because we me;
so many nice people who oer.
M.irmons and they were so nice Nit.
thought that was the way ist
wanted to bring up our family:
The way of the Mormon Church."’

are

Make

,
jet

news
quire long range bombers and warpatchfaiL.4o(nmiel)laiv.n’nssit
merchant
its
protect
ships to
attackers of the Baku
caused a
shipping against American "asves- "serious
damage" and
"endangered
the life of the crew."
Castto made his threat in an of-

Air Crash Kills
Two Americans

$2.74
VALUE

Anti-t’iirais. ciasin
estiss

;.
\Vito. he doesn’t
knoss
well he doesn’t say
know
’ much isivause he’s afraid of saying
the wrong thing."
Mrs. Flores said the !Borman
faith, which she and her husband
adopted two years ago, "must have
helped Ralph a lot up there.

NoRTH SACRAMENTO (MI
Another deep scar, about two
"In fact ,he didn’t even like beer
A nervous burglar tied up six
inches long. ran diagonally under
his lower lip to the bottom of his persons on one bed Wednesday when I first met him."
big night after he bumbled upon a
chin.
His cheeks
showed
family watching television in a
bruises.
apartment.
Flores had a busy day ’Wednes- darkened
day. First the shave, then local
Then he changed his mind and
tailor Jim Golightly was summon- put them in another room, bared to Flores’ hospital room to take ricaded the door with furniture,
SEOUL, Korea
UPI
-- Two
measurements for a ciimiilete out - and escaped with the family car
i American airmen were among 11
Os his only Mot.
’ persons killed yesterday when a
I Republic of Korea air force transport plane crashed into a hill as
it approached for a landing at
Seoul.
Special
offer
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mier Fidel Castro warned yesterday that Cuba may have to am-
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(Clip and bring COupon to,
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Safety
Skis Poles
Double Boots
Bindings
tor weekend
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re$g 4. .50503 0
It

Also available for Rent
Ski Racks
Ski Pants
Parkas
Toboggans
Chains
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NRIP*01610111118108/1ell~liftitser
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Special Discount

Dr. Togasaki ;Weed a COne(.11trate() effort by parent,. churches,
;.
1
schools and health departnwnts farl.%
of thri fit 1
to deal with the problem.
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TUXEDO RENTALS

Comoros
Projectors
rie.yeloping
rentals

Supplies
Equipment
printing
repairs

Spring Special $600
Your choice of White or Red
Dinner Jacket, Blue or Black Tuxedos,
Includes: Pants, Skirt, Tie, Cuff Links, Stud’..
CummPrbund & Suspendnrs
11111 Spedefore
CT 5-0601

1027 So 1st Si
San Jole
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Negroes Dispersed ’Rocky’ Disavowal State Department Rejects
House Appropriators Cut
By Police Dogs
Prompts ’Errant
President’s Budget Request After Registration Boy Declaration Soviet Flight Denial’

evilee ara
oth attacks.
;If pial siiriti
airied
ay mg that the
ku nursed it
1"endangerN
Ralaip
I warship" h..
UIi terri".

:everal salt:oix
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The
IONrUPIt
A ipropriat ins Committee
,
.os its first swing yesterday at
Iliviadent Kennedy’s record laidarl.
Dipping rotf 9 per cent of his re(pea tor the Interior Department
and Forest SerVICC.
Nevertheless. the economy drive
short of the
on its first teat fell
taret which some conservative.;
insia must be met before Congreis vorould be justified in yield 5.r Kennedy’s plea fur a $10.3
billion tax cut.
The brat regular money bill.
%obeli the committee sent to the
!se floor for action next week.
S935,690,000 for Interior
so the Forest Service for the
art yeals starting July 1. TIII,

GREENIA’Of
t ’1’1 , A
croup of 60 chanting awl singing
MONEY BILL
Negroes were dispersed by pollee
But the total Ls $37,508,200 more using dogs yesterday shortly after
than Congress matte available for the Negroes etimpleted voter regthe same agencies last year. Jr rat rat ten applications.
topped by $9,678.200, rao 1 per cent.
It marked the second time in
total funds that will be availottole two days that off leers
scattered a
for the current fiscal year. it matching group of Negroes in this
pending administration requests rail:illy tense north MLssIssippi city
are approved.
of 20.000.
In wielding Its economy ax, the
Witnesses said a police dog on
committee:
a long leash bit the Rev. D. 1.
Disalloaed a request for $2 Tricker, pastor of a church where
million for restoration of Ford’s Negro voter registration rallies
Theater In Washington. where I have been held.
Abraham Lincoln was shot.
No arrests were reported.

Form.
.11.1,
I )S AN(
tor Gov. Goodwin J. Knight.
scribing himself as an "errant boy"
in a campaign to back Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller for the presidency.
ripened headquarters here Wednesday for the New York governor.
Knight passed over Rarekefeller’s
refaaal to lecogntze the Californians for Rockefeller Committee
by saying he was "sure he will la
pleased when he find,’, how strongly Californians are lrebind him."
In Albany. Rockefeller seemed
resigned to Knight’s unsolicited efforts.

. 1.11
State liepartment yesterday term I
*
ed "un.atisfactory" a formal Sov-iet
dental that Itu.ssian itssinnaissiinre
1Planes flew 05,1’ Al kin M.
NVIiite
The Kremlin in, ..seek
in a note tu the It , o, I e of
th. fttissian plan., v. :F6
ckrin air wars%

McNamara Defends
1FX Fighter Plane
Before U.S. Senate
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-- Refused to approve a penny
The Greenwood HMI has been
,t $2 million requestn1 for par - the target of an intensive voter
base of land for a new National regist ration campaign among
Seashore Park at Cape Cod, Mass. Negroes in recent weeks. One regstration worker was wounded last
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- - Denied a request for $6.692,0(1)0
automobile and two shotgun blasts
tor construction of new research
were fired into a Negro home
facilities at Bruceton, Pa., to earlier
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The first air cond tidenu
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The committee is holding hearings on legislation to extend the
program for two years beyond its
aaspiration date of Dec. 31. But
Labor Secretary W. Willard Wirtz
told the committee earlier that
r he administration supports only a
one.year extension.
REM tell coSTS
Stewart Boswell. exerutive voer
president of the National Cotton
Council. said greater mechanization had reduced costs while decreasing the need for both hraceors atal domestic workers.
In urging a noturn to piece rates,
Rosa-ell said they historically had
been the "aeeepted form" of wage
payment for most harvesting 0Perat ions.

icks
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A short walk is good for you. But when you really
want to travel you can’t beat Greyhound for going
placf?; at lowest cost. In fact Greyhound costs less
than trains, planes or drivingyourself. For economy,

MINIMtM aa’A(.E14
J. B. Kirklin, president of the
Trans -Pecos Cotton Association.
said minimum wages were unfaio:
to the emplojer and had resulted
in an "untold amount of loss" too
Texas cotton producers.
C B. Ray, chairman of the National Farm Labor la, la Committee-. praised
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Mexican Labor Program
Extension Hearing Slate
WASHINGTON I UPI. Spokesor.an for ninon fanners and other
.-firm groups called yesterday for
at least a two-year extension of
!tie Mexican farm labor program.
o They also told the House Agriculture manpower subcommittee
that wages for Mexican nationals
brought into the country for farm
lator should he paid on a piece
rate basis.
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Glovemen Face Busy Weekend.
Meet St. Mary’s, Cal Aggies

Keio, Spartans Mix
In Judo Show Here
Is belts start
flip!, :.
!her at 8 p.m.. with h...
on a group id’ Northern
.111..tal,
afterwards. ’

and
14
a di ’.
I
difornia open the pi., ..im at
’to
Keio find San

USF, Pacific
Tackie SJS
In Goff Meet

hid. has been it forndilable
nurser) for grossing Palo enthusiasts. Vi.h I v Ii ill
S.Ps
1.1111Ch and ehairmain I.1 the .telierIt t.
lean Judo I PP
tor
year’s Oh mph- tiaines, is it 01ersed tin K. it
The students of
business and politi ;,. ].
Japan They are notiirall) more
experienced than our team in M.
having started competition in I.
Uchida said.
I : :a stressed that Japanese
-111..1:nail)* to Anericar.s in kid.,
is die h. expettience and better
overall coaching. The difference
sh ’U Id he reduced steutiing at
Toky., in 1964, when judo makes its
nisi how in the Olympi, Gaines

c-tt ant Unitiusi.% .4 P.. ti.
.r
f
:sit San Jo e Ci,ILn
with .lerrt
triangular erwagener.
Vrooms varsity L’,1
r
l.a
0
1 p.m.
Walt Babel and hay 1..111114 The Spartans hate a 44-1 rec.AM. from S.15. will go again for
ord to date. has log been tied by
the all-stars. after competing for
Fresno State last Friday.
Vt....in is Ii.ming that
the Spartans earner in the eseI’m return to ning.
Also on the all-staiN will Is. San
... ’,ti liar var-ity
. .:nme has
I f ered Jose’s State’s most fatuous judo
grad, [Ten Campbell. After three
Beaten just once in his col - Years of training, while teachim
l. -i.oy career prior to this
In Japan, Canipbell was recently
1,1
has dropped his hist Int. selected to the American team
.110t111
th4.
which will compete in April’s Pan
r ‘II
S113/1111
1%as
irst to conquer the SJS issei-year American (.01 es at Sao Paulo.
%II Siactivan in the Fresno State Brazil.
1. W11.
Campbell was ..1.11.414‘d aliillti
amateur king. Jim Wel- With George Harris. wh011
ch - l’red a 74 to beat Louz ’TuesIN’ on hand tomorrow. as will
day John shot a 75 as SJS dumped
Makoto Ohbayashi. til three are
Santa Clara 22-5.
national .t.tt’ champs.
Dan James played effective golf
Team captain Lee Parr. Dave
against the Broncos, taking medal- Sawyer, bill Enabke. James Penist honci.s with a 72. Garr Plato nington, Gary Newquist. Richard
at, !
Andrakin eaoh had 741. Norona, Rich Ferreira, Rich Gib:
Jose State will taekle San son and Larry Dodson will start
Ft is.. :...tate and Arizona State for SJS.
a Almaden. bef.,re the three-day
Tickets are on sale toda)
43’.-sumn Intereollegiates beg in Student Affairs Business Olio,.
11th at Pasatiemixi Vroom Prices are 50 cents for ASI3 cant
ws ill enter a trash and varsity dele- holders and $1.50 for general
gation into the Westerns.
admission.
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Shortly before the 1.nited
States Olympic trials, Jack injured a cartilage in 1/11I flt his
knees and could no go nut of
111,1*
Iii’. hospital bed tint it
befOnt. the trials nen. tee
begin.
He trained diligently, having to
rted est ling at
raise his bicycle seat to accomodate the injured knee he was unin" either
.1 1 ;
ta.
able to completely bend throughand liked the. sport.
out the entire Olympics.
tunit with asthma
A
rob- in keyIle was the last man chosen or.
PlaM4
the U.S. cycling squad.
in ’1’ illicit.
ing his
Hallman pointed i.a
ood
ts, the
In !holm in’s own
srul bike cyclist can beat ii grem on, 1,iationship 1w tween o
-My simply outfaxing him. The S0,1,
here is the mavic words in cyclin
wind ’lit Nun.-’’.
"The leader in a race must
hare the %%Ma force etiming (Freed!) at him, %sidle the Sl.V.1111
SIE’EOS & TVs
111:114. Mall can ride behind hint.
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receishig no wind and :it the
’-’1.00 MO
same
time
preserving
his
strength."
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Girls . . . this is tne tine

A total of 1414 entries have.
heen turnesi in for the intramural free throw competition,
Enna, reported. Entrants can
shoot their first round free
throws either today or Mlontia),
after first picking a score sheet
up from the intranneral office.
Ii
A iwartieipant is alloned
wortn-up shots before tatting 11;25 shots that are recorded.
qualify for the second round. III
entrant must make 20 of In,
Fir.t round scot.
signed by the participant
,,t her contest:list, rnit of the samoiganization.
Team points will be given fo.
Po
,eaohing the seeond round
’arming with the second 1.-.i..1
those remaining in compel Itaill shoot until all but the winnare eliminated.
First round badminton match. lx played either Monday .,
Tur.alay.
Contestants
shall
/.heCk I he intramural board to
Irst romid contests

RENT

VILLAGE TV
3121 ALUM ROCK AVE

health has improved to where scars
no longer remain on my lungs."
His career, which is slit aspiring reached a high not.: in Rnme.
where Jack and Dave Shalt. placed
fifth out I If 37 countries in the
,-iiieter tandem event.
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Olympic Games Cyclist
Seeks Greater Heights
st

HISTORY - FICTION
DRAMA - PHILOSOPHY

Cpring (lances are bursting

1)1411.4
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Sobezilk plans to start Bill Dawson on the mound against the
Gaels in the first game. Daws.
has missed several games recently
due to a case of flu, but is l’eadY

drawing starting assign:lents for the SJS nine will be
’Rich Green, catcher; Lon Horner,.
ir,t. 1,ase: Galin Boggs, seconi,
1
,se; Gary Vice, third base; Ftor
I.indennuin. short stop, and mil
aIdei,t; Carl Fisher, Miles Yamamoto and Bill Bloodrood.
liobezak said that either Bill
Independent softball schedlll.’
edis or Phil MeCovvrin will pitch
!IOW in the hands of team RI:Wagers
and previowdy posted
Ihe intramural board, arti wron
iiecording to Dan Unruh, intl..mural director.
New schedules are now bein
sent out and a copy will be po.deil on the intramural board today.
I’m .1h :aided The schedule changes
.,1!,,t
Monday’s fast -pitch
Itruh said, so managers
all. requested to check the board
today if possible.

9.citty
sports
I

PAPERBACKS

Unruh Says
Slate Wrong
Now Revised

"PUT ME DOWN." Rich Gibson (top) says to an obliging Bill
Knabke. The two judoists join fellow San Jose State black belts
against Keio University of Tokyo tomorrow night at Spartan Gym.
The show starts at 7:30.

Dv,

HAVE
YOU SEEN
ORBIN ?

younters for the SJS nine, which Any other lineup et.
.s only 2.10 for the year. but 1-0
in the leagae. Tuesday the Spura’ 1111:41.41 0111 the Unit ersity of (rtierTisethilig,11S:tiln:13(1:yie Stateti" n
’te:im
it Franciscsi 1-U.
beginning to e\l
In its most recent games. the According to
Mary’s team dropped a double- -played well ar
The freshman
header to San Francisco State,
gaIneS h(Xliry 1001 ’
6-2 and
.xeLsinting to coach Ed Sohczak. afIVITIMM I he team in ,
the Gaels "never have power hit- Willow Glen for a
ters in their lineup, but they al- with Willow Glen
ways have a number of pesky Tomorrow the Spin’
hitters. I hear that they hate got I,. Berkeley fur a -.
-’me’ good freshmen in, and they the University ot C..
The Cal froli i.
play hest-mien on the %firstly."
game. l
San Jose and St. Slur’. ’a met
four times last year. isitle the
spartans coming out 11,11.1141 on
each IN-11141111. The scores 55er.14-2, 11-1. /4-7 and 9-5.

Busy is the word for the ’tin
lose State tarsi’s’ bas.elsall loll
rill- weekend. as it has tour games
,p.
.loubleheader with St. Mar).l’ollege. set to begin at iS tI, I p
today at Municipal Stadium. will
-:et the ball rolling, if not flying.
The games will be seven innings
,such.
T ttttttt rrow, the Spartans tangle nine the IMIsersit) of Call.
torah. :it his Is, better knonn
ther
in
.Aggie.,
t’Ill
is
tiair eat sesen-inning battle , la’ ginning at I p.m. The. game 1111S
NlitnIcipal
tor
set
snitched
beet has
lei the Spartan diamond leecaiise
ii1 1111. upcoming Kalil., het S1. -I11
I lee’ 110114.111 Colts anel I..s Siigide. Angels at .Thinicipal Olt
Moil 1 tend 2.
The St. Mary’s tussles will be
second and third league en_
-

5111.1

RENT
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S5 CD MO

and second
OW
7.
Ir. :clay races o;
man constantly titles in tle
position. while the ot
take turns at leading the
’,wk. This way the wind force is
ackled through equal distributit.n.
The third titan is saved for the
,print lap.
1952-53. Jack won state and
championships in the junior division. in 1956, he was a Cal.f.,rnia s.nior’s ream d-eetter.
lie following year became a naionfil tandem titlist for die firs!
ime.
In 1959 he broke the nati..a...
,...nainh record by four
ills cycling eNploits have tu Ire
taken him to the British Empire
lllll in V:111.-Illas..r.
sslic:e
hi. non tsso firM-p13.... medals,
and also on rl good still tour to
he finishsotith Anwrica, is h.
ed first In It Min -meter sprint
against an international field.
lie has also peddled in Trinidad
and British Guinea.
Medical reasons are presently
keeping Hartman from rompetin
But, he feels he’ll he ready to I, :LIMP I minim! this summer for the
1964 games at Tokyo.
Jaek admits the Italians al..
till the cream of the cycling vos!,
but emphasizes the American
nave improved considerably aril
will be heard from at the Olympics

pedal pusher sets

WS* -aril

Bermudas & Jamaicas
in spring colors

WATER SKI & SURFING
Men s and WomEn’s
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swim
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and SKIRTS
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WOLVERINE
Hush Puppy golf shoes
- and Hound Dog loafers
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MEN’S SPORTS
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Sweaters -

Jackets
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By DAVE NEWHOUSE
"Tomorrow is an Olympic-like
crucial for both of us." stressed
Bud Winter on the eve of Stanbird and San Jose State’s rehash
of Who’s Who on the West Coast
track and field scene.
The Spartans base their claim trr
the title on a strong running contingent that’s competent in the
sprints and strong on up to the
two mile. Stanford counters with
ir solid smattering of field talent
and a top hurdler.

ACKS
FICTION
ILOSOPHY
"HERE’S HOW," varsity track coach Bud Winter points out to freshmen co -captains Ed
Moody (I.) and Joe Neff. Moody and Neff can
be seen with the frosh team today, in a three-

halixt-.

POW.11.1.4

the time
to look

way meet with armed forces teams at Spartan
Field. Moody is unbeaten in outdoor sprints.
Neff has run a 4:14.6 mile.

Frosh Spikemen Combat
Invading Armed Forces
San Jose State’s frosh tracksters sends his yearlings against an
resume action today, as master armed forces gathering at Spartan
coach and juggler Dean Miller Field.
The first field events get rolling
at 2 p.m., vvith running activity
ALL NEW 1963 CARS
slated for 2:30 p.m.
AT LOWEST PRICES
The Spartans get only infrequent oportunIties to display one
Factory Warranty, Dealer’s Service
Also used can at a real low discount.
of the top track collegiate teams
Coll 368-4259
among- the nation’s freshman
(Rechrood City)

the rant

BEST HAIR CUTS IN TOWN

Iii, -et rl
quo, that

Specializing

in

all

styles

to

help

you

look

your

very best for special occasions. We can even cut
your hair for

non -special

occasions

but

who

wants to look their best all the time?

Hank’s Barber Shop
Henry Watanabe
CY 3-5616

148 B. Alma
293-0705

Op,n Tues. - Sat. 9-6

---

Spriit
4
A,
t

’5.

nAn.y.-7

Thinclads Raid Stanford Camp

ranges w,

ite library

SPARTAN

’1

Full Spring Selections
at Spring Discount Prices!
House Wares
* Electrical Appliances
* Gift Items
* Sporting Goods
* Diamonds

)15,T5
ackets

Use Your Student
Body Card to Purchase
at Wholesale Prices!
See

them all

DAHNKEN-LERMAN
15. Strident’. Wholesale Distributers
120 East San Fernando
B
297-3642

u n
33 -year-old Nigerian, who
i seldom, but usually with savsfactory results when he does. Both
he and Morsel will have to run
9.8 or better to top Frisch,- and
Larry Questad.
Walt Roberts has concentrated
entirely on spring football lately.
which could hamper his effectiveness in the jumping events
Roberts arid Les Bond :ire
both needed to Insure points in
the broad jump and hop, step and
Jump. Salt .1ast.’s Ite4t I i . Id
esents.
Bob Tay ior will help out again.
Against Oregon State. Taylor won
the triple jump in his first try at
the event this year.
Taylor, wtih a heavy burden now
on his shoulders. has some of his
attention distracted from meeting
Larry Cortright 0.4.4.1 in the high
hurdles. Cortright beat Taylor at
the Stanford Relays. The Indian
has a 37.8 330 hurdle time to his
credit also.
Stanford, under the successful
leadership of Payton Jordan. has
a powerful field team.

Pla.to

b,

tt

Phil White goes 15 feet in
Its,’ pole nault, N(’.-’.A rh a in p
Dave Weill more than 100 feet
in the discus and Steve ..treh
has bettered 56 feet in the shot.

-:t.

ALL LEGS is Stanford’s Larry Cortright, en route to a 14.5
victory over San Jose State’s Bob Taylor in the Stanford Relays.
Taylor gets a return crack tomorrow in the Stanford, Oklahoma,
SJS triangular at Stanford.

C.:rtnizht s triples in the triple
jump , 46 feet , and Dan Moore.
presently injured, holds the school
broad
r7.ark of 25-94s.

Spring Grid Closes
With Intrasquad Go

To counter this obstacle, Miller
must resort to shifting his runners
to other events for more speed
work or endurance tests, as the
case may be.
Therefore, John Garrison, liarvey Franklin and co-captain Joe
Neff. will run in events other than
their normal specialties.
By GENE WILLIAMS
’Oregon quarterback Bob Berry.
Garrison. a 1:52.4 half-miler,
San Jose State’s spring football was especially impressive in his
shifts to the mile where Miller
session will draw to a close to- varsity dehut iraginst the alumni
feels he can run far below 4:20.
morrow morning at 10 when coach
Berry scored tins- touchdown
"lie’s eapahle right 1111W of a
Bob Titchenal runs his charges
and set up another smith his pinnor! strong tarformanee in the
t h rough an all -riot intrasquarl
pointral aerials.
mile," Miller said.
scrimmage in Spartan Stadium.
Charley Harraway anther star
N ’II his el,wked a 4:14.6 mile,
Students and the general public rin Bolt iones ’62 f cosh units. vs-ris
but 11,,n’4 with Franklin will run
;WO invited
to attend the final sye-catching at fullback. as was
in the 880 today.
workout. No admission sill be Bob Bonds, who was
ineligible last
,
Built along the lines of a 111;11
charged.
season,
rack, Neff ran a 1:54.0 half -Mile
tt All Premium Payments
Titchenal’s
eleven,
s hich
Harry Kellogg, a sure -handed
following the best mile of his life
Are Refunded as art Extra
stunned
the
ahlanil
last
tveek,
end
from
Menlo
anCollege. was
in the Oregon State get-together
23-6, has h 1, ii n considerable other pleasant surprise in the
Benefit if death occurs within 20
Miller looks for a 1:52 half front
promise in the March drills and
alumni clash. Kellogg was the
years after you take out The BeneNeff and a sub-1:55 showing from
Is is solid bet to imprme upon
garne’s leading receiver with five
factor, College Life’s famous polFranklin, a native of Rhode Island.
its 2-8-1 record of last season. catches for 98 yards. including a
Franklin has a 4:20.1 mile to
icy, designed expressly for colA flock of flashy performers up 61.y it’d scoring play
his credit, and MAI.% UM’ IA a
lege men and sold exclusively to
good closing kick. Louis Davidfrom the freshman team and an
The n u cll. U s of last year’s
college men because college men
equally talented corps of transfer
son has improved considerably.
backfield also sill be on exare preferred risks. Let me tell
utudents give Titchenal good reafor 5.15, cleaving 10 seconds off
hibit Saturday. Passing 0 hi z
you about ell 9 big Benefactor
-on for his expressed optimism for Rand Carter and fleet halfbacks
his personable best with a 4:21.0
the ’63 campaign.
benefits. No obligation. Just plyi
clocking against the 051" frosh.
Walt Robert and Jerry
olletto
Ken Berry. younger hrnther of
In Ken Dunn, Miller has a po-1
s ill gh1. t he shoryy nuns raruirers
me a ring.,
tential decathlon star. ’’The only
it tussle for starting berths.
thing he can’t do is the pole vaul,,
The line is sr"
ked with a
Miller declared.
ond of return,7
"-nmen and
The lonliest man, whenever the
7 ’ansfer students Walt Eirsthrook.
Spartans go to war, is Joe Ales- ,
.:trry Hansen and Fred Engel are
sandrini, a hammer thrower.
!claming. while Mike Elder t HariAllesandrini can whirl the hamnell I. Bob Kroll i Oakland ) and
met’ out to a distance almost tho
Jim Williamson ISanta Ana i are
351 N. 26th Street
,.
ongt h of his name. Another I
leadiniz transfer candidates.
San Jose, Calif.
I 7, I
I stand import, he p. et ten
Stanford depth and a windy day
\
srch the
Anot her outstanding transfer
III,. first barn - mainly the former, combined yes- Une o:sity of California Tuesday
feet. Allesandrini
Tel: 298-6031
Is
ri
5-a,
2.20
-pound
Talley,
Rich
Mel’ man e\ cr to hip e 1\
terday to hand the San Jose State San Francisco State Wednesday,
representing
III the (stern Isrfore ersming t,, S.TS tennis squad its first loss of the and St. Mary’s Thursday. The kicking specialist s hun conyert.‘d
THE COLLEGE LIFE
23 of 241...r.. at Fullerton last
Wayne ffermen, a Nlismtari
yl:11*, by a 6-3 count on the Spar- freshmen return to action TUP,4114I
INSURANCE COMPANY
fall.
state sprint champ, makes his
tan Courts.
when they play Stanford at Palo
OF AMERICA
outdoor debut this year against
The loss left the Spartans with Alto.
As usual, the SJS eleven will
co-captain Ed 31oritly, the Oak:he only Company selling
a 4-1 record. Before the Stanford
SJS coach Butch Krikorian will pull more road duty than home
eiiciusively to College Men
land Iher
match San close had topped Santa defend his Santa Clara County ten- work next fall. The Spartans play
"II,
’t t.t.reat one." ex - Clara. twice. Santa Barbara and nis title Sunday when he meets seven away and three here. The
for him to San Francisco State.
Don Gale in the finals of the season ripener is on Sept. 21 against
It took three sets for Stanford’s ,s5unty tournament He and Gale’ Stanford at ,he
Field, Alameda Naval Yoshi minegishi, rated the second in ill team up to go after the doubles
,, sn and possibly Vanden- beat collegian in Northern Cali- ,, own against Hots’ P.:ter an
berg Air P’orce Base will ehallen,,,e fornia, to beat Dick Drake, tho
t he Spartababes today. Moffet
Spartans* No. 1 man. After losin,
competed in the Oregon State the first set 6-1, Minegishi earn,’
il;Ick to take the fianl two, 6-0, 6-3
meet, in the sprints, 4 III and
SJS’ No. 2 man Gordy Stroud
vault.
had his hands full in heating Stan fin-ti’s Ron Preissman, for the
Spartans’ only singles victory of
the aftern,,,,n Stroud dropped the
Coach Julie Menendez’ 1863 socInst. set 1;-:1 hint came hark strong cer aggregation will start booting
with 6-1. 6-1 sets to notch the win. the leather around again Mond/IX
The
’…11.1o
alminton
FI111/1 IN, third man on. the In- afternoon. the initial day of spring.
Tournament, a i I -year tradit ion at dians had little troubles in singles practice.
stin JoKe Slate, skill he held Apra competition. John Isaacs topped
Eight returning. lettermen. All
and 4 in the women’s flym. The . Stinson Judah. 6-3, 6-4: Dick Wil- outstanding transfer student, two
tourney is open to all SJS students I son heat Rob Adams, 6-2, 6-3: John talented freshmen and two promand faculty members.
Burt whipped Rich Gugat, 6-2. 6-2, ising newcomers head a list of 33
Compoition will he in men’s and and Brad Hodgman defeated Larry to 40 soccer hopefuls.
women’s singles and in mixed Draper, 6-3, 6-2.
Menendez is confident that his
boobies. Trophies will be aWar(111i
’63 eleven win
In doubles it was a different
perknee
a, first place finishers in all titters story, as San Jose won two of suee.ss than last season’s team,
. a diamond engiteement anti tt ctitline ring
ilivisions, and to second place fin - the three matches. But then, stars w It i h son only to us ush ten
’,hers in singles.
ford’s top two men, Minegishi and
mat C hes.
sct from our outstanding collection We Ii,’
Entry forms for the event may 1 Preissman. didn’t eompete in
Stirring tin- optimism are Al
styles to thrill every btide
. e5rellent
0)
’II
PIM 11
iS doubles:.
Kortars. an All-American at Ctis
rart,z, Siartin
int n In entries.
Itt eVVIA )1111
Drake and Stmial nudged Hodg- C,,Ilege of San Franeiseo in a’
lslOtt
man and Isaacs in a close, hard- and Tom Zinther, one of the ’,..
fought hattle. 9-7, 5-7, 6-1. Stan - freshman players in the nation
Sperual :student Hairs
lord’s No. ’2 team of Burt and yeAr, al7(.1,111Ing tin Menender
Mt 000 0141510 PiltUtOIT Plan
Wilson Whipped Judah and Adams.
Heading the list of returning
hIhrett or Carrumr (’(inn urn’
N and JUNO
6-2, 4-6, 6-0. GlICat and Draper lettermen are Dave Kingsley, an
MODER N WFICF,
SINCE 190-4
topped
all
Stanford’s
-conference
Byron
choice
Kibby
last
and
year.
ant
MACHINES CO.
First end San Fernando
Downtown San Jos*
John
McPherson
6-1.
Kobaya.:111,
6-1).
who
st
.41
1,i I sill 1 rrnendo
Airt
Thc Spartans have a full sched- the SJS squarl Is’, years

tanford Netters Snap
s js victory Streak

ine

Badminton Tourney
Set for April 3, 4

/EAR

Oklahoma joins the program
which gets
hr way at 1:30
p.m at Stanford Stadium with
field activity. Running follows
at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $1 for ASH memberand $2 for the public.
"We need a win over Stanford
,lear the path for a successful
dual meet season," exponded Winter. "They feel exactly the same
about us, so the meet should be
a pip."
The Indians and Spurt sin s
reeently hurtled Into national
promineney by treating Oregon
State
t unkindly on the Beattrs’ tour or the Bay Area.
Now the two aspirants chew
away at each other. The presence
,,f Oklahoma, defending Big Eight
ehampions, divides the teething
three ways.
Winter, always silent on issues
he plans to spring upon opposition at the very last minute, was
given away by Dean Miller, the
successful froth coach.
"Ben Tucker will run in the
880," announced Miller, to clew
up the key suspense question of
the meet.
Tricker, still having trouble
recovering 1
a losing bout
with the dentist, hasn’t been
running with the ease he showed
in the early stages of the season.
"He can still beat (Harry Mc Calla," Miller said, in reference
to Stanford’s distance star. "Ben
will stay right on his heels and
then outkick him in the home
stretch."
MeCalla will go in the 880.
slims. he and ti’s
tes Bob
Miltz and Bill Pratt, have
clocked under I:52.0. Tricker and
Mike (abysm have run 1:51.0
and Jim Groothoff 1:52.0 for
the Spartans.
Winter and Miller both feel team
captain Jeff Fishback will follow
soph whiz Danny Murphy in a 1-2
SJS two-mile. Fishback should hit
around nine minutes, which he may
need to fend off Stanford’s Paul
Schlicke (9:10.61.
Winter came out with the statement that sensational sophomore
high jumper Bob Lovejoy conk I
go se,I’!! feet
double -run (Russian
, 1,
’-

style has worked well for him, and
with tstanfortri Eric Frische in
has increased his interest towards the BM-yard dash,
clearing seven feet "
"1 t.an beat Frische." Murad said
Lloyd Murad, out with the confidently. "I’ve got to worry
flu mon( of this week, in eonabout JUTIff*, IC,O."
I ?Went about his return battle
Jimmy. is Jimmy Omagbemi, the

Bruce
Olson*
says...

*BRUCE OLSON

,p

Practice To Begin
.tIr Soccer Team
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Lyke Accepts Spartaguide Asian ’Hotspots’ Therapists
Perspective Topic To Review
Jokes, Stories
Essentials
For Edition

High School Rally
Groups Meet Here The
Approximate!) 200 spirit -minded
students from 15 Northern California high schools will hoop into
San Jose tomorrow to attend the
Rally Committee’s Convention on
the SJS campus
According to Beverly Rauh. Rally Committee publicity chairnem.
the convention will teatime discussion groups, fashion shows and
workshops.
"The purpose of our convention
is to give students an opportunits
to familiarize themselves with the
aetivities of rally committees of
other schools and to help promote
better school spirit on their respeetive campuses’ Miss Rauh expltiirted.

Himel, Rooting Section Planning,
’Mike Collins, Projects and Activities of Rally Committee: Bruce
Edmonds, Planning Rallies; Michele Humphrey and Bob Spingola, Rally Committee Working
with Other’s
And, Sue Stacks, Rally Commit lee Organization; Sharon flatlet I
and Joe Buehler, Selection of Uniforms; Beverly Rauh and Dick
iteby- Publicity: Bonnie (’rocket
and Dick ’tomtit, Rally Committee
Adviser, Rally Advisers’ Discus stun; Carole Walker and Larry
Carve. Band Cooperation; Sue Rust
and Juds Shaw, Majorettes.

PEP GROUPS
Song girls, yell leaders, majorettes, band members, advisers and
other spirit and pep groups will
attend the convention.
The meeting vets under way at
9 nm, and concludes at 440 p.m
After arrival, high school students will attend one of the discussion groups that will discuss
problems of campus pep groups.
Discussion leaders anti their
P /pies are:
Terry Tevis. 110V. ’ . Create
Spirit; Dee Hill. Sele-g. :n of Yell
Nlik
Leaders and Song t
ns
C:ek Mint: Ses.rt P-

SECRETARIES
Secretaries. town Sigma Kappa
sorority, will record discustsion
gnmps’ minutes.
SJS song girls and yell leaders
will model swim wear and school
elothes from Mosher’s. Ltd., at
fashion show.
Workshops, covering all aspects
of school spirit such as yell lea)fing and song girl routines, also will
he held.
All schools will receive a certificate 01 merit for attending the
convention.
Cimino:in for the event is Sue
Rust, Rai:. i’iimmittee member,
assistel I
A. Stacks. Rally Committee.
ihairman.

Subsidiary neW interviewing men
Ion evening and Saturday work. 19
Scholarhours per week $67.110.
ships available.

iiii \wit under way for
:. Ifith annual "Deadline Dinnei
:
chi, national
).:sin society.
A t ull ’
to the exploration of
...,,,rnineii !sews management and
’he press %is ill be held on Friday.,
April 26

pro-,

See Mr. Werner
Sat. only
10:30 A.M.
1717 The Alameda

Easter Cards
Studio Cards
Cards for all Occasions
Wedding Invitations

,wnwnw-

Paul’s Greeting Card Shop
:A. Fountain !It.

(.11 2-3563

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11/

Lost

Easter
s

ride

pr9SCr ro on

glasses

Lod, green plaid raincoat
; 22’ -

NIF.w

Riders wanted
b. 29 ’ ’26
5
All worldly possessions
’A, ,
’ -ea, men s
hop! D. Cs-.
-er,ned
mrr s E. Dept.

--

Ride "rooted to San Deiyi
Easer vacation. Diane. 297-3158.

L

/

1961 Motor Scooter. SO cc. $125/offer.:
I
Erct 197 ,570.
Good

-

BUSINESS SERVICES (8)
Typing
.; rer

theses term par.377-6498.

"NEW AMAZING" Li.,
of
as.
type finish or, se...1 I.
.
. nt end make dollars tn ,
..
wanted. Kennedy. Deo. B
n San Jose
Ca’ifornia.
Binding -for theses and c’ass notes ,rw..
-.and informal books, see sampies.
e
1-i? Press, CY 7-8217.
Typing

per

q

ed

fit

".^.1P’

page. Sor11.ng corrected
’

Ot

-

1960 T1G3. A -I condition. $1450. Ca’,
CV 5-6243 after 5:30.

WANTED

Ms’

PVLUP

AUTOMOTIVE 14/

woody.

st,,dent -recInd

influenza shots today between 1.
and 4 p.m. in the Health Building
in presentation of an ASB card.
Parental consent slips are necessary for students under 21. Forms
Interviews are now being held in Izenship required anti military obare available in 1113105, 106 and Building X. 303 S. Ninth St., between ligation must be completed.
201. Part-tinie students, employees 9:15 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. Appointment
McClellan Air Force Bane’ Inare put out in advance. Students
and f aculty members will tie lists
dustrial anti electrical engineering
are requested to sign up early.ED.
’barged 50 rents for influenza
and mechanical and aeronautical
MONDAY:
-hots.
!engineering majors for engineerland Tuesday) -- ing positions. Citizenship required.
Aerojet
Mechanical engineering majors
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
and business administration majors Business administration and marinterested in industrial manage- keting majors for sales representament i working in manufacturing) tive posit ions.
for engineering and management
U.S. Air Force Recruiting 1)11 k’s
Positions. Citizenship required.
All majors
- ;and TuesdioI

Job Interviews

Starting at 2:30 p.m.. a "Freedom of the Press" panel will lie
held in ED100. Ray L. Spangler.
publisher of the Redwood Cit.
Tribune, will moderate for a panel
made up of newsmen from the
national, state and local levels of
government reporting.
The panel will include Walter
Ridder, veteran Washington political correspondent; Rodenck Duncan, former newsman and present
deputy attorney general of California and Harry Farrell. StateHouse reporter I Sacramento) for
the San Jose Mercury -News.
The "Deadline Dinner" is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. and will be
held at the Spartan Cafeteria. The
Hon. Ralph M. Brown, justice of
the District Court of Appeals, will
IC main speaker.
Brown, who also served as the
speaker of the State Assembly.
guthored the Brown Act, which
has been termed as a "monument
It press freedom in California."
The Brown Act allows the news
coverage of all public meetings in
california and prevents legislative
bodies
from
holding secret
tneetin_s

25a e line first insertion
200 line succeed’ng insertions
2 line minimum

Air Force Officer
To Set Interviews
For Next Week

Spai tan Stlaes, upper

lit silt

honorary society for Atmy ROTC

San Jose State students
inter.
in applying for a
limited

ested

number of student schrilarshias
for
the World Affairs Conference
at
Asilomar May 3, 4 and 5 are
asked
to contact Di-. EdWahd J.
Rogers,
Professor
of
Ix heal seiovo,
C11140.
The student seholaiships
will
cover room, board, all fees and
the
cost of background reading meter.
The conference

the 17th to be
examine such queNtirms
as the Red Chinese -So -jet
rift,
Japan’s role in Asia,- Astin
lead.
ership, communism, el,111.4IlY
and
heldwill

population problems. Nationalist
expansion anti ci,nfliet. ’,nil United
States policies in Asia.
"Lotal. !kith:nal and intimation.
al experts will be brought to Asil.
omar to make key presentations,"
stated the conference itairman
%. V. Strong, t’hancellor
Edwa
of the

Berk el tit.

c.iiitornia at

Allen Hall Plans
Dorm Exchange

cadets, is searching for a queen to

Allots Hall will hold .reign at its annual Military Ball dorm exchange of the p: mg se.
and other cadet functions for the tnester tonight in the informal
next year.
lounge, with the women of Royce
Applications have been received Hall as its special guost.
from 15 campus anti off -campus
The dance. le:goring -The In.
living centers, according to Jed
ceders," well-known SJS guitar
Cyr, public information officet for
band, is scheduled to start at 9
the Spartan Sabres.
p.m.
Initial judging will be the enjoyAll dorm residents are invited
able task of the Spartan Satires at
to attend as well is ’be women
a formal tea to be held in rooms
id’ Rio re.
A and 13 of the cafeteria at 4 p.m.
Thursday. Five finalists will be seInitiates
lected.

Ad Group

A
i’itsileti
.
fn.
chapter at
ii
ternity for o , a id: ,
toed nine memliers and elected
junior advertising
Judy Farrell
major, as the president if the
chapter.
The new members are Patti
Braun, It age
Andrews, Janet
Marie Cheese, Lee Cunningham
team
Sandra Gee. Lourine
P diner.
Nlargaret Mallor
Pe --en, and Lind.: -

PAPERBACK BOOKS

,

Audrey Hepburn
Flick Star Tonight

Officers of )41AIS
Return from Mee
At Oklahoma U.
Su,. Cori., and 1....ntie Martin

The body of American WW1!
hero John Paul .Iones Is enshrined
at the US Naval Academy at Annapolis. Md.

Spartan Sabres
Seek Dance Queen

Lever Brothers--Business, mar- for positions as commissioned secketing and liberal arts majors for ond lieutenants. Citizenship resales positions. Males only, citi- quired.
Welts Fargo BankLiberal arts
with accounting experience) and
tnisiness administration majors for
branch management and operations training programs and trust
The queen and her two attenddepartment training programs and ants will be selected at a final
investment analyst positions. Citi- judging at 7 p.m. Thursday, April
zenship required.
IS. in 1-11:1.
Capt. Burl J. Weaver, Air Force Tl’ESDAT:
The winner of the contest will
Fibreboard -- Chemists, chem- be announced at the Annual Miliofficer selection
representative.
ical engineers, industrial and me- tary Ball on April 26. The queen
will meet in Adm234, with interchanical engineers and accountinz will be presented with a bouqiiei
ested students for personal and and other interested majiirs
of flowers and a $25 gift certifigroup interviews between 9:15 sales positions. Males only and cit- cate front NIosher’s. Her two ata.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Monday and izenship requited.
tendants each will receive a bouGallo Wines
All business ma- quet and a $tn gift certificate
Tuesday.
jors for sales leading to manage- Ii t/Ill
Captain Weaver will discuss the
ment isisitions. Males only and citAir Force Officer Training School
izenship required.
,OTS1 which offers eligible male
I’S. Department of C lllll merle
and female college graduates opCoast and Geodetic Survey -- ("kJ!
portunities to earn commissions
engineers and.’or mechanical ;iii,1
as second lieutenants in the Air
electrical engineers :old No soForce after completion of a threema hos.
month training program.

president and first vice president of
the Associated Women St telents.
yespectively. returned this week
INSTRUCTION (14)
from the 19153 Intercollegiate AsWill tutor Hut 17 A-B, Econ I A -B. 253sociated ’Women Students Conven2774 re
5 Lere ’1.8 GP)
tion, held at the University of
MERCHANDISE 1161
Oklahoma. Mareh 25-28.
r
ird,vers
Robber wet
Theme rif the eonvention was ,
.
CY 3-4260.
"Education
Dynamic or Static?"
FM Dr. Laurine Fitzgerald, counselor
7E5E0 - Ens 40 wart amp,
Wen. for the Carnegie Foundation. WAS
bm Ado. CV 82t’7
_
keynote speaker.
Sq-c,erd Bee!ie ard Pb,,. ;las,
- Cs 196-11:3P P.
IAWS is a service group dedirated to preparing women to gov’,1c. bent 8150 Keysfone 8--ern themselves throughout their
1,
college careers and thereby Inertias.
ng their ability and desire to fulfill the role of educated and rom
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Inoculations Today
At Health Center

Audi t
lientiurn stars as Holly
Golightly. a country girl who hots
by her wits and charms in the big
-it, in "Breakfast at Tiffany’s."
tonight at 730 in Morris Dailey
TIME WORK
Auditorium.
George Peppard, Buddy F:bsen
HOUSING OD
and Mickey Rooney are cast in
supporting roles.
Admission to the FridaN
.
-5d. Last 1 mo. 25 eeni rar 295-’455
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:4.15 Folk Slusie !Society: Reed
,4 ! e’s
Searle. former Democratic candi"Perspective," San .it
date for assembly sings and plays weekly television series. still pretrawl(); election of officers; TH20 sent Dr. Geel III Wheeler, it.s...St p.m.
ciate professor ot history, who
Co-Ree: will comment on the four major
Service
Conununity
Kingston Trio is not the
Four therapists will tell their
Deadline to sign up for All -College hotspots in Southeast Asia tomoronly one to be "Sold Out."
morning at 10:30 on KNTV. views on "What I Think Is Most
Tournament is 5 p.m.
row
Badminton
Lyke. campus feature magazine,
Amen: Channel 11.
Recreation
Women’s
Important for Success in Speech
was also a sellout tollowing two
Dr. Wheeler will discuss in genTumbling. 3:30 p.m., Women’s
dining the first meeting
days of sales on campus. The next
Therapy,"
Gym.
eral the geographical and political
issue of the award winning pubof the Speech and Hearing Club.
similariout
bring
which
factors
(’hi:
Night
at
Spoits
Spartan
lication well be out May 15.
Indo- at 7:30 in rooms A anti B of the
Wilson Junior High ties in the four hotspots of
Jokes, fiction, cartoons and ar- Woodrow
nesia, Viet Nam, Malaysia, anti college cafeteria.
ticles are now being accepted. ac- school, 6.30 p.m. to midnight.
the Philippines.
A door prize will he offered, the
cording to Chris Headings, editor TOMORROW:
He will dLscusc specifically the
Weekend (’u-Bee: Fun and
Student contributions should be
of which must he present,
winner
affairs and problems in Viet Nato
signed with name, address and gmnes in Women’s Gym, 12:30
!
according to Mike Grimes,
Malysia.
newly-formed
and
phone number of the author. They p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
hearing:
Dr. Wheeler will discuss ity manager for speech and
Also,
may he submitted to J206 on Tues- SUNDAY:
the unity of these four nations and
SJS.
days or Thursdays.
Fellowship: the U.S. role in Southeast Asia.
Williams
Rosier
All club members are invited,
,
The next issue of Lyke will feaWhitaker Deininger. professor of
and non-members will be chat ged
three Lyke
ture mole pages.
philosophy talks on "Are Moral
25 cents. Coffee and cookies will
Dolls, articles on travel and a
Values Real Today"; Roger Wilbe served during the meeting.
16 -page color insert, Miss IleadCHICAGO UPI I-- -If all the ice
liams House, 6:15 p.m.
:nes promised.
The club has been set up mainly
Tri-C Club: Evening program in Antarctica melted, the land
student interest in
featuring testimonies; Third and would slowly rise to compensate to encourage
hearing therapy, aefor the reduced load and Antarc- speech and
San Antonio Streets, 5:30 p.m.
Meetings will
tica would be seen as a vast conti- cording to Grimes.
MONDAY:
remainder of the
ANSIL nent with towering mountain be set up for the
Recreatlion
Women’s
therapists, orWRA Council meeting in Women’s ranges whose peaks rise more than semester, in which
and
psychologists,
16,000 feet above sea level, the thodontists,
The Student Health Service will Gym, 4:31) p.m.
professional men will speak.
Tau Beta Society: Election of Chicago Museum of Natural His- other
raive tetanus. diptheria-tetanus, tytory said.
phoid-paratyphoid, smallpox anti new members: E131, 7 p.m.

Annual ’Deadline Dinner
Plans Near Completion

ALCOA

Need
’.-.:-.

’ TODAY’:

World Affairs
Meeting Open
To Students

Captain Weaver will also answer questions concerning the
aviation cadet, nurse corps and
medical specialist corps programs.

Spartan Chi Holds
’Sports Night’ Today

Appointments may be arranged
through the college placement office. in Adm234, or by calling 294 till
ext. 2034.
Information about the (YI’S proeram may be obtained by con acting Tech. Sgt, Kenneth A.
Baker, Air Force Recruiting Office, 40 N Fourth St. or by callng 297-16:11.
--

Spartan Chi present’Sports
Night" today. at Wiseli.ca Wilson
Junior High at the corner of Grant
and Locust Streets, between 6:30
and 12 p.m.
Dress is casual with tennis
shoes a must, Volleyball, basketball, swimming, ping pong and a
barbecue will be featured.
Admission is free for members
and 73 cent- Iir no -mom bet’s,

1,10

said.
HE eats at the
we

tropicana international
restaurant

Why don’t You?
Your Choke
Holbrau
Pizza
Donuts
Desserts
Carmel Corn

Candy
Cones
Chinese
Chicken

the tropicana
international
restaurnt
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Easter %mutton is just on the

"WE WANT PANTIES!"
shouted this segment of a
crowd of about 100 SJS students which raided Wendy
Glen No. 1 in the frenzy of
spring 1961. The pajama.
cladcoeds tossed spare lingerie to the crowd below.
This scene was duplicated
minutes later by the same
group at Wendy Glen No,
2. Panty raids have been a
tradition on the nation’s college campuses during spring
months. Girls beware!
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think

causing
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le.04 of school work and

more of fun in the sun. It’s that
Shoe to look forward to that glorious week %hen students ran
forget to study and head for the
beach.
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Also, this upcoming week will
gi.e the student a chance to go
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du.... ’rep, the "feser" seems to
he going armind.
EN in if the student does attend class, the teatime being
taught Infeit likely is 1114 t
foremost thought In his mind. III.
prObilbb
Is thinking, "Look at
that Hoek. %% t113 (10/ It 1110\ e net
? I wonder if old Charlie
will he going to the beach this
afterntionl Ile surely in lucky
with MI more classes."
The student ha now had a
lecture on history. Tile Instructor
dismisses the class and our avid
Swath friend is the first one out
the door. Ile daAhes to hi. ear
and head. for the salt -filled sir
:ind sand to catch a little inoro
nun before it sets.

SPRING, SAND, SANTA CRUZ

SHIP AHOYAlong with swimming, surfing,
and water skiing, sailing will be a popular sport
among the college crowd Easter vacation. However, the Daily certainly doesn’t recommend

sailing a 12 -foot catamaran in the backyard
swimming pool like SJS coed Pat Carpio is
doing. Boats like these will dot the waters of
ninny lakes and bays over Easter.

SURFBOARD...HAWAII... HMMM?

Yesterday and Today

Palmer

KS

ig
DRAMA
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Rain, Rain, Go Away ...

The Pause That Refreshes . .

’
Awls

FRUSTRATIONIt seems that every time Spartan students get
shed fn some tpt,1
son, the reins come in, dampen the atmos0’w The inc.on.i.fent weather of March shniilel give way in
’luck nicer weather in April and May. But, for now, avorynne
h"Ps thf, umbrella handy for that unexpected shower.
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By GEORGE MARTIN

Son of ’Ad Staff Gets the Bird’
The rumor spread like o ildfire through the Daily Office. From
desk to desk, an alert obserser could trace its progress, sense the
almost physical presence of electric emotion in the air.
The rumor flitted about the room, hesitated a moment, and
then leaped, catlike, across the space that separates the feature
section from the main editorial department of the Daily.
The Ad Staff has finally gotten a bird." the hushed voice said.
"A peacock?" quoth I. my voice shaking with emotion.
"Yea, verily," the voice emphasized, ’’at least that’s the scuttlebutt."
As usual, when some interesting tidbit of information comes my
oay, my journalistic curiosity was piqued. Knowing full well that
a good reporter always checks out rumors, I leaped from my chair
and trotted into the Ad Office.
Sitting there, calm, cool, collected and publicity hungry was
Daily Promotion Manager Dave Bloom the flowering idiot of the
ad staff) looking very promotion managerish. Dave is really a
pretty good fellow, a veteran of the great Peacock Hunt, etc., but
rather publicity hungry.
George, baybee," he said as I entered the door, "you gonna
Lse my name in your column tomorrow, huh, huh, huh"
"Well, that depends," I replied icily, shooting him my famous
journalistically icy stare. "on whether or not you can give me some
information."
"Anything, just name it." said Dave, jouncing me playfully on
his knee and pulling a cigar from his desk drawer.
-I hear you’ve bagged a Peacock," I casually said.
"A what?"
"A Peacock," I said. "You know, one of those beautiful birds
for which we of the Spartan Daily long ago named our special color
edition, which will be out on May 7."
"Oh," said Dave. "Well, we have found one, but you can’t print
it yet. It’s going to be a surprise."
"Gee, too bad," I said, "I was going to write a peachy wato
column about how Dave Bloom singlehandedly captured this beautiful bird, and overcame magnificent obstacles to get it back in
time to be exhibited on, err . . . when did you say it was going to
arrive, Dave?"
"Monday," he said, his eyes glazing over. "It’ll be here on
Monday."
"Yes," I said. "I was going to write how Dave Bloom had
worked his poor fingers to the bone to plan the agenda for the
birds so we could . . . err ...what are we going to do with the
birds, Dave?"
A dreamy smile crossed Dave’s face, as he replied, "Oh, we’ll
be showing them off on the various lawns around campus to promote the Peacock Edition."
"Bless you, David," I said. as I left him staring quietly at the
\vall, "Bless you always."
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1Red Chinese ’Hedda
Desire New Noted
Suppliers
By h. C. TitAll.En
lateriialtiotal
United
LONDON i
II
Red China
Is looking beyond the Red bloc
for economic supplies, apparently to free herself from dependence on Sovist Russia.
This intention has been spotlighted by the current visit to
Britain of Red China’s vice minister of foreign trade, Lu Hsuchang, who is touring British industaies in search of machinery,
chemicals and even planes.
This is a considerable change
from the days when Russia sent
generous supplies to her Communist ally as well as thousands
of experts to build factories and
advise Peking on a variety of
industrial problems.
RI’SSIANS4 00 HOME
Russia supplies have dried up
in the wake of the idealogical
conflict between the two Communist giants and the experts
have been withdrawn or have
been told to go.
Coupled with bad harvests and
ill-fated economic experiments in
China, the Russia aid -freeze has
virtually paralyzed ii sizable
number of major industrial development projects, according to
reliable information reaching
here.
The re-orientation thus enforced on Peking’s ambitious
leap-forward Wanness also extends to all appearances to the
field of external trade.
Peking swallowed its pride
when it had to look to the West
Canada and Australia -- for
wheat supplies in the past year
or two to ease the country’s
famine conditions.
Now that the harvest has improved, Red China’s leadership
is looking for industrial supplies,
again outside the Red bloc, thus
indicating t hey don’t expect
much help from Russia for some
time to come.
LITTLE TO EXCHANGE
But they have little to offer
in exchange and are ostensibly
short of foreign cut rency to pay
for coveted supplies.
Furthermore, the range of
goods which they can buy in the
West is also limited. by the security embargo which prevents
NATO allies from exporting
strategic materials behind the
Iron and Bamboo curtains.
Experts in London believe the
current Chinese soundings in
Britain are in themselves a telling indication that Peking does
not expect Sino-Soviet relations
to return to what they used to
be. Nor apparently does Peking
want to revert to total dependence on Russia and face the
risks which such policy involves,

Ga bier’ Author Ibsen
as ’Social Playwright

51.1 Ito. ..Multi
Far too Ilea an aUdielax a ill
view a play with intense enjoy
!tient and yet know not lung of
the pluyty right who gave us that
play or his pulpit’’, in creating
his work of art.
This is indeed a pity and a misjustice to the playwright, and
more Si) to the audience. A
knowledge crf the author’s motives can give better undeistanding ’of the play and how it pertains to the individual viewer.
Henrik ltisen is a playwright
who should out Is’ ignored. He is
the author (it Hedda Gabler.
Many critics have described
Ibsen as the most significant
playwrisht it, the modern thea-

been called
Iii pi.*wright. These descripoinic accarate in that
il’,11.. Nan social
In Hell;t
;i1,,
ila Gabler la, presents social and
psychological problems which at
that time 118901 were not popularly discussed.
By presenting and exposing
these social problems to the people he revolutionized to some degree the theatrical world, and
this part of his sl!. le can be seen
in works of More recent playwrights such as Eugene O’Neill.
Ibsen was a Norwegian, and
his patriotism to his country
springs up in all Lis works. He
triend, "He
"foe remarked
- .

CROSS CURRENTS

CURRENTLY AT THE ART GALLERY on campus is the above
picture by Grandma Moses, just one of the 25 paintings on display by American artists. Below is a painting entitled "The First
Catch" done in brilliant color and featuring the large eyes (but
not done by the Keanes!) that is also part of the touring show.
The Gallery and pictures in the Art Building halls may be viewed
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. each weekday and from 1-4 p.m. on Sundays. The showing will be on campus for one more week.
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the only- padded bra in the world to pass the isit-me test of every woman’s eye, touch, and ego.
It’s what’s inside that counts. We invite you to touch.
test Accentuette with any padded bra you have ever
worn, and see for yourself the unbelievable natural
beauty.
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When sey en
for jobs al Itii2 with
u
education to back them
up, thay
were laughed at.
The depression laid
nothing
do with it, but the fart to
they Were college graduates that
did
because these students
first graduates from were the’
the fin
police school in the
world,
cated at San Jose State.
Law enforcement agVneleS
no
longer laugh at our police
school
graduates. In fact, the %class;
field work program. required
g
all undergrachiate police
cans,
dates, puts students on
actual
police cases. They extend the
whole range from sex
offenses
to drunk driving and in at
least
one instance students hasp shot
it out with burglars.
SJS police graduates Work a
far away as Cambislia. Iran
and
the Philippines. Enrollment ho
grown from the original seven
to 147, including 20 women
Originally, the dermrtment
fered a two-year technical eir.
liCUIUM leading to ;in associate
in arts degree. But in NM a
four-year program was devel,
ripest se hair had. It
una
otillvillerirs than any ’,Owl’ Ininur
on campus.
Things were hardly under way
when the outbreak of World
War II drained the department’s
entire enrollment.
But as the war closed, the
police school reopened. and with
it came still more requirements:
a minor Its psychology and gen.
eral education COW-heti such as
history and journalism.
Policemen, despite the cum.
mon consensus, are ery so.
Ciable fellows. Their fraternity.
Chi Pi Sigma, has been on car.
pus since 1934. and is currently
paying foe their new house
which they are living in, through
the monthly rent.
Pi Delta Omega. for police.
women, boasts the only male
adviser of any sorority.
The present police program is
so selective that too per cent of
the students passim!. the soplaii
more year remain it polit’e work.
They don’t all become patrol.
men, either. S.IS graduates have
worked on the Secret Service’s
White Douse detail, on the
State Department’s police trainon
ing program in
the narcotics division at the US.
Treasury T)epartment, as police
Iran, and as inteladvisers
ligence agents in Alaska for the
Coast Guard.
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who auuld know me fully must
know Norway."
Ibsen was born in 1525, the son
oh a prosperous businessman. He
hoped to study medicine, but as
late would have it his father lost
his fortune and he turned to
playwri tang.
His first play. "Catiline", was
received without any great enthusiasm and no publisher would
print it. However, a friend published it at his own expense, only
to sell the copies to a grocer to
use as wrapping paper when he
and Ibsen had some hard luck.
Years later he was appointed
the director of the Norawegian
Theatre in ("hristiania. Unfortunately, tLe Theatre went bankrupt and he was forced to live
abroad. He remained outside of
Narway for thirty years.
During this time he satirized
the Norwegian political conditions in his plays, "The League
of Youth" and "An Enemy of the
People." He had become a "respected pillar of society" and enjoyed an international reputation
and world-wide prestige.
Ibsen was at the height of his
fame when he Wrote Hedda Gabler. and in this play he displays
his remarkalile talent to make
his characters come alive on
stage. So alive and vibrant is
Hedda that every actress would
leap at the chance to portray
her.
The conflict in Hedda Gabler
is that between a woman and the
side of life she cannot enter because of social opposition. She
Wants to be a dominant person
and control the lives around her.
She does her best to do this. but
is unwilling to bear the consequences and thus comes to a
tragic. downfall.
Of course, the consequences of
her arts Would be an ostracism
I:.::: that society in which she is
forced to live and so she chooses
to live and practice hypocrisy.
George Bernard Shaw wrote
that "Hedda Gabler has no ethical ideals at all, only romantic
ones. She is a typical nineteenthcentury figure. falling into the
abyss between the ideals which
do not impose on her and the
realities she has not yet discovered. The result is that though
she has imagination, and an intense appetite for beauty, she
has no conscience. no conviition;
witIt plenty of cleverni-s inert.ty,
and personal fascination."
The mean, envious, insolent,
cruel Hedda is so convincing and
frightening that the play becomes important for its characterization as well as its social
implications, and its advancement of the modern theatre.
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WARMING UP for their April 2 and 3 performance are the
85 members of the San Jose State College Symphony Orchestra.
Directed by Dr. Gibson Walters, the concert will feature an
original work by student David Kent and a West Coast Premiere

’Full -Fledged’ Orchestra s,F.s 10/0era
Says Conductor Walters Saturdauy
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of Ben -Hair-Ills -Capriccio for Piano and Orchestra.- Miss Marilyn Beebe will be the featured piano soloist. The concert, held
in Concert Hall, will begin at 8:15 p.m. and is free for college
students.
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"We have been a full-fledged
,,shestra for about 50 years, but
’here has been musical activity
’, our inception HS a
hool," stated Dr. Gib...n Wrier, about the San Jose
State College Symphony Orchestra that he conducts.
And 115 members of the orchestra prove his statement. Showing
,Incere interest in their musical
endeavors, many of the students
..,me frail varied college majors
Joh as pre-med, police, English,
;nycical education, and some are
lormer professionals who are
heck getting their degrees.
"Eveiaene on campus may
participate who plays an Itchesand has an in I’d!

Piano Students
Present Concert
There will be no performance
-eheduled for the Survey of Mu ac Literature class on Tuesday,
.it the public is invited Thursuay, April 4. to hear students
nom the classes of Thomas
tstints students will pre,ent mu wog ram 01 music related
Ii nineteenth - century nationalsm. including Grieg’s "Piano
Concert.,"
The coneert will begin at 11:30
in Concert Hall.

In

terest in continuing their playing
with some type of organization,"
the confirmed intense - looking
music director said.
Rubbing his short, pale red
mustache, Dr. Walters explained
that because of this interest, the
programs for the Symphony’s
concert were carefully selected
to "provide the performers as
well as the audience a wide variety of the very bost in the symphonic literature. We always attempt to perform unusual works
which will be a lead line to
measure other works by."
The orchestra will he performing Tuesday and Wednesday evenings at 11:15 in Concert Hall.
These tetrwerts are open to the
students anti public.
Seheduled this time will he 1
WPS1 0,50 t premiere of BenHaim’s "Capriccio for Piano and
Orchestra" and the first performanee of a student publication entitled "Passaraglia".
Student officers this year for
the Symphony are Gary Gray,
president: Camilla Sheldon, secretary -treasurer: David Phillips,
orchestra representative to the
music department student body
council; and Glenn Norrish,
Accoiling to Dr. Walters,
"San .lose State has an excellent
background in the fine arts and
their interest in the musical life
of the college is very good."
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Because of this the Symphony
puts on each concert two nights
in a row. "We have many people
in the community who came to
this bay area expressly because
it is a center of the musical arts.
These persons take a keen interest in our college’s artistic efforts," concluded Dr. Walters.
He is presently the conductor
and musical director of the Santa Clara Philharmonic and president of the California Musical
Educators Association. Dr. Walters has been on the faculty for
15 years and has lead the orchestra since 1950.

Colleges Begin
Bowl TournamentsWhy Not SJS?
Study clubs would never go
over at a college. Exams and
term papers require enough
studying to satisfy the cravings
of any normal individual in this
direct ion.
However, how often does the
student hav, a chance to make
use of his inexhaustible store of
knowledge in a pleasant manner? Exams, though they give
one the opportunity to exhibit
what he has learned, can hardly
be called enjoyable.
It is for this reason that the
University of Kansas and other
universities
and
Co lleges
throughout the country have inaugurated a College Bowl Tournament, pat terned after the
television program of the same
name.
At Kansas various living groups
with one another to detet mine which is the most well versed in the sirens of literature,
philosophy, history. physies and
rit

Final performance of the San
Francisco State opera "Le Coq
d’Or" are scheduled tonight and
tomorrow in the main auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
The presentation is the seventh annual production of opera
by the college. "Le Coq d’Or"
has not been heard in the Bay
Area in nearly eight years.
Direction is by Rue Knapp,
Assistant Piofessor of Music,
who has staged the college’s
operas winning national acclaim
since 1958. The choreography is
directed by Anatol Joukowsky
formerly with the Academy of
Ballet of Belgrade.
Tickets may be secured
through the Creative Arts Box
Office from 1 through 4 p.m.:
seats must, he reserved. Ps ices
are $2.00 for the center section.
$1.50 for the sides. The box office phone number is Ji 7-7171
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CHILDREN’S SIZES

turn to the parties
and proms ahead.
That’s the signal fro
us

0

for big girls and little girls,

to

unveil

beautiful

our

Inot 0 1.00 quality Wee Nylon

of

dresses in Invels

Spring

parts.
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TIGHTS
THEATRICAL MESH
TIGHTS ALSO WITH
COMFORT SOLE
RAILET TIGHTS
SHEEP TIGHTS WITH
THOUT SEAMS
OR
o TRUNKS AND
b
DANCE GIRDLES

‘1, I

llowMOMvomov,WOMIne,anreMaNetean-oo’*^"loo

CULOTTES
WITH
A NEW TWIST, IN
CAREFREE
POPLIN

5.98

. ever

blend of
65% Dacron Polyester -cotton ... select blue
navy, loden or
beige in sizes 5 to IS,

YOUNG CALIPORNIA SHOP,
SECOND FLOOR

pink, white, blu,,
and lavender, nail
featuring spaghetti

TURTLE ear C,1
.;,e4eACKS
V NECKS

2913.3115
Itaiikanierp-ard
1.4 N.ition.11 4 11.1r.v,r

april

WE GIVE
SLUE CHIP STAMPS
FIRST AT SAN CARLOS

I

SAN JOSE

gAL

Perry’3
20I’s So, First St.

56 W. Santa Clara St.
Phone 293-2815

the left

Americans"

ypica I

pl. yorS,

baseball

fans.

and

:nakes you look
oetause it is so familiar.
too
done by artist
Top
Byron Thomas. is entitled "7, .ght

shades of yellou

I It Nit mal thaw o
Panaa-ner.:01 Mrs, r,

are all

the paint!n

straps.
LEOTARDS
SCOOP NECKS
ROUND NECKS

The pictures

American artists representthought. Shown at

collect urn

Ccot for Hermes ... hest Inc
ballet
and 4re-flattering
hosever you wear them’ Oansbin
NM: and leatards Imes 0011
a, lament fer iheir brut -tit It
(21batm and nes Salina Wort
Visit nut store. or rate for
illustrated totalot TN

Art

one of the 25 paintings in the

Easy -care

Easter is on the hori-

the

:mt. the many different schools

ever -popular Culotte .

Spring arrives

*

forget

Sluo.- in the halls of the Art

has come to the

.

*

dint

And

so flattering’

WOMEN’S and

soul

. .
instrumental, and
choral groups ssill hod this year s exciting and varied performances:
of interest- and we hope to attract many non-musical students who
need only an exposure to be bitten by the opera bug.’
That was the way K. Hart Smith of the San Francisco Spring
Opera feels. and I tend to agree.
After looking 0er the se%en scheduled performances and the
yery feasible prices, it seems that with a minimum of penny-pinching everyone should be able to attend at least one and get reasonably excited about it.
Of the seven operas. possibly "Madame Butterfly " "Rigoletto"
and "The Magic Flute" are the most well known. -The Tales of
Hoffmann" and "Bluebeard’s Castle" are new productions for the
Spring Opera, the firs! written bj Offenbach and the latter by
Bartok. Both will be sung in English.
Performances are in the San Francisco War Memorial Building,
with U -Park facilities just across the street and the bus depot
three blocks away The train is out of the question unless you use
a taxi also.
Tickets sell for $2.50. $3, $3.80 and $4. The two least expensive
are located in the balcony, which is very satisfactory as accoustics
are A-ok. The tickets may be gotten from either the San Francisco
or San Jose Sherman-Clay Music Companies.
Many students, Ito trig in this area for some 11^1P. have jsossibly
attended the opera before in San Francisco and know what a tremendous performance the Opera Company puts on. Not wanting
to harp too heavily on the trite phrase about this age of technology,
it still isn’t a had idea to keep in mind when debating between a
date of dining and ilaneing or the opera.
Might I give you a gentle push and say. "Discoer its wonders
for yourself."

Exciting new A -Line shape

LEOTARDS

WI’ally

S.F. Spring Opera Olfers ’Butterfly’

Any performing artist who is
Interested in auditioning should
contact Ralph Silver. 625 Taylor.
San Francisco. ’rhe program will
be entitled "Loneliness in Modern American Theater" and is
tentatively scheduled to o pe n
April 27.
"We want to point out the
different types of loneliness of
man in modern American drama.
We hope to suggest that even
though man is frustrated and
often destructive and self-possessed, he also maintains hope
and visions for better things to
come," stated Silver.
He went on to add. "We will
Indicate this by creating through
modern dance man’s need for
self-respect and pride in himself
as a human being. The program
will consist of a joint dramatic
narrative integrated with music
and modern dancing on the
theme of loneliness."
On Saturday at 8:30 p.m, the
theater will be having a benefit
to raise funds for its coming season. Held at the St. Boniface
Auditorium run Golden Gate Ave.,
the Punjab Folk Dance Troupe
of India will be retail! ed.

and

,
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Slated for 63-64

TIGHTS

al

way u -it!, an raris,Nt
and a capital .4.

Segovia, Istomin
Classical guitarist Andres Segovia and pianist Eugene Istomin are among the performer,
already hooked by the Spartan
Programs Committee for the
1963-64 season.
Segovia will appear on campus
next spring semester. and IstomM will appear in the fall.
Other performers already
booked include: Rao and Company, Indian Dancers; Orchestra
San Pietro of Naples, a 21 -member chamber music group; the
New York Woodwind Quintet:
Suzanne Bloch, lutenist anti
player of the virginal; and Zahalets, the renowned harpist.
Other performers being considered by Spartan Programs Committee are the Limelighters. the
Weavers. the Journeymen. Mike
and Elaine, Shelly Berman, and
Grrvory

DAILY -11

DISCOVERIES

The American Frontier Theater in San Flanciseo is presently auditioning directors, actors, actresses, musicians and
modern dancers for a program
centered on "loneliness."

.1..
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The nightingale
night smart
the %arieci.
the male, esp..,i.tll
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Students Don We
Garb at Frontier Village
is 1

Its

ing the breedint
-

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Women nci married men over
21:$73 less II? dividend. or net
of $66 (based on cerrent 16 Per
cent dividend) Single moon under
21: $252 less $40 chrriderld, or net
of $212
$10/20.000 Sordily Injury librlirr: $5,000
Property Darneg and $500 Medical
Payments. Other 00r ages at comparable sayings. Payments can be
made once, twice or tour ,.ens
year Call crony. for 1..1,1 information to George Caroobell,
California Cs, . 1385 Th.
Alameda ’ .
444600

eigad you play
- where
and Italians and get paid fin.
Jim Brown, one of many
San Jose Slice students who we irk
Amusement
at Frontier
Park.
runtio.ment park. a small south or sari
-c.iie ’Disneylosi

alter at Frontier Villatre
The park opened to Ihe
November 1901 alai "prior to that
time," explains Hutton. "I started
thete as a purt-tune employee. I
think I was the very first part’ tune worker." After Hutton was
graduated, he started lull hint’
with the

.1.,e on the M. ptiters’) 11101M ;0’.
for :tie
pro%ides pi) 14/1/4/1
proximately 25 SJS students
i from
"For men, the jobs
-,(
(nu:. -Ionner I,. an out. 0.
.111,1.1.
irt
r
Mon

(......1....’
Your

Pet’s Dept.

Store

Open Daily 10 to II
Open Sat. & Sue. 10 to 6
This week teetering:
BAIT
PARRAKETTS

1280

"one of the largest pet shops In the country"
Phone 297-0254
The Alameda
-4

..004Miarel=.

VISITORS AT
FRONTIER sq.
LAGE Amosnment Park
south
of San Jose on Monterey
Higls,
way, wait at
the miniature
train terminal. Here
tickets may
be obtained for 25 cents
for
thorough ride urctuhd
parts of
the 33 -acre park. The
train ride
is one of seven now
open. Eas
ter vacation the
amusement
park will be open daily,
10 arn
to 5 p.m.

time will switch
employment. Acesaiiing to Hutton,
the majority of job opportunities
call for cashiers. ticket takers, and
ride operators. Almoat all of the
students obtain their jobs through
Mrs. Phyllis Headland in the
Placement Office. says Hutton.

’OUTLAW’
"Every hour, Bil Kelsey "dies"
when he plays the tole of an Outlaw," said Hutton. Bil is a radiomajor. Other SJS employed
tudents include Richard Ciewell.
senior, anci Ron Selmer. freshman,
woo are mule skinners.
duties, IMilslitirts Hutton, include
feeding the lisestock. saddling the
burros, and operating the hurler
pack train anti stagecoach rides.
As singer and hostess in the Silver Dollar Saloon, (sarsaparilla
says.
Frontier Village is open to the’ onlyr, Sharon Cressio. SJS speech
public on weekends 10 a.m. to 5 and drama major..4owns heiseli as
p.m. winter months, plus holidays. Diamond Lil. Sharon Janes, fresh:aid will open daily after school I man. has obtain’s’ the positieen of
II Part-time employees at this I head cashier. She says, "It’s fun

HELP
Discussing help hired at the
ut ton s rites, "Employees
park.
must conform 5ith strict employ ment r ale’s estriblished by the
Foentier Village management.
They nuist be well groomed, clean
cut, and neatly dressed. We put
everyone on a four-week trial pethis, of course, works both
riod
ways. The employees are as important as the facilittes." Hutton

Seto us for all your bakery
eeds.
Wedding cokes, party
panne’,
/birthday cakes and pies.
Son Jose’s fears, independest
bakery
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STOPPING AT THE CROSSROADS to heed
"right of way" for the train at the gay ’90stype Frontier Village is one of the small-scale
model cars that provide one of the rides.

Approximately 25 San Jose State students are
employed part-time at the Village. The amusement park will open full time in June. A park
and barbecue area is provided for picnic goers.
i tors to the island may puretni.i.
otcrinal Indian handiwork.
Ji,eph V.tikin
4.1
..:
SI ;Ili.
’..r1
,1111

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: BILL CHEEK
-,,r.
I. \..
Bill (heck
in Mateo.
hon.
on his first .1-- :lament with Pat if. I
sled di,d addressed
Bill supervised seven employer: v.1
monthly statements for nearly 4041 ."SI ustomers.
Later, he moved to Methods and Results and found a
way to improve the technique of recording data for (Ali, e
rep.rts. Because of achieNements like this, he was promoted to Night Operations Supervisor of the Machine Tab

Ii ,jrnt

ing to him. After four months
with 35
there. Bill’s knack for handling responsibility earned hint
a promotion to Section Supervisor of the Computer Unit
his latest step up!
Bill Cheek and other young men like him in Bell Telephone C:iiinpanies throughout the (’011111 I’. help bring the
Ii, its service in the world to the homes
finest
-,- ,! a growing America.
and

BELL TELEPHONE

TELEPHONE MAN -OF-THE -MONTH

89:

MAYFAIR BIKE SHOP

a

Fa*t yr

regularly

COMPANIES

tati.l.

bail hir
Mai

BIANCHI 12 SPEED
DERAILER,

from

.

.

$64"

Dealers for
111,

Schwinn

Phillips

Bianchi

S.srvice . . . Fast and Friundly
Special Discount Card for S.J.S. Students

I 1:- r"

rr.,

Ii.. ..,11rrir 1 :r I rIt

:roll,

of the al -ink,. milli park. Hutton
I ells of sek en rides now igen.
There is the Indian War Can.".
"everybody gets into canoes
ride
and paddle." One ride is a train
that encircles part ot the :33-acre
park. Another is the imtique auto
ride, %shore one cm ride in 3 5
scalo models of 51 stasis ells and Model
Fords. ’Chi( mine ride is it
main it tract In wItere
the depth., of a mine and (1.1, ..
..ir in !nine cars, 33
’(laiP
It ...tamed on Page 161

Now all pens
use same
ink cartridge
Fits Sheaffer Parker
Esterbrook li’earever
Venus Ez.ersharp
Cartridge Fountain Pens

Buy the one that fits the
pen you own and the pen
you may get or borrow.
Washable Blue, Washable Black, lea rock Blue,
Jet Black, Cardinal Heil,
Blue Black and Green.
Get All -Pen Cartridges.

6 for 394 or 8 for 494

i1ta9jaiP gike chop
894 E. Santa Clara at 19th Street.

CY 4-0742

Who stopped
the battle
inside the
vitamin tablet?
fighter
u...,Come vitamins are natnral-horn
they’ll
Dump them together in a tablet and eventually
ago
tablets
vitamin
destroy each other. About 3 billion
scrapSquibb found out how to keep vitamins from
They
ping. They put A and D into separate granules.
They
put B1, B, and C into their own private wrap.
tucked
and
nt.
pick
took B,,, the one all the other boys
they set
it safely into one of the tablet’s coating. And
than
mire
potency
up a system that checks quality and
that a
sure
make
help
to
done
times.
All
this
was
200
not
Squibb vitamin tablet maintains its full strength
right
but
easy)
(that’s
bottle
the
just until it goes into
up to the moment you pop it into your mouth.
That’s why you can be certain you will get the full
YOU haY
vitamin potency stated on the lab,..1 %%hen
_V ligoravnii-oln,iSnsq,u7ibmb iAn’eitrilitmlsilni-v7ning;r,aal: for,i siulmaintenance
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Senior Biology Student Tags
Fish for Alaskan Survey Data

Tee

"We traveled 2 1,51
and, wheel. beeause they were seirntagged over 1,r;1
Isi) - mostly ruing up river against the. current.!
chum salmon." he related. There
FISH TAGGING
were nine in the survey team he
The baskets were lifted up and
lead. Including two Athapascan Inthe fish fell out into a crate, ready
dians and one Eskimo.
for tagging Each got a tag hearing
The 11AI-tagging phase tel thelr a number, location
of the departtt,,rik was begun first in early June. ment’s Anchorage office, and a $1
The lish were caught in "fish-. reward offer for each tag returned
Cycling Arcessories
made by the local F.ski- "Some natives spent days fishing’
and Annarel
V.11,. the only way the for the tagged one,," Vargas re.’old be eausjo arid kept lated, "and sortie brought in as
Vargas expiairost. "They many- as 15."
-myed in live tanks submerged in
from $76.90
"The number ten eart tag eorreOa river until we brought them
%ponied to the number in our reeords where we noted length. idenCUPERTINO
-The current of the river made tifying marks, and approximate
SHOP
BIKE
Ili.. wheels turn," he went on. The age (which Is computed by scale
AL 2-207)
*car R,dy Lane
tiQh were caught In baskets in the samplings’, when
the fish was
tagged" Vargas explained. The fish
were caught as they continued on
FOREMOST’S
their migration route up the river.

15 -SPEED BIKES

Special!

RTS

Why were the fish tagged at all?
"The ratio between tagged and on tagged fish rave us an estimate of
the total number in the annual
run," he explained. "Because the
tish returned to spawn after four
years in the sea, we tisml this data
oi predict the size of the run four
years hence," he went on.
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WOMEN’S SPRING FLATS

on All
Models

at Factory Prices
Here are. 1114

two of the

many hundreds of styles

495

that you
front

may

at

Sail

choose
_IOW’S

’argent shoe store.

3.90 to 6.90

;r7rmet
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to
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11.

47,9 SO. MST ST.
Downtown Son Jose

Ones Monday, Thursday,
& Friday Nights Ill 9

CY 4-0742
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BRA! HURRA! HURRA!
COME TO THE

Circus of Savings
Fantastic!
Don’t Clown around
with high dry
cleaning bills.
n fighters.
tally they’ll
taltlets age
rum ser8P
tiles. They
,’rap. They
and tucked
nd they set
more than
sure that a
rength not
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SI !IVEY PHASE
The survey phase of their work
lin,k nearly two months to cornplete. Its taken each year by the
..tate to determine the relationship.
.t,tween fish catch and the eonimy of the village. Hence the
mune, "subsistence" survey.
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Profs Wearing Bermudas?

1101 loch
tS ru, .

ini11.
ii . to !I.
OW

t...

I

11,1.

11161.

A lion’s share of qulity
climeingup to 8 lbs. foe
only 2 dollars

iliii."Tkirl.r
ol
the lot, So
\olsse.
W Ellsworth
seetains
f1,5. the lag someChief
must climb up steel spikes to rezreed to rto tiit r47, pee flitr Continuing our policy of firm stands. we present another declaraa platform atop the lower section. raising, iihich siecurs sn every Ilit
tion destined to change not only the physical aspect of SJS but
From there he must raise the
perhaps the socio-economic as well.
We advocate bermuda shorts for professor’s. he they knobby kneed, slaek-ankled or worse. Why should this Import nt declaration
ARE YOU THIRSTY?
Is’ left to a mere society column? The reason is simple. No one slot’
would have the courage, integrity or general lack of sense ne
.ontroversial advocacy.
As to our masons. they are, perhaps, a triia, complex. ThelIst
one, however, is Spring. Spring. when the student’s head falls tore aid
on his desk, when his eyes close slowly and leeturers become suddenly fond of talking in ancient Sanskrit.
What better way to bring back these lagging spirit., and failing
enthusiasm. The women will become more altentiVe and the men
will awake to find that their most ardent feminine admirers have
elsewhere.
turned their at
For a professor in bermuda shorts is no longer simply a professor. Ile is a man.
ENGAGEMENTS
Tslarylue Carmichael, senior elementary education major from
Sunnyvale, to Laurie Tempson, sales employee’, from Los Alto-. Tlimr
wedding date has been set fur June 29.
Suzy Peter, junior interior decoration major from Sarat..
Bill Scott Jr., tiers Mg with the Air Force at Trasis Air For,
also from Saratoga.
Charlotte Stengele, senior accounting major from Mountain
to Lon Jensen, employee at Foothill College. flom Watsonville. .1111d.
15 is their wedding date.
Barbara Mitchell, junior advertising major (trim Sunnyvale
Rod Slasters, Lambda Chi Alpha, senior business major from
Maureen Madigan. sophomore psychology major at Dominica’
junior indi,strial
College, from Oakland, to John Metesser, Sigma
technology major from Milbrae.
Terry Sue Hay, sophomore physical education major from San
Carlos, to John E. Gaumer, Lambda Chi Alpha. sophomore conservation major i’mm Red Bluff.

PINNINGS
Carol Hardy, Della Gamma, freshman art major from Palo Alto
.
tG
Kearns, Sigma Phi Epsilon, sophomore aeronautics ma. .
from San Rafael.
Sharon Duty, junior psychology major from Temore, to
West, Sigma Chi, junior accounting and pre-law major from
SEI’PlaL
Genie Laisne, Alpha Omicron Pi. sophomore commercial Jose,
jurlan
Vargas and his assistant, an In- nuatjirfrom
m or front Oakland,
San
to Doug ’Taal(’ Sigma (111,
Pre -d"’’
dian who knew the country, trav-’
Ofkrfll Pugh, sophomore medical technology major from
pled by outboard skiff tip the river, mento, to Phil Herron, Theta Xi, senior industrial engines-din.’
sli.pped at each sillage and took a from Gardena’
Susie Moore, sophomore at San Jose City College. fro.
count of the fish catch. Food and
Jose, to John Mack, Theta Xi, junior business major from
supplies were flown in to them by Hollywood.
hush plane about every two weeks.
Pat Deicing. Sigma Kappa, sophomore home economics ma..
"And we were able to catch plenty from Manhattan Beach. to Terry Te.vis, Sigma Nu, junior busitamanagement major from San Jose.
of fish," Vargas quipped
Donna Grader, Gamma Phi Beta, sophomore education ma..
A short-wave radio enabled them from San Jose, to Marty Wool. Sigma No, senior business mana_ii
to make contact with the outside, ment major from Moraga,
Nancy Simpson, Chi Omega. junior elementary education ma.
in case of emenTency. "Boat and
airplane were the only means of from San Lorenzo, to Ken Boiven Theta Chi, junior industrial t...
nology major from San Lorenzo.
getting into this area, he said.
Sharon Andrews, sophomore business industrial man:." major from Oceanside. to Jack Proctor, Pi Kappa Alpha, jun.
PROJECT DATA
Data from both the fish-tagging major from San Jose.
Carol Wallace, senior elementary education major frem
project and the subsistence survey
Oaks, to Dave Ilarshbarger, Phi Sigma Kappa. senior social ,
were written up and submitted by major from Newport Beach.
Vargas to the head area manageSIGMA PM EPSILON
ment biologist for the Arctic KusSigma Phi Epsilon frateimity’
kokwim Area. The findings were a-ill hold its spring chapter reby the Department of Fish’ treat Sunday for the purpose of
discussing goals and objectives for
Game.
’both the Sig Eps and the entire
An international conference Greek system.
’thing Japanese and Russian I
THETA CHI
In the Bering Sea used the. The Theta Chi 15th annual
Vargas findings and data obtained Dream Girl Formal will he held
night from
eofromirn-1 ato the
hy another survey team workini,,.ctoamli.fiorro:
s.
Golf nd
further up the Yukonv
River- -aboe
tri five’ ;
alrn etanim
ehformT
luc
will
Fairbanks. The conference is meet- months’ of competition. The five
inn in Vancouver, British Columbia, finalists are: Jody Kaiser, Judy
officials were really con- Brewingion, Carol Fuller. Julie
mme.d," Vargas reported. "If too, Wilson and Pat Schultz.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
many fish were taken out by the
Russians and Japanese there would
The Delta Sigma Phi Pledge
not be RS many left for the natives Dance will be held tonight at the,
to catch," he said. Fishing was the; Sakura Gardens in San Jose. ’Ph..
only way the natives made their’ theme for the dance will be or..
livelihood. "To the Indian, this was, ental and surprise favors will he
I Matter rif life or death
gnen to the women.

Tlimiterey

Stupendous!

Hove your taste buds been
deprived of the exquisite
taste of an ORANGE JULIUS?
Why deny yourself this elegant thirst quencher? For
only 15c even Dante would
have ogrecd "it’s a Devilish
Drink."

w."

ORANGE JULIUS
Corner of Ist and San Fernando

STUDENT
,

DISCOUNTS

OPEN
Mwiday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

ELECTRON’C PARTS & HI Ft EQUIPMENT

Co.

nited itadio anti T.V. Si, pi)I
%HoLl..- %Lt. 1)1-1 Inn 1411{‘.
CI’ 8-1212

11;2-)

.01,0ti

W.

V

SPARTAN
AUTO PARKPIG
UNDER NEW MANACEMtNT
400 CAR CAPAC!T’

Specializing in State College Parking

Monthly Rate Reduced To $8.00
Parking I hour 250

Additional

hour 13¢

qualities
Standard gas 2
Standard credit cards and merchants validations accepted
3 Courteous helpful attendants
2 highly skilled mechanics
Small repairs mode while you’re in classes
Tires, tubes, batteries, etc.
4TH ST. OPPOSITE COLLEGE

.^

A trained attendant
does all the work
for you.

Unbelievable!
The whole show
totes only
24 minutes.

Amazing!

Wild wrinkles tamed
httle or ao pressing

4 ‘: ,s; 1.00
With Th. Ad
fn. Wor!e’s Cr.,alest
C. tong Fe r(orr, nCe of

Quick -Clean Center
9tit and E. William
two blocks from campus)
Snorter, Rental
r9 HOURS.
30 in 9 30 p m daily Sunday 9 crn. to 6 P.m.

Summer Session

7 week session: July 8 August 21, 1963
10 week session: June 17. A opted 24, 1963
Division of Political Arts
Comprehensive programs for upper division and graduate students combining I undament al courses I Theory Itf
History or Factors in Social (ii surge with area studies
focusing on problems of social change in thina and Latin
America. C." units)
Di’ ision

SPEC;AL OFFER

.goreign

9th

of

Languages & Cis iligat

Intensive undergraduate I elementarv_ intermediate. ad.
vanced. upper division) and graduate 11/11rSett. in French,
German. Italian. Japanese, Nlantlarin Chinese. Rmedan and
Spanish tie. II units: combined elementarv and intermediate., 16 JJJJ 1101. Instnectben at all levels bv natise intrortors, in language being studied. ts
language houses
available.
Accreditetl by the We.tern Asn. of Schools and Col.
legs. a a specialized Institut’
granting Me Master of Alin
Teaching foreign languages and political arts.
in
Feu- further ’donna

, write to:

Direetar
tt0000 s
Monterey Institute of Foreign studies
I’ll, KA 1122. Nlienteres-, California

smOKE ALL

not too strong...
not too light...
Smoke all 7 filter brands and you’ll agree
some taste too strong
others taste too
light Bet Vicsirns tastes the way you’d
like a filter clgarette to taste!
11)63 Brown lk WiiliamsonTotm, n
oter I, 71r

11111811Imew-

I 1

1..10

Colossal!

I but right
t h.
et the full
n volt buy
aintenar,e
together.

Flag Raising Costs S5 Per Hoist

eftet/t
By CAROL SWENSLN
Society Ecbtor

11, 11/11 GUSTAFSON
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skiff up
by Out
:v Yukon River, Douglas Vargas,
,enter biology major. y isited ’29 naas leader
!ive sillages last summer
a survey team for the Alaska
Department of Fish and
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taste that’s right !
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Gold Ciggy Lighter for ’Big’ Smokers
AD -flier
11.11
Ni:\V
:11Th initially produced just 100
item for that "man who has every Vine ’ has been brought to New at the gas lighters to show Japar
k 1-s Japanese inventor Taisho van export luxury items as well
the wide range of lower- priced
lk.-ya.
goods shipped here by his company
It s what may well he the worids
.uai other Japanese exporters.
lighter
ra st expensive viagrette
The Japanese inventor spent
18-k irat gold and priced at $5o5t.
nearly eight years perfecting the
Ikeya. vice president of Ichikawa
Ii liter’. which has a unique ratchet
ii

FOREIGN CAR
210011 C.1 fi

that adjusts the flame to

’mate with the climate. It op’as with a two-part interior au- dically changing the fuel into
vapor that ignites the moment the switch is flicked.

...Sled a 11313

Body Repairs & Painting
Insurance Work
Aluminum Work
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Workmanship
CY 2-9099

6
ar--YE’k

WITH
FLOWERS
FROM

PAINT & BODY SHOP
Our Nes. location
605 Sunoi At Sasaki.,
San Jose

Plaza Garden Shop
Story and ‘hhJe Road,

CL 5-5976

$
$L. FOLK MUSIC
FOR
SPRING1
$
Guitars, Banjos
and music for
your Spring
beach parties.

BENNER MUSIC
1884 W. San Carlos

CY 7-7417

Outdoor Ice Skating Rink
Makes Way for Spring
By MIKE DUNNE
Bemiurla shorts. sunglasses anti
warms-t, longer slays. signal [hi
SIR" .)1 Wring for most people. But
to Dr. Duncan E. Williams, associate trrofessor of mechanical engineering. they mark the closing
of Winter Club. his outdoor artificial ice-skating rink in Palo Alto.
Dr. Williams came West in 1955,
following nine years of teaching
at the University of Wisconsin. He
settlad in the Palo Alto area and
his fancy tinned to the business
V1011d and construction of an FL0O0
square foot ice-skating rink.
Knrean as the Winter Club, the
rink was constructed in 1956 as
an experiment to find the feasibility of outdoor ice-skating in
sunny California.
"The child ta vitiation was such
that there was a pressing need for
recreation facilities other than the
commercial types that existed at
the time." is another reason Dr.
Williams gives frir the undertaking.
THIRD REASON
A third reason is the large number of people infiltrating California
tr.orn the East, individuals who
have enjoyed ice skating most of
their lives and who would miss
it in the ice-free Golden State.
Dr. Williams undertook the proj..et himself, feeling that eventually
there would be a market for this
type of recreation in connection
with pools, tennis courts, and
ather municipal facilities, as is
lone in the East.
Experience over the past SIN
years has shown that it is feasible
I,. keep the ice in skating condition
despite the state’s usually mild
weather. By varying the temperature of the salt brine in the refrigerating pipes, it is passible to
maintain a grad skating surface
in all kinds sit weather.
"An outdoor rink is es-en more
feasible than back East, as a matter of fast. W
drin’t have to
worry about sub-freezing temperatures 10 ruin skating." said Dr.
Williams.
IVINTER CI.tR
’inter Club is 64 by 125
The
- - -

Squaw Valley Ski Trips
LOW PRICES
COMPLETE
P31.50
An etre:flag, lost, fun -filled week-end
it -1; !Curs, or your group’s, at Squaw
- ys Tahoe Tavern. Complete

s.)
r- ,

.o

to and from the re accommodations

’i-egeant service to ski areas
Mead- wt)
dancing and

7TE. CLAIRE HOTEL

parties which all equal a very pleasand and stimulating week -end. All
this for $31.25. Lower prices are
available for groups
or if you
furnish your own transportation.
For further information call the San
Jose Box Office
CY 5-0888

feet and is 10 per cent bigger than
the skating rink at Rockefeller’
Center. About 40 per cent of the
area is under an overhang and is
snow fence on the windward side
damage.
protects the ice from is
When asked how rain affectr
the riperation, Dr. Williams replied, "It just doesn’t rain that
much. We only have rain about 40
days a year and on half of these
the amount falls in .jUst a couple
of select hours.
"The worst weather is high humidity, especially just preceding a
storm when you get that wet.
south wind," said Dr. Williams.
adding, "It doesn’t keep you nom
skating; it’s just harder to keep
your feet."
A’inter Club is a family project
with a season-tirket.plan. For $55
the entire family can belong for
the 22 weeks of the skating season, which lasts from mid -October,
to mid -March.
NO FANCY SKATING
Tho rink does not eater to show
skaters, for the ice is frosty andi
slow
suited Mote to children’s
,
safety than to fancy skating.
With a Winter Club family ticket, each person in the family may
skate as often as he likes. Last
year the rink served absiut 700
families. Dr. Williams reports that

The First National Bank Building in Albuquerque replaced me
other buildings, both 12 stories, in

for several years a number of San
the same city as the state’s hit-rhe,1
Jose State faculty members and
Owners are not sure if any cobra
their families have taken advanstate has a building less than 17
tage of the rink.
Two nights it week are reserved
for adults and on Saturday mornings, spectators can watch amateur hoekey teams vie for honors.
moo A TTEN DANCE
Puff In,
"An iivei age seassin registers
Itreez ( ii
proximately 30,000 attendances at
itli tlie Nevi "’HEIL
Winter Club," reports Dr. WilTew.Speeil
liams. Besides the main link there
23 pounds light
people
is a small studio rink for
All Canvey:ale components
wanting to practice.
Precision construction by little old
Dr. Williams. who feels the PeItalian craftsmen
poor,
recreation
is
area
ninsula
ingrowing
continued
a
foresees
terest. A reason he gives La the
trade in your old
rising interest of hockey in the
3t0 speed bikes
pi
-and
colleges
area, with more
Terms:First National
sate seconds*. schools taking upl
Bank of America
the sport.
rink
entire
When asked why the
tcoveret1 with a roof, Dr. Wil1435 TI,. Alameda
3-9166
liams replies, "Why don’t we put
pools inside? lee-skating should
_
.4----------be a pleasurable, hearty sport done

SAVE
AT

NEW SIIIMIENT

MAJOR CS. CO

Serving You At

Three Locations
4th & William
6th & Keys
10th & Taylor

PAI*L’S CYCLES

outdoors."
Before Dr. Williams returned to
full-time teaching last fall, he
served as general manager of a
public recreation district in the
Stanford Foothills and occasionally lectured a! Stanford Univiirsity.

III.RST
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SPRING

Hairstyle

With a NVW

..11 work done by quidified
Audents undetr .upenision

BEAUTY

SULLIVAN

COLLEGE

115 West Sari Fernando at.

l’r,16

BRAND NEW
IN SAN JOSE

What did Sturm do with his
spare time? He spent much of it
walking bark streets and out -ofway plaees. "sort of sensing the
life of the people."
"You should learn about the people." Sturm declared. "Don’t think
yourself a better person."

JAPANESE FARMERS
In his wanderings he learned
how Japanese farmers appreciate
the simple things of life, such as
nature. and how they take pride
in their work.
One incident the head resident
parti-olarly remembers sareurred
when he was wearing a dusty, lightMIND CHANGES
colored coat on a train. It seems is
When Sturm arrived in Japan hr. middle-aged man with his two sons
looked forward to returning home, walked up to Sturm and brushed
hut after six months he changed iiff the ailment. He had nr-,,,r
his mind.
seen them befs-itr.
"There is a lot more to the place
Cl*STONIS
after you learn about the people
Sturm named some customs and
and the language." Sturm said.
"You become a part of the country ways of life he observed in Japan.
as:
alter a while."
People earried their lunches to
Trains. Sturm reminisced. the
fastest transportation in .Japan. work in big handkerchiefs.
Television had birth control and
syere also used to measure distance. His base, for example, was , child -rare prografT1S.
Many Nipponese in the rural
one and one-half hours from Tokyo
’areas didn’t have bathing facilities,
1a train.
Nipponese trains may be fast, so they used common baths.
but they’re not built for comfort.
NON -PAINTED HOUSES
Al least they weren’t when Sturm
The better houses in the farming
was there.
ommunities weren’t painted. Re-!
PEOPIJ: sTI’FFEIts
speetable homes vivere weathered.
saita I I
Is .r.n,
I le siescribed
People in trains who put their
students, were tared to
fort on the chairs first took off
-turf people thmugh sliding floors
their shoes.
ths train.
Sturm returned to the tInited
States in August, 1956 Ife entered
5.15 that September and was grad -,
trot-A in June, 1960, with his B.A.’
In araarunting.
Ile I, ii morn, ito. of Alpha Tail

INTO

GASOLINE

PURITAN OIL CO.

S’1911.7)0

Head Resident Reminisces
About Japan Tour of Duty
By ALLAN ItIsDON
The hest way to set your watch
in the United States is to call time.
hut in Japan you use the trains.
"Japan has a unique transportation system- it’s on time- according to Joe Sturm, 29, head resident
of Moulder Hall, who spent two
years in the country with the
United States Air Force.
Sturm. a graduate student at
SJS from San Francisco, entered
the service in 1952 for flight training. Because of a "color deficiency"
in his vision, he was later transf’i’red to the serturity service.
where he studied Korean.

Is It Smallest of the Tallest?
stories as its tallest.
Al.FIUQUE11Q11:, N .M,
but there is
no doubt the new $1.5
million bask
New Mexico now has a building 17
built by the Del E. Webb
Corp is
stories high to boast of being the the biggest in
the "Land
bi E.
tallest in the state.
otamment "

eltP1.41)
where you get a

FULL COURSE DINNER
for as little as $1.45
whole Barbecue Chicken
)

to take

S1,49

out

Chhf4

cteak
17 E. SANTA CLARA

CY 3-4661

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWO S

IACCIS
Tamales Are Bursting Out All Over!
That i-. hI cour-c. in addition to toqados, enchilada- and taco-.
activity ii. certainly
NA arranu.d.
here el.o. can you Ideas.. your appetiu. and your budget ?
28 CENTS livr (blight.

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR
Automatic Transmission
Seals Installed. $35.00
on most cars
Transmission Overhaul
$75.00 most makes of
Cars

Engine Overhaul
$75.00 and up
Valve Job
$20.00 and up

Is Tropic Star for you?
of

idlege girls seem to know what they want. Wc gct a lot
is
about ring styling from Americm campuses. It there
I,
thing as a consensus. it would sound like this: conservai )IilTe
mg, with a drence.
,,,kt
tic
designed
n Ternogp.sigc eSmteanr i.r.ti nhecs ne
deiclanilnt7,1:1
til:leathe.sawuthiafitilwAeivtCean’e
l
in
Artcarved rings, it’s styled for lasting beauty._ guaranteed
OW
beautiful
55 riling for permanent %aloe. Is Artcarvcd’s
f11111,0.1,11
"rrOpic Star for you? See for )1 iurself.

IALI, ;t1-eci

Engine Tuneup

1-

Satisfaction Guaranteed

I irollYavtis at

FRED & EVERETT’S
GARAGE
1551 S

1st 51.

CY 5 6559

Diamond and Wadding Rol,. )

r,

275 South First Street

1

y 5Q5i1

hut there
millirm hank
Weld, cyrp
tont id En.

E

Latest Spring Fashion Tip:
Hold Gloves in Portraits
HICAGO (UPI) - Women
pictures taken
mi. are having
gloves, sugInala pese with their
.ae fhanaine. photographmon expert
yeg -tit have to wear them,
she wrote in Najust hoyi them,
tional Professional Photographer.
"lzwely hands are easier to pose
graceful when
and look naturally
twirling gloves," she said.
miss Romaine said today’s por-

GASOLINE

011 CO.

groFT f-Y)

, .11. ,
must be experts in fashion and nuke welt as photographic technitame
She gasp these tips at incising "’
gloses.

Enipasize t he straight eryi
rather than the fingers of the
gloves. The hands are a busy element and the plain end of the
gloves simplifies arrangement.
Gloves with outside finger
seams are suitable only for tailored
and sport clothes.
- The pale, very short glove that
barely leaches ihe wrist is most
appropriate for teens and pre-teens.
Short gloves may be worn with
short sleeve or strapless dresses by
young women.

PARTY

’ou At
:ations

0101/

- The very long glove idwass
has been elegant on aine ol mature wtanen

/
v.-/ekidtddev)

iilliam

CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE

Keys
Taylor

/1/7aer,

’
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I

Day Laundry Service

10/11P

Expert Service

4144
ifrptoleiv9h.--

Rug Cleaning & Dying

402 So. 3rd St.

7ftv1:4rotil-7)
6vhr

FREE PICK-UP
AND DELIVERY
CV 2-7823

GE
39;16
kIEW
JOSE

6
get a

INNER
$1.45
Chicken
SI

49

The Lettermen bring their fresh
and imaginative sound to twelve
Feat songs that deserve lobe sung.
The result? "College Standaril:*
the T ettermen’s newest Capitel
alhum. There’s romance written
all oscr ever’s+ song, front Fraternity Ross "The Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi" to Broadway’s "The
Party’s Over?
Look for "College Standards"
on Capitol...and be sure to look
for the Lettermen in concert on
your campus.

Last month, our successful
colleague led this Agency in
sales. As a State Mutual specialist, he’s well equipped to
assist you in planning a sound
financial future through life

1 / /1.1.EGE STANDARDS

:.:1

Agent

(S1T.182 9

-wsifolliece

ttoe

Peter Chong. Spetial

Leader of the Month

THE LETTERMEN
z

insurance.
PETER H. CHUNG
SAN JOSE AGENCY
2062 Forest Ave.
San Jose 12, California
Tel. 292-4435

3.4661

STATE

MUTUAL
OF AMERICA

(

Worcester, Massachusetts

Are any of these your questions?

IS’. ’’i.% kit PERRIN
Korea belonged to Jaltaft behire World War II. It was a new
territory then, so my father went
there as a goverrunem
I
was born there," commented Minako !yenta, of 420 S. 4th Street,
a tournalisin major at San Jose
State.
She has been in this country for
three years. Sponsored by the San
Bernardino Rotary Club, she oriyinally (Arne from Miyazaki City,
Japan, to attend San Bernardino
V a lley College.
Miss lyama tells of her Second
World War expel iences. which she
’,members vividly. "During the
war we didn’t have any air atbieks in Korea. In fact, we were
pretty comfortable until just bethe end when Russia joined
and invaded Korea from the north.
"We were pushed back, walking
3 -a .1 days, trying to teach Southern Korea and Amer-it-an troops.
We were told nothing except to
ssalk south. We dug potatoes and
I’’ them raw, sleeping on the
rroural," she related in a soft,
pleasant vice with only a trace of
Ill :a cent.

And

thlId

children had to remain in one!
place," she explained, adding. "My
tattoo decided we hail to escape.
as we had rut house nor any income.
"He manased to get a little sailboat from a Korean: three farnilies got into that boat and we.
sailed for three nights. We were
stopped twiee by the Korean po-1
lice and we met one strwm.
"We finally reached the 38th
parallel, and later took another
boat to Japan. We eouldn’t belies, what ts, saw. There were no
houses nor Mod.
YEARS LATER
"lateen
’And set,’
years later basing started trom
scratch, my mother now has a
washing machine and a television.
She is so grateful and SD very

job
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N o i t h Carolina la-partnient
Conservation and Development.
A very narrow hand of light
penetrated the container and began a chemical action that caused
a change ill taste aryl a loss ’it
yin am iii’
iliteet in itelit.,nd,
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YOUNG MAN

join The
Easter Parade
with
CRICKETEER
Travel the Fashionable
way this Spring
in a Cricketeer
University suit. The
going will be great ...
the look impressive.
Solids and classic
glens in medium
and dark
colorings.
Cricketeer tailored
on lean, natural lines
. . . coat a little
shorter, trousers
narrower.
from
$59.50

Plus anN: Green
oil,
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April 3
to discuss:
Accelerated Management Training
Immediate Responsibility
Is it necessary
to hare business
e.rperience to get
good job

a

Intyrested in working with the
public. in a job that challenges
your ability? Our Avis lameness
will he Otthe placement ethey to
sou about the good paying
Pow ions we have for rrillege
gtrls.

I’ll be on campus
soon In bring yon
the answers you want
to hear
See the placement Mice now
an appointment AP1111. 5
AN EQUAL

Outstanding Promotional Possibilities
Ideal Living Conditions in a
Stimulating Environment
for

OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ik Pacific Telephone

He would like to interview graduating Seniors with
majors in Accounting, Business Administration, Economica, or Finance, as well as candidates for the M.B.A.
degree.
401

)

S

.4
1101

Give the

will have a representative on Campus

he newest of
nes. like all
tu.aranleed Ifl
4caUtifel neW

s-0561

0 +II 1 1

FOR
EASTER
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Southern California

CY

an

’other in front."
Before she had to return to California. she decided to take a closer
look at New’ York. She quit her
job and made her headquarters at
the Columbia International Stu/
I
dents House for three days. She
was chromed by the people yt
different nationalities staying
there. In describing the house she
said, -On one side of the large
circular lounge were the girls’
Spring’s i xotie atmosphere quarters, and on the other side
seems to have crept into the Li- . were the boys."
brarY, since two of its employees. I
LANGUAGE BIG PROBLEM
i111iss Barrie Clarke and Robert I
In speaking of her stay in the ,
Altenof, plan to become man and
mad
wife on April 15, the day after United States, she says her
difficult problem is studying in a
Easter.
journalism
Miss Clarke comes from Wash- foreign language. As a
to be my real
ington, where she received her major, writing has
langM.A. in library science at the Uni- tool and yet it is my second
versity of Washington. She also uage. It is very difficult."
For the future she hopes to
attended Simmons Univeisity in.
home
Boston, Mass. She is vonnectecl graduate in 1964 and return
in time te
with the humanities division and for the Tokyo Olympics
Meanwhile, she is
this is her second year at SJS. ’ get a good job.
time this
Altenof comes from Pittsbuigh. planning to work full
jobs she
Pa., where he was graduated with summer, taking any odd
raisinc
an M.S. in library science at the can get with hopes of
to visit her family
1niversity of Pittsburgh. Ile also enough money
She hasn’t seer.
attended the Carnegie Library in I before September.
years
Pittsburgh. He came to SJS in them in over three
1959.
I
They will be married in Lawn view, Wash., where parents of the ,
bride-to-be reside. They plan to return to work the following week.
according to Miss Joyce Backus. I
college hlwarian.

serving

you?

! get a let of
:s. II there IS
its: consersa-

*i 1111/17l.ilig

same milk left by

happy."
Following her war experiences,
Minako attended a missionary high
school and later entered a missionary rollege for oni year. SIII
attempted to stet into one of the
Tokyo unisetailies. but tailed the
ent anti’ 1:1111.

Security First
National Bank

Do I hare to hay,’
typing and shorthand
to get good-palling
work

work.
_10
Y.s1
Iscc
Over in Japan, it is thy Asetite.
My sister is studying now to pass
her entrance foam. She can’t have
any fun at all in a Japanese high
school becaase she’s studying all
the time for the exams. Once you
pass the exam though, you don’t
have to worry about getting out.
Graduation comes eventually.
Meanwhile you have fun."
After the missionary school, she
decided to attend the YWCA secretarial school for a year. Then
she worked as a secretaaiy until
the Rotary Club of San Bernaidino
decided to sponsor her as a student in this country. She came
here in 1959 and stayed with one
of the club members as a part ot
the family, attending San Bernardino Valley college for 210 yeals
She then transferred here, to SJS

Campus, City Await MUN

DIGNITARIES COME
U.N.
With
fModel
morlliUnitedcome
w
dienitarithees
Nathe
tons in New York, national put; icily, and an opportunity for local
I itizens and students to observe an
actual simulated United Nations
session at work.
This may explain why many col testes and universities seek to be
hosts for the Mtn’s: Session, the
only one of its kind in the world.
I
How did it come about that SJS
I received the honor this year?
Three years ago the SJS delegatin
o
headed by Samuel Obregon,
etary-general for 1963. began
selling the idea of bringing the
MUN to SJS and the city of San
Jose
College and community officials
wide yonsulted first.
IThey approved.
Then, with their cooperation and
encouragement, Obregon and the
delegates to that year’s session,
which was held at the University
of Oregon, presented their bid to
host the 1963 MUN.
NO OPPOSITION
"Thanks to the Chamber of Commerce materials we distributed, we

S

1,1 lst 1 /l
ftALE1(111 N C cidti,
mu. J1 1 lii l
milk sou brouelit am, the kacicli tit-lei poll/1p di 111 11111k. 111/.

SUMMERS ARE DIFFERENT
When in this country, she decided to do something different
each summer to get a better
knowledge of our people. Fier first
summer she spent as a counselor
for a Girl Scout blimp. "I wanted
to see American teenagers and
ENTRANCE TESTS EAsIER
live with them," she declared.
IVImaki, says that it is in u ili
APTII ItED BY RI SsIA Ns
The next summer she decided
1.;tph,[1.11
But she wanted to (loss the Unit,.
10,
-Y1-1 V11
the
l’aNier 1.1 get int.. (,111-gt
eitsaans. ’lb -ytec, 1.1,1 itli. men to she states, "It is much
10 States. Only having enough money
for a one-way bas ticket with a
stopover in the Grand Canyon.
she traveled to New York. There
she knew only one girl whom she
he b.-1 was had met in Japan. She stayed
Rs GEORGE BOLDIZNAR
with her a few days until steiI.JIA 111/111 1,11.10 delegate, trom I placed." Obregon declared,
As soon as the bid was accepted, found a job.
t’ et s’011egeS atilt universities will
She tound one where she e0111
diverge on the San JOSS.- State. preparations were begun tor this
1/11111.1US IleX nionth when I lie 13th sear’s session.
01/ATS’e the upper class in an
annual session of the Model United
These preparations are still go- apartment building near Central
N;ti ions begins.
2u4bitil the MUN Park West. "You can’t imagine
itt,12.nn.e,nootntiA,
For four days the city of San
what it is like inside." she ,. Jose will be transformed into an
On April 27 the work, the activ- claimed, "just like a palace’ P
;demi of simulated united Nations ity, the excitement, and the 13th fotmal; high society. In
;0’11\ 11 : hotels and motels will Annual Session of the Model United single apartment there are twe
bieig with the excitement of call- Nations of the Pacific West will be sections! One for the family; the
bine meetings and seemin:::, --,aieluderl, possibly not to return ether for servants. There are iWIr
intermit ional intrigue.
b. San Jose for a long, long time. elevators, too, one in back and the
The Civic Auditorium will suit dimly take on the appearance of
1111. U.N. headquarters in New
York.
Students will appear everywhere,
rushing in and out of living centers, restaurants, hotels and motels
headed f, w one meeting or another.
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Business Interviews
Mich.rel J 51olchan. of Seeur,
First National Bank in his An, i
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ASB Director Program
Survives ’Embryo Stage’

seniors in accounting, itti+Inchs adBy RON BOTTI N I
ministration economies anti finance
In operation for one year, the
in Building X. 303 S. Ninth all
ASB committee director program
day Wednesday. April 3.
has survived the first 12 months

A New Industry For Africa --Dons

DESK WORK

PRETORIA, South Aires 1, Intik s
s.
- Only 130 miles south of the
cons taro
Al
South
the
Capricorn,
of
Tropic
1,.
twan government is running an II; A
likely but flourishing new industry: raising husky dogs lot Ant-

seoewiek
;wool, ._
::.,nition of hap, A ..
’ "the
individuals other than ets:
who super vise the corm].
strueture."

aret ica.
The dogs are netaitii tor
!.-it*ii.S national Amin it ii’

-with flying colors" and is exNv eers actitod that the program
$ pected to become
even more ef- shows committee members that
fective in coming years, according they are not isolated. "Through
! ! i.-1 s:, to interviews with the four di- the program, committees are given
WiaSter
---i--rectors and Bob Weers. ASB ex- a direction," Veers said.
’.
C011ege
v
ecutive secretary.
Every six weeks the directors
Established in spring of last present reports to Student Council
year, the program serves as a co- on the progress and or problems
ordinating link for the IS student of their respective committees. Res:
and
grads
seniors
college
For
.iommittees and boards and the ports presented to council recently
committees were
iZ ... Guaranteed by a top
$ executive and legislative branches revealed that all
in high gear and no prominent
Company
$ of student government. Four directors, each assigned to four to problems weie evident.
:..:
nor clause
$
s.Z six committees, were appointed to
COMMITTEES ’HEALTH’
k... Exclusive benefits at
(’triter better communication, to
"Through sir reports we tell the
special rates
Z’
encourage
greater
committee
ef$
ASB what the health conditions
s.
ficiency and to serve as general
... Itepoits deferred until
$
are of student committees and
FOUR DIRECTORS of the year-old ASB committee directorship
$
,,s
stimulators
of
committee
activity.;
1, tti ttiC Ma tit AChtitti
boards." Giorgi,: said. "If caitincir
program are seen gathered around the desk of Bob Weers, ASB
...
$
Veers does not believe the promembers have any questions. we
officer. The group meets every week to relate comexecutive
other
any
imam is in operation on
can do our best to answer them
mittee
to the executive board and refer executive
questions
campus.
college or university
during this report session," he
rulings to committees. Directors are (from I. to r.) Steve Sedgwick,
The four directors are Don Caradded.
Don Carroll, Bob Coontx and Barrett Giorgis.
Representatives
O
roll, Bob Coontz, Barrett Giorgis
When the program was formed
0.
$
k
Jack W. P
0 and Steve Sedgwick.
stuwith
met
the four directors
Ken &soupy
$
dent administration to discuss the
Jim Margot
PROVING GROUND
1:
"s*
CH
1-0150 0’
Zt 3396 Ste.ens Creek
According to Coontz, the direc- goals and philosophies of student
....W.,..W..-WW.:"....-W,...e.W.X torships are a tremendous proving government and the role the nen
zround where the broad aspects of directors would play in the emeriti,
committees can be seen with ex- governmental structure.
Recalling the cortunittees’ !.:s
treme insight. "My pride is to see
the operation of these committees impressions of the direct:n-sh.i,
comments II: 41. I
:iries.
(Continued front Page 121
which are the core of student gov- program, Carroll said, "They used passing water falls, bubbline
8:ourday and Sundav combe
to look at us as if we were bill. stalagmites, stalagtites, and fallernment." he added.
’proximately 3,000 to 7,000 pc,:;Another benefit of the program collectors."
ing rocks. The stage coach ride visit the Village. Price for adm
provides fun and excitement as 18 and over. is $l: Tumor ’STIMULUS’
.
1-1, mover. coopern t ion between well as the hurro pack ride. The 60 cents: children 4-11,
§
remaining ride is one of the favor- and children under four, I- ,
has
built
directors
Shop
New
iommittees
IDA’S
and
from Hale s)
As to the age span usuallv
Up during the year. according to ites for the old and young alike
is Now OPEN!
CY 7-4653
’he four directors. "Our council the carrousel. All rides cost 25 at the amusement park. Hutt oh
9
. 8 6 Mc^ atkd Th,k
:
"It runs abotit a
58,10 by App
reports are a
great stimulus to cents.
one ratio
we get as many chilMAIN STREET
eommittees," Coontz added.
%re Fitts
When the Occasion is Formal
Main Street of the Village is dren under 12 as adults over 18.
What about the future of the
Wear a Tux from IDA’S
erowded with various shops: gen- However, there arr. few juniors
pi ()gram?
eral store, candy store, the village 12-17, compared to the other
ALL NEW
TOBACCO
"The new structure has proven
newspaper, art gallery. Shoe and age groups."
Dinner Jackets,
tremendous success and will lie.
Hutton
Spike Hamburgers, Dapper Dan’s
:oine even more effective as time
Pants, Shirts,
lee Cream Parlor, Penny Arcade. .Tose State n;
Cummerbunds,
_foes on." Carroll said.
"And." stated Hutton, "in a short inc. He has
Suspenders,
ciG
The four directors and \Veers
time a hat shop will open where 17 months e
and
:fleet every Saturday morning in
; all sorts of hats will he sold. By His wit-Accessories
the College Union. "Our program
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!approximately June 1, a one-room
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wax museum school house will be I hit
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Student Gives Peers
Insight To His Job

I Saeta

its filiArrit Lt BRAN
t/einy. lie does not intend I’
James M. Geary showed some of learning with attainment
his fellow students where he voo 1
it A. degree, instead, he intends to
recently.
begin graduate work even though
They were Pistillate& In some I he must attend SJS during lunch
eases they were a little uneasy.
hours and evenings.
In many ways, it is not unlike
Geary interrupted the tour of
some of the college residence halls. fellow students at the jail to say
It has dorms with tele% ision, radios that the worst thing that men can
and books and a dining hall.
!do to his fellow man is to put him
But there is a difference. The !in Jail. However, even though his
students were taking a tour of the decisions affect the daily uses of
modernistic Santa Clara County 340 prisoners, the gentle spoken
Jail in the Civic Center. Leading but firm Geary is quick with a
the tour was none other that. quip without being sarcastic, seriGeary, who happens to be the jail OUS without being grim.
commander at the five-year-old
F1 1.1. TREATMENT
1.,eility. He’s a lieutenant on the
all journalism maThe

-:6,11

Politician - 141.11j"

iteod for
.ler

’,portals Dods’ Entertainment Gm(b
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, MARCH 29,

ilpfirrnira

?tale:its, his ronitiloporarie
the jail conditions and ins I,
about being a criminal.

Music

Society. Searle, a prominent area

obbs Takes Vacation’
Accompany Lion
to the family enter-. cal scoring, corning out with anothfilm selec- er outstanding theme song. The
-tated Mr. James Chapinan. picture takes place in an old sumern manager of the Esquire; Mer home in South San Francisco
and the fancily situations make
!,1- of San Jose, when asked
the movie great fun, especially if !
ale pn,sent billing
%welt "The Lion" with
you have been frustrated on a va- .
and "Mr. Hobbs Takes cation or a teenager with braces
with James Stewart. who’s in love. The beginning of the
an (Mum and Fabian still picture is hilarious. James Stewart
is driving home in the 5 o’clock :
hefl ter. formerly km’s., n t., traffic on a never-ending highway
.islent. as the Mayfair. IA as surrounded by three huge smoke tears ago and is
! belching diesels with stacks of ’witE Santa Clara and 1.15th: her overhanging the tail, and then
in ’iowned by the Robert they come to:. tunnel ...
-rporation, which has a
-The Lion- also features Capu.1 I heaters on the West
chine, a nuidel and actress
ylsuoyerp
seen in "Walk on the Wil
I,
a color icosluc-;
m mcini does tit, ifnu.si-: Side." The pieture is also in eolo..
,.:eler

through our

f.,r 49c
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at Iliptutt to Earth Prices
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Whether it’s dinner or
a coffee date try the ...
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DRIVE-IN
"PAPA’S DELICATE CONDITION"
"WHO’S GOT THE ACTION"
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human

despair

are set in the worst
The

conditions.
a

convicted
from life

is

himself,
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color supplement
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"TERM OF TRIAL"

south scree,

400 South First Se

-GIANT..

"MR. PETERS PETS-

imprisonment in 19411 by the peti-

"TERM OF TRIAL"

-FORBIDDEN SANDS ’
Jspanese drama

tion of some 01 France’s greatest
literary figures, Sartre, Gide and
t’oeteau among them.
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ISTUOle1;.11

1433 The Alameda

394 Sortli First

INGMAR BERGMAN
FILM FESTIVAL

The Interplayers will open with

l’ PAPA’S DELICATE CONDITION

F’rank D. Gilroy’s "Who’ll Save the

’;ARATOGA r!,

Plowboy?" at 747 /Watt St.

14502 Big Basle Wey
SWORD OF THE CONQUERED ’

Ingmar Bergman
Film Festival

friend, ’the Plowl-,"duting th,
war and finds his own life drastieally shortened .ns the result ol
wounds. He (11,1,10.- it, visit hi:friend and his wife to see it tlw
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PLAYING

on the Screen in Stark

Realism!

"WAR and PEACE"
Audrey Hepburn

3

Acemdy Are,ds
Nominated for 7

H.,nry

"PEPE"
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Pulitzer

Plus Co -Features at both Theatres
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French criminal saved

wright,

in a

"TO KILL A MOCKING BIRD"

da+e. So spethat he will be on.
campus to fell you more
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in New York and received acclaim
in various Euroiwan pmductions.
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duetion of the Actors Workshop, is

student body cards may purchase
tickets at $1.50 on Friday and Sitn-

AND

IS RIDICULOUS," shouted Spartan Daily editor, Bob Pacini,
commander James M. Geary placed him behind bars in the
ty jail. But luckily for Bob it was a gag photograph and after
moments of claustrophobia and a click of the camera was
at by fellow student Geary who is majoring in Sociology.

Sts.

are $2.40 for Fridat and Sat unlay
and $2.20 on Sunday. . Students with !

AT 2 GREAT THEATRES

of

tines’ Theater at Mason and Sutter guitar or banjo playing technique.

two men, one who saves the life iit

Free Parking

its slate

tasy and revolution, opens in Ma- a question about any aspect

life was worth saving
Curtain time will be f4,34t p.m. nn

545 So.

elect

Jean Genet’s "The Raleony." a will be available before the meet-

$1.75

Solve Week end morning
meal problem, with our
Saturday and Sunday
SPECIAL BREAKFAST

and

savage portrayal of brothel phan- ing to assist any student who has

"Plowboy- won the 1961.1962 Ott
. Broadway author award. It is the
story of the bound -up destinies of

NEW YORE CUT
STEAK DINNER

labor

of spring semester officers at the

viiith closes this Saturday.

TOP SIRLOIN
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of

songs.

The club will also

"The Balcont "follows "Volpone"

Archie’s
7 Day. Special!

collection

Depression

meeting, according to Club Secrealcan and expert- ret tu-y Page Bnnvnton.
enee will open in San Francisco The meeting will begin itt 8 p.m.,
tonight.
in TH16. Members of the club

Restaurant

7th & Santa Clara, San Jose

ber, will play tlw five-etrbig banjo

Two

Crystal Creamery
Fountain

the State Assembly last Novem-
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To Be Performed
Tonight in SF
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,
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A married man with two cli:.
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face’s, the’ possibility 4,1
It. plurveli.
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PADDED CELIA
!
On another floor, the student I were shown padded cells, which au,.
cording to Geary are used as little
as possible and tor not more than
two days.
Prisoners stood by the wind,,w,
and called to the embarrassed students. One sarcastically chanted,
"Peanuts, ptipeorn!"
The Ifruuk tanks came next.
They Are I 00111S Which chum a

will le- featured at: tonight’s

,:varle

DATLY-1,

EDITOR CENSORED

’Reed Searle Appears
Tonight at Folk Club

TEMPO

es fit
pens
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OFFERS ...

STUDENT DISCOUNT
TICKETS
Studio Theatre Offers ... FREE ADMISSION with
the purchase of a special Student Discount Ticket.
These tickets are now on sale for $1.00 at our ticket window. Each time you come to STUDIO THEATRE thereafter, and present your Discount
Ticket, you will be admitted for 90¢ instead of
$1.25. Your savings will be 35;

mostrrtrnirmilmnim4yrt r7

"only three
blocks from
the campus"
132 SOUTH FIRST ST.
CV 5-8221
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri., ’Til 9:00 P.M.
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Business Interviews
Michael JIchan. of Security

First National Bank in Los Angeles. will be interviewing graduatim:

A New Industry For Africa --Dogs
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When the Occasion is Formal
Wear a Tux from IDA’S
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Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
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through
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tures in Utah with a shiver.
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"As John the Baptist I was required to stand in the Colorado
River baptizing a bunch of actors,"
Heston said. "Because Mr. Stevens
Is a perfectionist the scene required many hours and many days.

e

PLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 2% HRS.

"Need I tell you that the Cola

ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
ALL

GREEN

18

ROLF

rado in December is about as cold
as water can get? For three weeks
I wore as much wool underwear as

COURSE

61 PAR

possible to keep from freezing to
death. I also wore several million
goose pimples.

a Rancho ()elide

"I’m sure the Jordan River of
old was much kinder."
Heston’s broken nose and noble
jaw, his magnificent carriage and

Coll Course and Driving Range

high cheek bones make him a natoral for Biblical epics. After "The
Ten Commandments" and such
non - Biblical but ornate historical
linos as "Ben Hum" and "El Cid,"
he star vowed never to play in
:mother costume picture

Weekday student green lees 51.25
S minootri from Civic Center

1 mile East on McKee Road etwortiusa

2142 McKee Road

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY NIES

And Heston recalls his adven-

*,Vi’’t.ja-ee-k-k-kk.s

irkSr- i 1111,

ITH DANCING

I’.

City -nofirau

31 So. Market

CY 2-9102

ENJOY THI
WEEKEND

In the winter months Wahweep
only a fraction of a degree
warmer than the inside of a glacier.

Fri. & Sat. Nites

an-i Ha- P;3-10

RENTAL

His latest released film is "Diamond Head." a modern picture in
which Heston is clean-shaven and
wardrobed in 20th century duds. In
"55 Days to Peking," another new
one, he is at the turn of the century.

CI. 1-1143

Lemmas By PGA Profe,,sionall

Tex Smith
!

. for wedding receptions!

1.7 IVE

Why, then, "The Greatest Story
I:1.er Told"?

’Because George Stevens asked’
na. to play the role," Heston said
"He asked me to lunch and began
extolling the part. I stopped hint

35c a line after 6 p.m.
Open 24 Hrs.
7 Days A Week

AT

TRY our

STEAK

$1.35

DOWNTOWN
BOWL
ITS W. Santa Clara St

The I :acorn

ATE

ROUTE 17 AT N. 10

rr

York Philharmonic.

li1V111:11)\

Frank Faylen, television father
"Doble Gillis," has appeared in
more than 230 motion pictures.

HOLIDAY FAST SERV

PHONE 298-5000
:Milburn Stone, Doc Adams on
television’s "Gunsmoke." is an hon’wary member of the Kansas State

239 SAVE
REGULAR
.
CY 5-8968

ON MAJOR GAS

(we honor all credit cards

HENRY’S WELCOMES SPRING
EAT EASY, ENJOYABLY
AND
ECONOMICALLY AT

YAGER & SILVi

PIZZ

Fri. & Sat. PARTY MTV
DANCING Tu THE
AdieidUtth
Featuring
The Wild Bossa Novo

director."

. . dinners and breakfasts, too!

&

MEHIDIN

Across From the Librar
on 4th and San Fernando

Medical Smile
TEM IN I
Arts Editor
Reporters

FF
JODY KINCAID
CHER I WALKER
ALAN R1SDON

Fin.

PAPERBACKS
HISTORY

FICTION

Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

39e
King Size Hamburger
’ A Meal In Itself’

PHILOSOPHY DRAMA

394.

complete solection at

Juicy Hot Dogs

Roberts Book Store

13e

(the complete service static)

51S S

10th

At William

Pkeeen 2P5.1510

4t728cdryN .145.19/38th
anSf41.

CY 4-7800

director’s medium. and Mr. Stevens
has few equals and no peers as a

Hess Wet son. "I’ve Got A Set’)" panelist, has performed as
? test piano soloist with the New

SPECIAL
SUNDAY
JAM
SESSIONS

3 lines $1 .. anytime

* REASONABLY PRICED
* IN PERFECT TASTE

1,171%
TROPIC
Ttil.sT

Student
Bowling

after a minute and said, "I’m already sold, George.’ Movies are a

* BEAUTIFULLY
PLANNED

-ZDEFINITION COUFiTES
‘01GER &
0

"An actor can become prem
mote playing Biblical and hist.j1
figures. When fans approach
they invariably call me ’Mr.
ton’. It’s not like Elvis or otle
performers who stick with come,
porary stories.
"I guess my face is reefs
for all these epic piotures I
happen to look like everyone’s
ceptinn of historical characters
Heston’s observation moves
to ponder the course his e
might have taken had he In
like Mickey Rooney. But then
never have learned what act
wear under their Inoolen It

The truth of the matter is that
Big Chuck has gone hack on his
promise and currently is playing
John the Baptist In George Stevens’ mighty "Greatest Story Ever
Told," shooting in Wahweep. Utah.

hutsNlerley
Hofbrau Rand

Wilda
Baughn

We’re proud of our new shop
Come in and see it!
b,

-fr Barnes & Noble
College Outline Series

!

’JR ,..f

/619

Old World Charm in Dining

* Smokers Accesories
* Complete Stock
of Magazines

1’9 k1 ;,,k1 1

Heston nOW is resigned to star-.
ring in at least one costume picture every two years or so, preferably set in an era that will allow
him to wear trousers.

For a time Heston kept his
pledge and actually was seen by
reliable witnesses on one occasion
wearing a sports shirt, slacks and
"It’s really been a change of pace
loafers, although there are those
for me," he grinnned through his
who claim it was a mirage.
beard. "Maybe it will make a difUncounted millions of movieference in public attitude toward
goers around the world would fail
to recognize the actor in modern me dress. But he is his old self these
days, looking unkempt and liking it.

19949596r4449644991194-1410049P4#94W9G1441019

ALL NEW
Dinner Jackets,
Pants, Shirts,
Cummerbunds,
Suspenders,
and
Accessories
55
t COLLEGE RATES
COMPLETE

* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes

By VERNON SCOTT
1 11 Hollywood Correspondent
For a
HOLLYWOOD IUPI
guy who swore he’d never play another Biblical role, Charlton Hastin looks mighty familiar wandering around in flowing robes, a
scraggly beard and a bramble bush
haircut.

4.
4.

lback of Sears)

Da,y 8-6 Mc^ and Thu, r.1 9
Sunday by App ’t

CY 2-0452

arlton Heston Back
in Biblical Costume

Continental Cuisine
1310 Auzerais

A’S New Shop
is Now OPEN!

Flowers
and
Corsages
tor all
Occasions

C

Delicious super sundae
Giant hotdogs and hurgeri
Continental breakfa:st
served all day

ew124:4"4"1"112121)"11D
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and Fatima, were a gift from lb.
1960 Belgian Antarctic expeditioo
to Hannes la Grange, who lcd

Friday. March 29, 1963

Bailitts
Flotrer
Shop .4.;

it

of replenishing the supply ..:
kies for Antarctic sledge teams
The first two huskies. Bido!e

Fountain Specialities . . .

from Ha’a s)

The Onderstetsvo I

cultural research center
Pretoria has tackled the

Don’t wait ’til tomorrow

(scroll

111

:.ica’s national Antarc’tic’ expebooms.

Come in today and try our

339 S. 1st St.

:011101!

The cirrus are nervier! for S,

CONTINENTAL FOU1NT %IN

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

drum-, .41 9,, ..- ,,,k ,,t

constant
sledge teilITIS il It 6. I., ,
regularly.

likely but flourishing new trainsiry: raising husky dogs tot Ant-

$
$

... Fidelity Union Life ,.:
,insurance Company$,
sz

running an iiii-

husky’s asei:.:.e liti
ko.iti 4 Ulm
Years. Becatts,7 hf mi., there
is a

book

specialists

on 4th acres from the library
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IStudent Gives Peers
Insight To His Job
11. Milli IA BRAN
Jarri, ..I Gentry showed some 01
his tell,v. ’indents Where he Wolk

recently.
They

Were

faSeitialed

EDITOR CENSORED
IMMO=
1 1111

hi,. contemporaries, about
.o,cy. He does not intend to stop, St
.1 sing with attainment of his I the jail COildilliAls and his feelings
A. degree; Instead, he intends to’ about being a criminal.
begin graduate work esen though, A married man with two chitlie must attend SJS donag lunch dieti. lie tai vs, the possibility ot

boor, Mid evenings.
eases they %%We a little
y
In many ways, it Is not unlike
Geary interrupted the tour of
some of the college residence halls fellow students at the jail to say
It has dorms with television. radio, that the worst thing that men can
do to his fellow man is to put him
and hooks and a dining hall.
But there is a difference. The lin jail. However, esen though his
students were taking a tour of the !decisions affect the daily Ikes of
modernistic Santa Clara County 340 prisoners, the gentle spoken
Jail in the Civic Center. Leading , hut firm Geary is quick with a
the tour was none other than ,quip without being sarcastic, seriGeary, who happens to he the jail ous without being grim.
commander at the five-year-old
FULL TREATMENT
facility. lie’s a lieutenant on the
The visitors, all journalism ma.

in

i+eldelice iii sidle PrIS101.

YARDED CELIA
On another Nair, the student,
were shown padded cells, which according to Geary are used as little
as pussable and tor not more than
two days.
Prisoners stood by the windows
and called to the embarrassed students. One sarcastically chanted,
"Peamits. popcorn!"
The drunk tanks came next.
They Ale rooms which claim a

ck

IS RIDICULOUS," shouted Spartan D0, , editor, Bob Pacini,
commander James M. Geary placed V.im behind bars in the
jail. But luckily for Bob it was a gag photograph and after

ty

moments

!w00%
dial and to -.1,1
Inns approach
call me ’Mr hes
ke Elvis is
stick with r,e
face is reststic pictures. I
Ike everyone’s
rIcal characters’
rvation mov(;
course his c
:en had he I
’hey. But then
Limed what or
long woolen it

THI
ilaND

’an -v al, Cole Porter’s excit die
ical about how the citizens of
’s won legal sanction for the
Se French dance, the canenters its fifth month of perances next Friday night at the
ix Theater, 1300 El Camino
, Menlo Park.
play was written by Abe
author of "Guys and
an-Can’s"

plot involves a

S
pring

WU II
eve -

spring

logs just around the corner
out find it pleasant and re-

CIAL
IDAY

harness. Why fuss and fret

’IONS

For a spring treat may we
suggest our mouth-watering
Great Western Fresh Crab

AT

na4
13th St.
5-9872

retiring to dine

out

over a hot stove

Born in Munich, Germany. Bios
studied at the Academy of Fine
Arts and later attended art school
in Paris. He came to California
in 1931.

In 1937 he made many trips to
the Navaho and Hopi Indian reserSelections from -West Side vations in Arizona to paint and
Story" and Rimsky-Korsakov’s also did photographic and print"Procession of the Nobles" will making work.
be included in the performance of
Following World War IT he
the San Jose Symphonic Band
, when it appears in the James turned to pottery and jewelry,
Lick High School auditorium Tues- especially the last wax method of
day at 8 p.m.
silver casting.

Some

With balmy

cto

Tomorrow through April 28 the
The play, one of Broadway’,
biggest smash-hits in 1961, involves Rosicrucian Art Gallery will be
an aggressive girl who is determ- displaying paintings by Berkeley
ined to find oil so she can proartist Peter Bios.
vide for her partly - crippled
The Egyptian Museum, located
younger sister.
Other plays scheduled for the on the corner of 1342 Naglee and
Park Avenue, kittycorner from
Comedia Theater are:
"Peter and the Wolf," this Sun- the Municipal Rose Gardens, enday, March 31.
compasses the Art Gallery, and is
The Mandrake," Monday.
open from 10 to 5 on the week"Alice in Wonderland," April 6. ends.
"Carousel," also April 6.
Blos has become well known for
For further information call DA
6-6560 between 2 and 5 or 7 and 9 his portraits and has previously
p.m. daily.
pus Art Gallery.

SJCC To Present
Y mphonic Band
Tuesday Evening

1\1)

son jose’s newest, most modern
9 hole golf course

oil wildcatter in the Southwi.,
some 50 years ago.

to fall in
, a laundress who is a can-can
ter. a mad Bulgarian sculptor
the owner of a cafe, where the
ran is danced in front of bribed
amen.
e Cornelia Theater slates
I 19 as the preview date for
Meat," a robust, bouncing mu
about a tempestuous gal in c
asculine rough racket.
fiidcat," which will open April
is a son -and-dance story of
e who doesn’t want

1)1\1 1\1,
)kl
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lirldsy March 20 19611

at

when

Boyou

can sit cool and relaxed while
our experienced staff preres the meal?

seafood salad
itself.

Louie, a fresh
that’s a meal in

Also don’t forget that Bohannon’s has ample parking

students and faculty
MOH. THNU FRI.

MINIATURE GOLF -75* 1-bole golf coon*
* potting greens

with A.S.B. Cord
* nelnlafor golf
* snack bar

ALMA GOLF COURSE
member Spartan Foundation
445 W. Alma St, San Jose

All You Can Eat!

Hambone’s

Artist teachers for the 1963
Summer Session of the Music
Academy of the West in Santo
Barbara have been announced by
Maurice Abravanel, Music director. The session will open
Miraflores on July 8 and clo,e
Aug. 31.
Martial Singher, distinguished
recitalist, operatic baritone and
teacher, will conduct Master
(lasses in ’The Art of Song Interpretation" and "Opera Scenes."
Artist singers of the academy and
!he Academy Symphony Orchestra, Maurice Ahi.avanel conducting, will produce the stage opera
’Pelleas et Melisande" under
Singher’s direction.

ng
so Nova

Registration will be July 6 for
students out of the city or state.
For more information write to
the Mimic Academy of the West
1070 The Fllink iv. Santa Barbara, Calif.
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Per capita consumption of
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FeC11.111
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will visit San Jos. .y to find qualified
ill ptofessional jobs aerie.ntry.
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Foothill Council of Cal.
rls in Mountain View, v
ysely with the college pia, o
Mee to encourage your:
to join the stall. of Can:

to 210 pounds per year.
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111.. Peacock
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dial,

special date. So spethat
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will
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atch for him and
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Weekdays 6 a.m. Co 8 p.m.
S.C. 7 a.m. Co 7 p.m.
Sun. It a.m. Co 7 p.m.

LYN’S BAR-B-Q
,fii.../whk.",

AN 00’
OUR TAMALE KITCHEN
Combination plate No 6 Delicious oh
rice and refried beans for only
$1.25

.." SPriit

Come in for dinner tonight or phone

for free delivery

Open Sun,Thers. ’tit 10 p.m.

956 Park Aw..

Fri. and Sof. ’HI 2 a.m.
-V

293-1101

ot-)1.

oil*

"CHICKS" LOVE THE
FOOD AT

LUIGI’S BARBECUE
where
Burgers are 5.50
Hot Dogs are S.30
B -B -Q Ham Sands 5.70
B -B -Q Beef Sands 5.70
SPECIAL STUDENT STEAK
DINNER SI.20
All sands are on Ital;a, 13.ea, And ;nc’ude Fries

LUIGI’S BARBECUE
i 30 W.Ilott St

CY 5.0070

VA;WIZAILIZSZINAllo.W.VIAJ=14-.JissUA’slialal:s.v.hkkia

Ft N ALL WEEKEND!
Swing Along 11 ith
The (;tishou.se

St4 in this weekend ... You’ll enjoy our delicious food
W

ParriOus

PAncaieS

Ground

Ste$

Ham

Eqqc

Live
7 Hight- a %seek
l’11/.1
Big
Chiragn
Gourmet Dintivrfief reImient.

3839 STEVENS CREEK BIN D.

on

to fell you more

CHARCOAL BROILED
Served with Salad,
and
STEAKS Vegetable
$1/9
Baked Potato

Three public concerts will he
given by the Academy Orchestra at
the Lohero Theater on a Summer
FestiVill series. Classes in voice.
piano, chamber music, musical instruments and com posit ion-harmony theory are included in the
curricula.

rob

and a click of

winninninnumninnimmunininimmininimmammiiimmo..

with garlic bread and salad

Sant a Barbara
e ects Summer
:Music Teachers

After Six Years,
We’ve Come to
Life Again!

of claustrophobia

by fellow student Geary

’amp Fire Girls program
ml to spiritual ideals of the
o training for family us n
imunity set vice. The orgiu.is specifically looking f,..
seeking careers requi

SPAGHETTI

The San Jose Symphonic Band,
formed four years ago, is also.
schedtiled to appear at Live Oak S high School in Morgan Hill on
April 30.

All at

TY NITES
TO THE

$1.00

The performance is sponsored
Bios presently teaches figure
by San Jose City College and and portrait painting in Lafayette’
will be a dedication to the in- in the Valley Art Center.
strumental music program of the
Eastside School District.

space for your convenience.
This Spring we invite you
to dine at

t

GOLF

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California

it

132 SOUTH FIRST ST’
CY S-8221
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri., ’7,I 9:00 P.M.

IIIRPARTAN DAILY
Friday. Mareh 29, 1’

ASB Director Program
Survives ’Embryo Stage’

Business Interviews
NItchael J 51olchan. of Security
First National Bank in Los Ange-

les. will be interviewing gia(11i,1!r.,..
seniors in accounting, businesa t
ministration economies and flame,
in Building X. 2,o: S Ninth
day Vedni
’

r. ,.
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HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

Its

PRETORIA, South At i.
Only 150 miles south of the
: topic of Capricorn, the Ss.ruth At an government is running an unicely but flourishing new indusry: raising husky dogs tot Ant -

ItoiliTINI

act-sailing to se imack. cone, ms
year, the "t he recognition of ha rd -working
’-’13 committee director program individuals other than chaii men
survived the first 12 months who supervise the committee
structure."
.iith flying colors" and is exWeirs added that the pnigram
.., ’ea to become even more efshows committee members that
in coming years. mounting they are not isolated. "Through
interviews with the four di - the program. committees are given
"’tort and Bob Weers, ASH ex- a direction." Veers said,
etalt We secretary.
livety six weeks the directors
Established in spring of last present reports to Student Council
year. the program serves as a co- on the progress and or problems
ordinating link for the 18 student of their respective committees. Recommittees and boards and the ports presented to council recently
eaceutive and legislative branches revealed that all committees were
a student govemment Four di - , in high gear and no prominent
airs, each assigned to four to Iproblems wet e evident.
-a committees, were appointed to
tater better communication, I
encourage greater committee el
:..iency and to serve as geners
1-1,141RTAN TEMPO
a, ttnulators of committee activity
\Veers does not believe the prc
Alan Young. "Mister Ed" suir.1
gram is in operation on any othe
made hi-. professional debut at r,
college or university campus.
earning 82 for a monologue before
The four directors are Don Cat
the Cats-Ionian Society of Vanroll. Bob Coontz, Barrett Giorgi
couver
ant Seve Sedgwick.
In operation for

PROVING GROI"ND
.-Stoording to (oontz, the threc
,.iships are a tremendous pnwin:
,..und where the broad aspects o
....mmittees can be seen with ex
treme insight. "My pride is to se
the operation of these eomunitier
which are the core of student gm
eminent," he added.
Another benefit of the program
tr"..0094

339 S. 1st St.

IDA’S New Shop
is Now OPEN!
Thu..
el
7.. t t

(across from Hales)

CY 7-4653

RON

7

9

ALL NEW
Dinner Jackets,
Pants. Shirts.
Cummerbunds.
Suspenders,
and
Accessories

A

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos

"

We’re proud of our new shop
Come in and see it)

-fr Barnes tr Noble
College Outline Series

IDA’S TUXEDO RENTAL

MOUTH WATERING STEAKS
THE WAY YOU LIKE ’EM

$1.25

TUESDAY

SPECIALITY

OUR

5.00DOCTOR TELL ME, Are All
Earaches Serious?
&00TWILIGHT CONCERT: Faure:
Tcheiliovsky: Symphony
Dolly
Deoussy: Claire de
No. 4
Lune.
1:CIOGALLERY OF SHORT STORIES:
James Thurber. THE DOGS
THAT BIT PEOPLE. Story Teller,
Banda Lewis.

A delicious charcoal broiled, choice, Spencer steak at a
wonderful for students. The Spencer steak is served
low price
with a crisp green salad with dressing and your choice of either
baked or french fried potatoes.
Also fry our daily special. cooked by a fa-nous European
chef’ Full course Lunch 95s, Dinner $I.30.

WEDNESDAY
5:00LAW IN THE NEWS: New setbacks in the attempts to repeal
Canon 35

Colony cteak llowe

6

THURSDAY

19S South First Street

5:00MEDICAL MILESTONES: Th..
Life of Joseph Goldberger

t

lots probably lune asked as this question
aisited the Straat Hat:
%shell vou
-1. hat’, the difference between Pizza
anil any other pizza in town?"’
.
V. ell. there’s onls one clear-cut reanou
Our pizzas taste !setter than any others,
I. we are offering
lust to prove our
son a discount price on our pizza. Thom.
%s ill. have been to the Straw Hat have alE....illy been convinced: base you?

ratreAW.r0:07-e>=41:04

May Folk Society
!Opens in Monterey
’In New Arena
A newly completed 8.000 -seat I
arena will house the first annual’
Monterey Folk Festival to be held
May 17, 18 and 19 at the Monterey County Fairgrounds. Season
tickets are on sale for a Mints!
I Me only.

StH
raw* t

out the
,,eupon anti rush

to the
Straw Rat for you,
Pizza Supremo.
now!

All seats at all five concerts
are reserved. There will be no
gisninds admission, as in the past
and entrance to the fairgroenda
Will be strictly limited to
it tickets to individual conceits
Prices of season tickets to all
five concerts are $21, $16 and a;
Holders of season tickets are
aimed itf the choicest resersed
sent’,
less than box office prk-s-

out

the dd c,I.Lecre f

International Re-taurant
Tropicana shopping Center
K.ing ’and Story Road

tsr
I ’LOIN.

QtjiiCtiVAIXANoi4-KVAVIAWILAMAYX

aa

TAMS

50c
off the
price of an
indiridual
size pizza

il

75c 1.00
4,1f the
price of fl
medium
siZe pizza

Occasions
CY 2-0462

6300YOUR TWILIGHT CONCERT
Mahler, Symphony No. 100
Granados: Spanish Dance No
I I.
o0.SURVIVAL: Problems of devel
aping countries which affect the
survival of the United States.
Dr. Francis Gulick Research
Speuielist Deprtment of State.
FRIDAY
5:00BUSINESS REVIEW.
trading blocks; the
Market.

Regional
Common

CONCERT: Hay6:00TWILIGHT
den: Symphony No. 100
Stravin
Strauss. Don Juan
sky: Concerto for Piano and
Wind Orchestra.
8:15THE

WALL: The Wall

lin and Germany.

ill

Iler.

10th & 5,rt

SJS Cornmittee
Forms Ideas
coturnotee is, 3., eenti
lt,cined as eau
IM
lilt!.

if
uul

that ths- !twilii,.
in varioua
sculpture, dearts, and othatt.

pose of formiii. ,
tifying the e -,t,
ids Will

tt-t,
;

ASP.

QI ALITY BEEF Srl

11

Broiled to Your Specifications

00YOUR TWILIGHT CONCERT
Bizet: The Pearl Fishers--L’Arlitsienne Suite No. 2.

serving students for years

C e 2 ’102
-1Z0’

6:00TWILIGHT CONCERT: Mozart.
Concerto No. 3 for Violin
Bizet: Symphony in C Major
Chopin: Polonaise Militaire.
7:00GEORGETOWN FORUM. Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or
Cure.?
1:30FOLK SAMPLER: Empha.is
Spirituals

lint^s the Difference?!

* Complete Stock
of Magazines

MONDAY

9drinow Old

* Smokers Accesories

thr,
1111.-i

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
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Friday, March 29. 1963
-Jay North. television’s "Dennis
the Menarst," has heen designated
the first U.S. "junior astronaut,"
by NASA and the Treasany Deisiriment.

N
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The first tut,
.:ii’ hem th.
and Fatima. vane
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husky’s ask:
Because of this thele
: constant drain on the animals is
an
sledge teams hese to he
lepht.4.
regularly.

’years.

The Ili.gS are needed for South
Silica’s national Antaietie yaps-ad ions. The Onderstepoutt nottaiitural research center north of
Pretoria has tackled the i.tet tIl

ITS LIKE EATING HOME COOKED FOOD

An.)

When the Occasion is Formal
Wear a Tux from IDA’S

* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes

A New Industry For Africa -Don:,

DESK WORK

Visit Ou,
LARIAT
Roorr
Soar

If you enjoy a good steak in equally fine surroundings
you will return again and again to Angelo’s Steal
House. Come in and insure yourself of fine dining

FREE
PARK’

AL’S
EARL S
38 S 3,3

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

I told you so

information and 11SerVit write Monterey Ft tilt
Box 728, Monts-re

Irwin Kayla’. musical direeo.
ttl "The Garry Moore Show
reeordisi albums with the
i:iontioTozzi
and jazzmen 1
.:reen and Johnny Smith.

off the
price of
large
size pizzii

.Arlene Franris tul \ \lint
lais,"" made the Is., -.elite
slit, us 1861 Ir,l
1, d l’s
Something’ Thr

ninifiltsthinftearrnmirrfrirtrmtrimfrn)
** EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT *

NA SCAR Hardtop Auto Races
Adult- $1 75 Juniors 03-16) $1.00

Kids 50

SAN JOSE SPEEDWAY
East of Bayshore on Tully Road

opposite Hillview Golf

RESTAURANT
AND DRIVE-IN

23

REGULAR

SAVE

/VITIATION THRIFTY COLLEGE sTUDENTs.

ON MAJOR GAS

minimum charge at our driae-in
for a anus -k, a dinner, or that next coffers ii OP.

\ F %EH a
(we honor all credit cardsl

CY 5-8968

YAGER & SILVA
(the complete service stationl

Ube pia., to

til re

.4 #####

I Is

Thick. erearn,,.
Restaurant opts, 24 hou-s
D,iveIn open ’t1 3 I in,

Cokes 15c
1ilk Shake. 40c

521 W. Santa Clara St

C
Th ere’s always
one noggin’ the 104

at these pienie
s
14 this seems to be one of your problems lately, Ricardo
tist
is your only solution. No need to worry who’s hoogi’n’
finest St
because at Ricardo’s you can order as much of their
as you can eat. Ricardo’s also has the finest live music P11/
date.
safnoypsyhtehore,o, a:ocIrri,s
foc Ricardo’spheraperfct for yourweekend
andatmo
head

Home (leliNery ’till 10 io
Open 4 1).111.

eicapeto.6
218 Willow

1

tridsy Marsh 29 1961
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RAISING THE BATON to start the San Jose State College Symphony Orchestra concert April 2 and 3 is Dr. Gibbons Walters,
professor of musk and conductor of the symphony. The concert
will begin at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall. Students, faculty, and
at-tend, free of charge.
tile public are invitetto

David Kent Has Music
Composition Performed

;TE1KS
atior.

Visit Our
LARIAT
Room
Soon

..4,

e iurr
,

of fin. cbomg

UM’S
HOUSE
IA

amp Fire Girls
Seek Personnel

it would be fun to
string
ensemble," said Kent.
When he became interested in
composition as a senior at Los
Gatos High School he taught himself to play the piano. "My biggest
encouragement during that year
was from Mr. Orin Blatner. Up
until then I was an art major,"
he ridded.
Kent. now 21, plans to graduate
next February. He is rather undecided about his future plans,
but dreams of going to Paris or
si eassacaglia," the come
gt arranged for Rome to study.
wis
. :se ’’Profeeant Hollings,r.iged. almost forced,
naila. and I owe him a
!’al for his careful check ’ay orchestration. Needless
I made lots of mistakes."
Davi: senior Music major
ris to be a coolest, did the
wit -for the experience,"
:Iiist all be done by hand.
’is -’el ins were the oil....
quote/aft-rd.
’ling to Dr. Gibbon WI:dada:tar of the orchestra.
:he first time in 20 years
u’lent c.oniposit ion has
at a concert.
I.1,! encouragement in
,rnr from his father when
in I;th or 6th grade. It..
play the cello because
aer [’v-ell a violin and my
DAVID KENT
thought
. composer
., project last
alley,.sliollingse.:1 then I ot diS: tkiv al Kent, sett,. Irirory nuijor.
,taring this semester
it up again, and then
W.,ners said that If I
aea it he vvould have the
Sympli.nly pellrOrni it I
,;ly ekthustataie," he eon-

Hs; ISETTV LI BRANCO
,, ry. Ile doe. not iidend to ’,top
’ ’
JIMIPS M. Geary stiov.ett some 01
,-tang with attainment of his ii,,,
".."1.
1,:s fellow student,, where lie wm k
.A. dpry.,,, instead. he intends to I
r event iy.
’,egin graduate work even though; A
114.11.
’.’lley were Lewin:dial I,, WI, ’.r must attend SJS during lure+ are,,.
lie la, tr.
.aises they Were a little laleaSY.
ol PO IN and evenings.
In many ways. it is not unlike’ Geary interrupted the tour of ,SellIPIOS. ii, Stith.
PALIDED CELLS
some of the college residence halls. ’ fellow students at the jail to say"
On another floor. the
It has dorms with television. radios that the worst thing that men can
and hooks and a dining hall.
do to his fellow man is to put hint were shown padded cells, v, two
But there is a difference. The in jail. However, even though his " cording to Geary... are used as little
students were taking a tour of the decisions affect the daily ii, of as possible :mil tor not more than
modernistic Santa Clara County 340 prisoners, the gentle spoken two days.
Prisoner,: stregi by the wiruk/wJail in the Civic Center. Leading but firm Geary is quick with a
the tour was none other than quip without being sarcastic, seri- and called to the embarrassed
dents. One sarcastically (emoted.
Geary, who happens to be the jail OUS without being grim.
"Peanuts. popcorn"
comiliander at the five-year-old
FULL TREATMENT
The druok tanks came text.
facility. He’s a lieutenant on the
The visitors, all journalism maThey :ire rooms te,hich claim a
Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Dejors, were being given a taste of high percentage of occupancy on
partment staff.
%%tat their jobs might involve the weekends Ventilation is good
ORADUATES IN JUNE
when they are graduated.
the Jailer said. rigaret burns are
When the affable, pipe smoking
They got the full treatment.
in evidence on the padded floors
Lieutenant Geary is not at the jail
On the third floor of the build- When a man is put into the drunk
or at home with his family, you’ll
ing, they saw recently convicted tank, his shoes are taken away
find him attending classes at San
-THIS IS RIDICULOUS, scouted Spi,rtan
editor, Bob Pawn,,
acid slayer Geza de Kaplany in Explained Geary, drunko tend to
Jose State where he is a sociology
oehind bars in the
as jai commander James M. Geary placed r
conference with two men from the kick one another which in the past
major. Right now. he’s looking
County jail. But luckily for Bob it was a gag photograph and after
nearby adult probation depart- resulted in serious inklrY irk sortie’
forward to June 6. That’s when
a few moments of claustrophobia and a click of the camera was
ment.
he’s to get his B.A. Degree which
I let out by fellow student Geary who is majoring in Sociology.
Just across from the conference
he’s been working toward on and
TRI STIES COOK
rooms in the maximum security
consumplion of
off for 22 years. Sixteen of these
Dinner was tx-ing prepared in
area IS the cell where de Kaplany
Vnited ,:,tate, IS ’..!25
hate been at 5.15 where he’s been
the kitchen a tmti, IS manned by
lived before and during his trial.
trusties.
sitting in on a class or two almost
De Kaplany’s roommate was
Outside the
, in the contrastevery year since 1947.
-;/,’,;.2,",;,.; i;Uk24,,U,k24,,UkAo_r t,
Robert A. Anderson whu killed his
A
’ ing sunlight, Geary told the stu- ; Mrs. Re:tiara Stites. Los AltoGeary began his studies at the
ten-year-old stepdaughter recently
dents that tlie building is not corn. ’national recruiter for Camp . I-...- 5C
University of Conner-tient in 1941
.
_
.
,. : \\ kat doe- \l a" :III
in Willow Glen.
pletely escape proof and that the Girls. Inc., will visit San J1.1. :, , as an engineering major. Then
find
qualified
to
per-,
.
Thursday
BIBLE
ON
BED
mean to
,
term
was
misinfabricated
came Pearl Harbor and he traded
try a
1nel to fill professional jobs aeros, 01
On de Kaplany’s bed was a well- I formed reporter.
his books for a gun.
1 He told the amusing but painful . the eountrY
He Tellirritll to the university worn Bible.
IT
According to Geary. de Kaplanylstory about one prisoner tagged ’ NIrs- Slit". Pers’Innel ena"T
after the %kat’. Then wanderlust
:,:. ..
-,,.:, rt s e special date. So speC.c;
Council
of
Foothill
hail
leen
,
the
-Oleo.
Kid"
the
Found
who
of
a
model
prisoner.
,
coveted himpossessts1 him. fur :is he puts it. "I
a
’iete
......Zi cial, that he will be on
Mountain
Fire
Girls
in
guilty
of
murder, he is now in at self with margarine, and squeezed
knocked around the country for a
the Vacaville Medical Facility.
through bais on the windows and ’work closely with the colle..a,, :,. : ... 1
year as a ski bum."
campus to tell you more
:
Ic
ment office to en ourage . . .:
On the same floor were the mess dropped to the groun d.
PICKS LAW ENFORCEMENT
about
i.,,,::.,
r...
jo
ot
the staff
Geary said the man vowedin
he women to
Finally, after a few detours. he hall and drams. No bars were to
found himself in California where be seen on the doors, just heavy would never do it again even if he ’Fire Girls.
.7he
Spar/an
ma
y
fiA
!,.
he decided on a career in law en- glass called Tuflex. "We can see, were up for the death pei.alty be- I The Camp Fire Girls progr
supplement
color
what these men are doing at all cause it hurt so much getting his ’dedicated to spiritual ideals of
forcement work.
I home, to training for family liv
His objective led him to SJS’s times," commented the tour guide. head through the bars.
atch for him and
Gemy then introduced one of I There have been seven escapes. and community set vice. The or::,! Police School and a part-time job
as a Santa Clara County Sherifrs the inmates, a former student, who u Geary is one SJS student whose; ization is sperifivally look.!’i
sav hello
Deputy. But eventually the two ae- was awaiting trial on a narcotics work allows him practical applica- women seeking careers
executive and atiministrati
r.71-rffffrtir_MOYM771251
tiv-ities conflicted and Geary chose charge. Unemotionally he told the !ion of his learning.
a lull -time appointment aS a deP- -1111111111-1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111lillantlifillilintlattunlifintlatill111111.
uty in charge of the Gilroy jail.
Five years and three transfers =
later found him married and back E.
in San Jose as county jailer.
Geary, an admitted opportunist. :E
resumed studies at SJS, this time =
in sociology.
i=
BETTER UNDERSTANDING
=
"It fits my kind of work better,"
he explains. "It gives me a better =
understanding of the various E.
ethnic groups and their problems ’ =
problems that directly concern me E
132 SOUTH FIRST STREET
as a jail commander."
This desire to understand how’
environmental forces act upon man E
-leading one of every thousand in =
Santa Clara County to his jail and what can be done t::
=
tato 0101/1 ill’P olises,ions with =

,,,.

Mr. Peacock

th,. 4

CLARA

77e
1 SO.

Interlude
San Jose’s Most Sophisticated Restaurant

FEATURING
SPECIAL
COLLEGE
NIGHTS
Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday

Dinner

1 99

Choice of entree includes Soup, Salad, Coffee, Tea or Milk
Italy, Ricardo’s P.
ho9gia’
of their finest
Rko
st live nkusio
di&
r weekend

10

1).111

Michael Keith
At the Piano
Nightly

Steak
Broiled Ham Steak
Breaded Scallops
French Fried Prawns
Sauted Sweetbreads

At Prices to Fit a College Budget!

A VARIETY OF DOUBLE KNIT
COORDINATED GROUPS
T-SHIRTS
BLOUSES
CAPRIS
SKIRTS

COTTON POPLINS and CHAMBRAYS
’
’
’

CULOTTES
SKIRTS
SHIRTS
WASH ’N WEAR OVER BLOUSES

S -T -R -E -T -C -H

PANTS

With and without stirrups

Also, Coots, Suits
and Dresses

"only three
blocks from
the campus"
132 SOUTH FIRST ST.
WI
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri., ’Til 9:00

2/
:Y 4-4009

CY 14221

P.M.

PPP’
111SPARTAN

Friday, March 29, 1965

SWEETHEART OF Omega Psi Phi, Carole Allen, smiles happily
after receiving a trophy from Preston Clark, basileus. Miss Allen
has been a candidate in the Miss Greater San Jose Pageant
and a contestant in the Homecoming Queen contest.

FAp.

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

Going to do some work
on your car this weekend?
You’ll need

the following parts

Call Foreign Auto Parts, 293-2129
1695 W. San Carlos

S p F II cc

Eatco, Inc.

11

p

Fraternity !Five SJS ’Anti-MUN Sign’ Students
Names /963’
More to Come
Omega Girl Interviewed; Emphasize
Its RICHARD REEB
Pretty 20-year-old Carole Allen
Since the beginning ti this
was recently selected by Omega !month, San Jose State College
Psi Phi fraternity as Omega Girl I students have witnessed a small
of the Year.
scale. but Vocal campaign against
Miss Allen. a junior art major , the eomening if the Model United
from Oakland, was selected on the Nations in San Jose on April ’24
basis of grade point, personality. to 27. At this writing five SJS
attractiveness. interest in the fra- students, two of them roommates,
ternity and extracurricular activi- base displayed signs in their windows against ML’N.
ties.
Carole has been a contestant in , The first anti-MUN sign went up
the Miss Greater San Jose Pageant ,on March 1 in the front window
and a Homecoming Queen candi- of the apartment of Jim Avery
date. Currently she is secretary for and Thomas Di Pippo at 246 S.
Washburn Hall and a member of Ninth St. The sign simply read
Alpha Gamma, social art fraternity. "Model UN Go Home." The two
During the fall semester a for- at first hesitated to explain to the
mal award will be given to Carole press ’which included the Spartan
radio station KSJS, and the
along with the Omega Man of the
Year, an award for the active mem- San Jose Mercury I why they put
!vr who gives the most noteworthy up the sign. Meanwhile. Richard
.ntribution to the growth of the , Sutter. of 463 S. Sixth St. put up
,dernity. and the Citizen of the a sign with the same wording as
, the first anti-MUN sign. When
Year award.
!Sutter was contacted by the Spartan Daily for comment, he also
refused to explain.

any billS
On Traffic
Introduced

By this time. however. Di Pippo
gave the Spartan Daily an exelusive interview, which was featured on the front page of that
publication on March 7. This re, porter contacted Di Pippo recently
to find out in more precise detail
why he is opposed to the Model
;UN.

, use whenever they find it necessary, and they have infiltrated
some of the key positions in the
various committees of the UN."

"In his book ’In the Cause of
Peace,’ Trygve Lie, the first Secretary-General of the UN says that
an understanding was reached between the American and Soviet
delegations that the Assistant
Secretary for Politics and Security
Council Affairs would be a Russian national," Di Pippo charged.
"There have been seven since
then." he said, "and they have all
been Russians, the present one
being E. D. Kiselev."
Richard Sutter aLso explained
why he put tip his anti-MUN sign.
"I am against the United Nations
because it violates, by its very nature, the traditions of ’consent of
the governed’ and Christian morality," he said.
"Delegates to the UN are not
elected, rather they are appointed
by their respective governments,"
Sutter went on. "The American
people have no voice in UN decisions."
"After Katanga," he said, "I’m
convinced that the United States
should get out of the United Nations. and that the United Nations
should get out of the United
States." Sutter concluded with
this remark: "I stand behind the
John Birch Society in this issue
100 per cent!"

going to come about. the UN is
useless. World government is an
Impossibility," he asserted.
With more than a month remaining before the MUN sessions

In 1962 California had 4106 per"As I have already told the
sons killed in traffic accidents. The Spartan Daily." he said. "I am
national toll was 41,000. The Cali- , not opposed to the Model UN as
The third sign in this campaign
fornia Traffic Safety Foundation ;such. I am opposed to what it
pointed out that if the United stands for. Even though officials was pia on display by Al Mason,
States traffic fatality rate was as of MUN say they have nothing a resident of Markham Hall. His
had as Europe’s. 200,000 more ’officially to do with the United sign also reads "Model UN Go
Americans would die every year. I Nations." he continued, "it is clear Home." Asked why he is opposed
UN, Mason said, "I feel
Many bills to increase traffic’:to me that the Model UN is a to the
the
UN has failed in its purthat
safety have been introduced into propaganda arm for the United
pose.
the state legislature this year.’ Nations.
"The UN ha,’ also become an obTheir provisions include:
"The United Nations seems to be
Applicants for drivers’ license’ the instrument for world govern- struction to the peaceful solution
renewals must take the same ex-! ment." he said. ’The type of world of international problems," he
amination at least once every ten envisioned by the UN enthusiasts said.
years as that given to original ap- would not be a very pretty one.
Cary Koegle. the fifth person in
plicants.
Every nation would lose its sov- this campaign, has a sign in his
--Roadway markings and speed ereignty," he maintained, "and Markham Hall room window which
zone signs shall be painted with would be subject to the will of reads "I Oppose the UN."
luminous paint of distinctive color those in control of the centralized
"The UN is not working," Koeto indicate applicable speed limits;1 tyranny that then would have
;
gle said, "and has not worked
vehicles shall be equipped with complete sway.
lights of colors corresponding to
inception.
its
since
"This world government would
the speed zone light and shall have
"The great powers have a veto
,
lijits of appropriate colors lighted
Di Pippo charged. "They have. of over everything." Kneele went on.
while traveling in each speed zone.:
course, veto power, which they "Since world government is not
Maximum speed limit of 50 mph
would be enforced for vehicles on
state holidays and any three-day
weekend, the first or last day of
which is a state holiday.
Safety belts would be mandatory
on any new passenger vehicle sold
on and after Jan. 1, 1964. Seventy.
out of the 130 assemblymen joined
Wondering what to do with y-,ou trom an Army officer? "They do :$
in authoring this bill.
not," says T. -Sgt. David M. BradIssuance of driver’s license would . summer vacation?
The U.S. Marine Corps invites. bury, noncommissioned officer in
be conditioned upon applicant’s
CY 7-9634
amed consent to blood test if he you to spend it at Quantico, Va. charge at the U.S. Marine Corps
;irre.ted on iisnieion of drunk
Freshmen.
sophomore
arid. recruiting office, 45 N. First St.,
ft
’junior men and junior women can San Jose. But after listening a
spend six to twelve weeks training’ while as he tells how they do not
at the big Marine Corps base. The differ, one gets the idea that a
!aim,
of course, is to get qualified Marine officer is different.. someGtA
09
how.
lofficers for the Corps.
la*GREEN STAMPS
Besides the obvious difference in
I Freshmen and sophomore men
uniforms, one learns that the MaPAI’IKAA4EFICARD
can go on the all expenses paid
rine officer speaks differently. It’s
F/1131 NATIONAL
vacation I?, for six weeks during
CPARGE
still English, hut to the Marine
I the summers of two consecutive
a floor is a "deck," a wall
!years. Juniors for 12 weeks for
"bulkhead," stairs a -ladder," and
a single summer.
so on endlessly.
Hand-woven sea straw
Junior women spend six weeks
A Marine officer does not lead
handbag with genuine top
at Quantico, then, after gradua- soldiers, he leads Marines. A diftion. spend another four weeks ference? T. -Sgt. Bradbury will
grain leather handles and trim.
there before being commissioned. , say no.
Fully lined inside, and a
’Provisions are made for them to
One gets the impression that
large zipper pocket. Beautiful
drop out, voluntarily, at any time , there is some secret comradeship
’during
these
training
periods.
polished brass latch and riyafs.
among Marines that prevents tellDrop-outs are simply given an air- ing too much to an outsider.
’line
ticket
home.
$5.95
If there are differences, one will
Why become a Marine of ficer’ learn them only by becoming a
How does a Marine officer differ

corn enc. ilw
act
drive is expected to pick up ste,:.
The five participants have sem
notice both directly and indirect,
that more activity is forthcomin

Love!
When

fo r

Now’s the time to start
thinking about getting
those Spring clothes ready
to go. Prepare for the
warm days ahead with expert dry clean i n g and
laundry by San Jose
State’s quality cleaners.

Marines Offer Training
The ’Easy’ Summer Way

You’re
//HO.
DEL CARLO
STUDIOS
1295 The Alameda
295 5897

BLOOM’S
LESS SHOE
MORE FASHION

13 %RITE 1t ’S
318 South 10th

ValaA
s sr,

Tist .

Open tote sea straw carrying

DASHING
LITTLE
HEELS
b

Mezzo
The sophisticated
fashion for spring 1963.
Sides are open, daring
as glass house! Sleek
lines Co flatter you in
summer nude, candy
apple red or black
patent.

Asa.

bag, also fully lined. Just right

169’

for school and everyday use,

Gifts for Easter and All Occasions

and big enough to carry your

. A.)
1R_J

books in.

$2.00

--NT

from

4
.4361:40.4irerersit.

rk!

f ’,Or

5 2 WEST SANTA CLARA

Phone 293-7633 . . . Parking Validations

8.95

A. HIRSH & SON, INC.
Jewelers
Two locations to serve you

LUGGAGE
HAND BAGS
LtArtifs GOODS

rna:.

Driwritown:
19 Se. First St.
"4-9343

Willow Glen:
1109 Lincoln Ave
194-7943

Open Mon., Thur. and Fri. from 9.9, Tues., Wed. and Sat. 9-6

331-100M’S
.dier
I it inufk Feyt S,ln,I Ds-nt,..n
1324 Lincoln Ave., Willow Glen
Valley FaIt Shopping Canter

’Beaks That Touch Liquor’ Cause
me Real Revelry Among Robust Robins
0) STAN NAtiCIMENTO
Prohibition Era crept
has the
of Mr. Robin Redage the life
so, because not
breast? It seems
robin can he
0 single "drunk"
Clara Valley.
seen ill Santa
sign of spring, the
M the first
can be seen nipping
robin usually
pyracantha berries.
the juice from
staggering effects
pecau.se of the
juice on the robins, it is
of this
iefieved the berries produce some

I backyards, tottering on fence,
and running smack into picture
windows. It seem.s the proud,
’tufted robin has lived up to his
motto: eat, drink, and be merry.
for next month the terra, will
ilose their spring fermentation.

These front yard "bird breweries.’ are well stocked this year,
Mit there are no customers. It
seems the robins have decided to
stay in Northern California due
to mild we,,
eonditions. Usually they flock to this valley from
their breeding grounds in Wash’BIRD BREWERIES’
How did "bird crocking" begin ington and British Columbia.
in this innocent Santa Clara ValThe birds, happy and full, are
ley? In order to heautfy their already wending their way to
their
yards valley residents innocently lovenests in Canada the Yukon
content.
alcoholic
stuck pyracantha in their yards. and points farther north. but val’Little did they realize they were ley residents should we the
SPRIN6
longyear nibina contributing to the delinquency lost feathered friends this sumAt this time last
around of the robins.
mer since they visit us every- year
bull le seen fluttering
.

morro

STUDENT’S SPRING SALE
Cork Board, 2x3

$1.50

!Friday Mte-,,,

Grad Piano Student
In Concert Tuesday

"Piano ’,lasing has been a eonto watching Era- tinued interest for Trip from the
have its weekly time no mother started teaching
ire’ I ’a
:.1,11, old then, and
lloweer, there are some
who never give up Mrs. Phillip
Pendleton ft’ OT1
still
the robins will a Ill% e this
spring. She has placed a "survival
box" in her garden to nurse the
victims ftf the robins’ annual
binge. She places the dIzzy birds
in the box, and they eventually
revive and fly away
But, there is one good thing !
about the situation. No one will
have a drunken robin on his hands1
. this year.

during our hottest season of the hae tk, turn
year.
ternity Row
Who is affected by this year’s
depiction of maims in our valley?
Almost everyone who gets a happy feeling when he sees the first
robin has been affected this year
lie hasn’t had the chance to have
a comforting feeling that spring
was on its way.

Also, the Imilwatchers have been
disappointed. No longer can they
go into the fields to watch the
robins have their spring fling.
Looks like the birdwatchers will

penple

9poftt a Aifferent tingle
MARILYN BEEBE
... Featured pianist

By PAT ANGLE

Wool Rugs
antiNIUN
to pick up 51ea7
ants have served
tly and indimct
y is forthcoming.

re!
/hen
in . .
iii, ,if

At Cost

Matting, 4x8

$1.50

Basket Chairs

$3.00

Bamboo Fencing, 6x15

$4.25

Bongo Drums

$3.50

Wind Chimes

$1.60

Book Baskets

10% off

k ok14-d.

.S

’5 5857

riow I have 20 pupils ol my own
Perils: n newspapers (tom other colleges and imiversities is a sa:
way of glerning little snatches of philosophy which aid one in meeting , here in San Jose"
That was how Marilyn Beebe,
life’s challenges and facing the seeming unsurmountable problems of
music graduate student, explained
daily existence.
expertness at the keyboard,
This fart was brought home to me again today as I flipped through her
_
the pages of the Indiana Daily Student, a publication of the student
body of Indiana University.
I might add that one must be quick-witted and alert to discovei
these little gems. Unless this individual is possessed of these intellectual qualities, his attention in inevitable captured by the exciting and
stmulating club advances that run rampant in the average college
paper. Or else one is entranced by the sagas concerning the daring
exploits of the student council or the like.

hop Around 7’lle World

THE IMPORTORit
236 South First Street

SWEATSHIRTS
Choose from a Combination
of COLORS and STYLES
Beige
E Brown
ill Oyster
L--) Kelly Green
[7] Loden Green
11 Sea Mist Green
LI Orange
11- White
rl Navy Blue
rn Powder Blue
Glacier Blue
ni Lilac
1-1 Gray
Li Black
Red

Sweatshirts with sipper and collar

As

at

OPEN HOUSE
in

honor of Mrs. Melba Hook, Housemother

1 to 6 p.m.

Sunday, March 31
202 South 11+b St.

410 CAO-1441ES

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

$325
I NGAGEMENTANDWEDDINCI PING a

-Just change the rubber band
in the motor please."

You Are Cordially Invited to visit our Bridal Registry and
see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring:
Syracuse Fine Chinn
Crystal Stemware by
Holmegaird
Bode from Sweden

1

77 S Fos+ SI

OPEN SATURDAYS

ci"sicals
When she first sta,-:
.
lege career her den,’i: i
medical technology. but -1,4
mufor obvion

Master
JEWELERS
72 S. First Si.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

only $2.85

In her personal eollection of records Miss Beebe has a fairly wellrounded selection hut the more
numerous are semi - populare and

requests the pleasure
of all students and faculty

The bit of wisdom that I discovered was hidden in the seldom-re:, :
editorial page.

And those are magnificent. Such optimism! And such universality!
The grain of truth in this little piece can be applied to countless local
-!tuations,
For example: in the year 2284. the problem of preserving Tower
Till will he non-existent. Funds will have to be appropriated for the
’ ’act. Most of San Jose State’s classes will be held in the old stria.f- Centennial Hall, the Library :did Health building having col: !i!seti in 1984.
The Republican party in California will have split into three main
!...iips: the Young Conservatives, the Old Liberals, and the Eugene V
Ifehs Memorial Society, thus ending another source of controversy
In 2284, the editor of the Spartan Daily will become the 243th
Daily editor to he fired for printing controversial material. This will
have become a tradition.
And it is even possible that at the same time, Hamlet will decide
to make an honest woman of Ophelia- and marry her

At the moment she is most inter"Re-at the works of Bach
she said. "that is what I’m
king on And I also like Ben
Mum. the composer whf kW work
we will he doing for the first time
at the Tuesday concert lie is relatively contemporary and nice to
do It has ;I distinct Jewish flavoi
and is refreshing.

,

Alpha Tau Omega

However, in the immortal words of immortal Daily Column]
George Martin, I digress.

Since the problem of compulsory ROTC has never particulait
;elected me, I was able to view the whole thing objectively and concentrate on the philosophical aspects.

Miss Beebe will be the featured
pianist at the College Symphony
Orchestra Tuesday evening in Con
mil Hall
Miss Beebe started college at the
Universals of New Mexico, and two
years later transferred to SJS. She
IS now studying under John lade.
voryas. associate profesiow of music, but intends to get her Master
degree at an eao pace "about six
units a semester." she explained

Epsilon Chi Chapter

After a program of extensive discipline, I have steeled myself 1,
!.i-tst the lure of such stories.

Obviously a controversy regarding the University’s compulsor
poTC program is presently stirring the undergraduate blood. The
ail reads as follows: "In the year 22441. The Daily Student won’t I..
ting any letters about basic ROTC. The voluntary and worthwhd
advanced programs in both the Army and Air Force will still he hia
But the pointless compulsory basic program will long be gone. It’s ..it
Who will watch the old movies and laugh at. the corny jokes? Noboly
We’re looking forward to the year 2884.."

This sale lasts only March 29 and 30.
Prices shown above are good only
with this ad or Student Body Card.
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Let SHARIN put a tiger in your tank (or
change your rubber band) today. Our
gasoline is guaranteed to be equal to or
better than any major gasoline on the
market today. Try a tankfull and see for
yourself.

SHARIN SERVICE
S55 W. Santa Clara
Open 24

Hours
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Local Math Group
Publishes Journal
By BOWAN TOPOLSKI
Die Fitionarei Atcrelat ion. a Fibonacci Association, other mathtt,aihernatical group brined some- ematicians and students to publish
what more than a year ago, with I their work in this field."
In addition the journal will "Pmheadquarters at San lose State.
has published an official journal to vide ideas, problems and research
encourage beginners in the field of which may be adapted to classrecurrent sequences and to provide room mathematics projects." The
a focal point for the exchange of second half of the publication, deideas between persons interested in voted primarily to the novice, will
present problems and research
these and related topics.
Somewhat prosaically titled The projects specifically for students at
Fibonacci Quarterly.- the journal’s the high school and undergraduate
editorial boanl and membership Is college level.
The term "Fibonacci numbers"
international in scope. Several foreign countries are represented on: came into existence as the result
the membership rolls. Locally, SJS of a mathematical puzzle problem
campus members on the editorial proposed by Leonard Pisan. also
staff include Dr. Dmitri Thom. as- known as Fibonacci. in his famous
sociate professor of mathematics: book on arithmetic. Liber Abaci,
Dr. Verner E. Hoggatt, associate published in 1202.
"In solving the problem." said
professor of mathematics: Paul F.
Byrd. assistant professor of mathe- Dr. Hoggatt. "the sequence of
matics. and S. L. Basin, graduate numbers evolved in the solution
has the characteristic that any one
student in mathematics.
The first edition of the journal, number of the sequence is the AIM
published in February, is indicative of the two previous numbers of the
of both the intent of the associa- sequence. The particular sequence
tion and of the purpose for publish- 0, 1, 1. 2. 3, 5, 8 . . . is known as
ing the journal. It is divided into the Fibanocci sequence."
two distinct sections: the first part
Fibonacci numbers occur in the
devoted to more advanced research solution of many natural phenoniand problems and the second part ena. The position of seeds on a pine
concerned with the more elemen- cone, the position of pussy willow
on a branch and the number of
tary aspects of the field.
Dr. Hoggatt pointed out that pussy willow on a branch and the
"mathematics teachers and stu- number of petals on a daisy can be
dents of all levels are encouraged expressed as a sequence of ratios
to share our enthusiasm and to of Fibonacci numbers, just as stock
develop an interest in arithmetic market fluctauations can.
Persons interested in the activinumber sequences. The journal is
available for mathematics students ties of the association and wishing
to read and carry on their own in- more inforrmation about the jourdependent research. It will serve nal may contact Dr. Hoggatt at
as an outlet for members of the A317 or extension 2454.
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2801 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Hours: 9.30 to 9.30 Mon thru Fri
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"Strawberries’ in
sprightly Lanz Original
print on crisp cotton
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Phonographs
HI-Fl Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

By DIANE MAUZY
A professional convention at- mos-es, in the mature person, ’Tomosphere will characterize the’ ward a Modern Approach to Valforthcoming fifth annual Spartan ues." The lecture is open to evPsychological Assn. meeting, May! eryone and free of charge.
Dr. Rogers Is currently on leave
1-2.
Sponsored by the Psychology at Stanford University and doing
Department and Psi Chi, national I work at the Center for the Adpsychology honorary society, the vanced Study of Behavioral Sciconvention will feature two after- inices. He is professor of psycholnoon meetings from 1:30-4:30 in! ogy at the University of Wisconsin.
CH150 and an evening lecture by
A past president of the AmerDr. Carl R. Rogers in Morris , ican Psychological Association. in
Dailey Auditorium.
1.56 Dr. Rogers a-as recipient of a
Approximately 12 to 20 students Distinguished Scientific Contribuof all grade levels will participate tion Award by that group. Ire
by presenting original research has many publications in the areas
papers. i’stially some of the man- of personality and psychotherapy.
uscripts are preparations for master thesis and are eventually published in psychological journals.
The otrr. eta ii in is completely devoted to the trwirling of original
research papers. Listeners may
drift in and out between the oral
presentations, which ron about 15
(Interviews for teaching positions
minutes each with 5-minute ques- in California are now being held in
Adm234,
between 9 am. and 430
tion periods.
pin. Signup sheets are now available.
A convention program will be Students
ere requested to sign up
available by the latter part of early.ED.)

Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry

VALLEY FAIR
Stuart’s Downtown, 161 S. First

Repairs
Tape Recorders

No Money Down A Year To Pay
FREE
PARKING
We
validate
all
downtown
tot
tickets

RAMS MB
OUR INTER-NATURAL SUIT

Teaching
Interviews

Monday, April 1
Santa Ana
Unified and Junior College Districts, Santa Ana, Orange County.
Gustine Union Elementary School
District, Gustine, Merced County
Mt. Pleasant School District, San
Jose, Santa Clara County.
Tuesday, April 2 Centinela
Valley Union High School District, Hawthorne, Los Angeles
County. Fortuna ’Union High
School District, Fortuna, Hum bolt Cotmty. Sacramento City
Unified School District, Sacramento. in Sacramento County.
Centralia Elementary School District, Buena Park, Orange County.
Wednesday, April 11 --Fullerton
Elementary School District, Fullerton. Orange County. Oxnard
Union High School District. Oxnard, Ventura County and Thursday
Campbell Union High
School District, Campbell and
Ravenswood City School District.
Palo Alto, both in Santa Clara
County. West Covina Unified
School District. West Covina. Los
Angeles Colinty.
Thursday, April 4 --Davis Joint
Unified Sdliorel fMatrict, Davis,
Tole County. Garden Grove Elementary School District, Garden
Grove, ()range County. Merced
City School District, Merced, in
, Merced County. Orcitt Union
High School District, root. Sanla Barbara County. Temple City
Unified School District, Temple

..
t..
.
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Original Papers
At Psych Meet

Dr. Keith W. Johnsgard, aSSOelate professor of psychology and
chairman of the Spartan Psychology Association Committee, said
the purposes of the meeting were
to encourage and ie,.osuize student effort, to educate and inform
through the exchange of information on new research, and to
stimulate students in terms of
psychology.
Any interested st latent may
write a paper which concerns the
general field of behavior and submit it for acceptance to the secretary of the psychology department in CH157 The deadline for
papers is April It; Further details
are presently posted on the psychology department bulletin board
in Centennial Hall.
The hest paper presented will
win three psychology volumes
worth about $35. The honks, by
Koch, are titled: "PhyrhologY: The
Study of Science."
Papers presented in past conventions represent a tremendous
range of interest, stretching from
brain chemistry in rats to democratic attitudes In church grougis.
On the evening of May 2. Dr.
Carl R. Rogers, renowned lecturer
and originator of the school of
psychotherapy
client - cent ertai
will speak in Morris Dailey at 8.
Sponsored by Psi Chi. the psy.
chology department. and the ColDr.
Lechler. Committee,
lege
Rogers will lecture on the valuing
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